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A b strac t
In th is thesis, a theory of power gain analysis is developed for a large class of nonlin­
ear dynamical systems. This theory provides techniques for analysing systems which 
exhibit internal power generation (such as limit cycle systems) which are generally not 
treatab le using standard  £2-gain analysis (or W o o )  techniques.
In the absence of disturbances, the stability of nonlinear system s w ith power gain is 
investigated. A sufficient stability based condition is developed for a  system  to exhibit 
power gain. A natu ra l generalization of the concept of dissipativity, called power dis- 
sipativity, is developed for nonlinear systems w ith power gain, requiring th e  existence 
of a power bias /  storage function solution pair of a dissipation inequality. A num ber 
of candidate power bias /  storage function pairs are then  proposed, including revised 
definitions of available storage (an infinite horizon available storage and a super avail­
able storage) and required supply. The a ttendan t partial differential equations are also 
presented. The analysis then  proceeds w ith these revised definitions of available storage 
and required supply in order to develop an analogous ordering of storage functions for 
power dissipative systems. The stability of nonlinear systems in the presence of the 
worst case disturbance is then  analysed, uncovering a wealth of new system  behaviour, 
including the bifurcation of equilibria.
The scope of th is thesis is then broadened to include the application of power gain 
analysis to the problem  of sta te  feedback controller synthesis. P articu lar a tten tion  is 
paid to the form ulation of an optim al control problem  which, if solvable, provides the  
recipe for a sta te  feedback controller which minimizes the lim it cycle behaviour of the 
nonlinear system  in closed loop. This theory is then  applied to a class of linear systems 
with actuato r nonlinearities.
The rem ainder of this thesis is then  directed towards the im plem entation details of
vi A b stra c t
power gain analysis techniques.
Verification of the  power gain property requires the existence of a power bias /  stor­
age function pair which satisfies the dissipation inequality. Although such pairs are by 
themselves difficult to find, the analysis provides us w ith a num ber of useful candidate 
pairs, defined as variational problems. Since explicit solutions of such variational prob­
lems are rare, the im portan t issue of computing approxim ations for the candidate power 
bias /  storage function pairs is addressed. The finite difference m ethods presented rely 
heavily on sim ilar existing m ethods developed for stochastic control problems.
Finally, the richness of behaviour of explicit nonlinear system s w ith power gain is 
investigated, revealing a real departure from the known behaviour of nonlinear systems 
w ith finite 'H0O norm. Applying numerical techniques, the candidate power bias /  
storage function pairs which arise in the theory of power gain analysis are com puted. 
The stability  of nonlinear system with power gain is investigated in the absence of 
disturbances, and in the presence of the worst case power gain disturbance. Systems 
such as simple as scalar linear systems with ou tpu t sa turation  are investigated, along 
w ith  two dimensional lim it cycles system s, and th ree dimensional chaotic systems.
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N o ta tio n  and  A bbrev ia tions
N o ta tio n
This section describes the notation th a t is used throughout this thesis.
R  denotes the real line, whilst R n denotes n-dimensional euclidean space. |xj refers 
to the n-dimensional euclidean norm of x. For x, y  E R n , x • y  is the euclidean inner 
product of x and y. B[xo\r] {B{xq\ t)) refers to the closed (open) ball of center xq and 
radius r in R n .
Rnxm d e n ie s  the  space of n  x m  m atrices with real entries. If M E  R nxm, then  
M ZJ denotes the entries of m atrix  M  corresponding to the i th row and j th column. M '  
refers to  the  transpose. If M  is stable, then  all eigenvalues of M  lie in the open left 
half of the complex plane. Unless otherwise stated , \M\  refers to the m atrix  suprem um  
norm of M . T ha t is, the \M\  is the maximum singular value of M .
A function V  : R n —¥ R  maps values in R n to values in R . If V  E C 1 (R n , R ) (or ju st 
C 1), then  V  is differentiable. S7xV( x)  refers to the gradient of V , 
where x =  [x\\x2 \---  |xn]'. This may be abbreviated to Vx . The argm in of V  is a 
set given by argm inxGRn{U(x)} =  {x E R n : U(x) <  V(y)  forall y  E R n }. Argmax 
is defined similarly. The lower semicontinuous envelope of V  is w ritten as V*, where 
V*(x) =  lim in fz_).x{U(z)}. The norm alization of V  is denoted by V( x )  = V{x)  —
infxeRn V (x).
A signal v : R  —» R p is a function which maps tim es to vectors, v E ^ 2([0 ,T], R p) 
if
T
|i;(f)|2 dt  < 00.
W here the dimension of v E R p is clear from the context, v E £2([0, T], R p) may be
dv_ I dv_ I. . .  I dv
dx\ I 8x2 ' ' d x n 5
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abbreviated  to v E £2(0, T]. If v E £2(0, T], the £2-norm  of v is given by
IMl£2[0.T] =  y \v{t)\2 dt.
The union of £ 2([0,T ] ,R P) spaces for all T  > 0 is denoted by
£ 2e(Rp) =  ut>o{£2([0,T],R^)},
which again may be abbreviated to £ 2e[0,T]. Signal v E £ 2 ([0, 00), R p) if
< 00.
v E £ 2([0 , 00), R p) may be abbreviated to v E £2- If v E £2, the Co-norm of v is given 
by
IH ka =  \ j  \v{t)\2 dt.
Signal v  E F V (R ? )  if
l im su p -f— f  |v (t)|2 dtX < 00.
T  —>00 { T  Jo J
W here the dimension of v E •7r'P (R p) is clear from the context, th is may be w ritten  as 
v E T V .  If v E T V ,  the T V -norm of v is given by
IMIT V  =  ^ H m s u p j i  jT |v(t)|2 d t | .
The m inim um  of two real valued quantities a and 6 is denoted by a A 6, whilst the 
m axim um  is denoted by a V b. Indicator functions are denoted by
1 if 6 evaluates to TRU E ,
Xb = \
0 if 6 evaluates to  FALSE.
A b b rev ia tio n s
The following abbreviations are used in this thesis:
ARE Algebraic Riccati Equation 
DI Dissipation Inequality
D PE Dynamic Program m ing Equation 
ODE O rdinary Differential Equation 
PD E Partia l Differential Equation
PD I P artia l Differential Inequality
RDE Riccati Differential Equation
HJB Ham ilton-Jacobi-Bellm an
H JI Ham ilton-Jacobi-Isaacs
C hapter 1
In tro d u c tio n
1.1 A nalysis o f N onlinear S y stem s w ith  E nergy  G ain
Over the last decade, significant breakthroughs have been made in generalizing con­
cepts of linear 'H0O control [44, 13] to include nonlinear system s [38, 23, 1, 26]. The 
fundam ental step in th is generalization has been the interpretion of the frequency do­
m ain definition of the "Hoo norm of a system in term s of tim e dom ain energy (£ 2-) gain. 
W ith  this in terpreta tion  has come renewed interest in the fields of £ 2_gain analysis [39], 
and more fundam entally, dissipative systems [42, 21, 22].
£ 2-gain analysis is concerned with the input /  ou tpu t analysis of systems with finite 
£ 2-gain. T ha t is, system s which satisfy the inequality
for all inputs v, tim es T , and states x,  where the finite gain 7 is fixed, and 2 represents 
the ou tput. W ith  appropriate detectability properties, the £ 2-gain inequality implies 
th a t the system  m ust be asym ptotically stable in the absence of inputs.
Upon inspection of the inequality, it is not clear a priori how such an
input /  ou tpu t property  can be established. However, since the inequality m ust hold
E
V Z
Figure 1.1: In p u t/O u tp u t View of System E
1
2 C h ap ter  1. In tro d u ctio n
for all inputs, the problem  of testing for £ 2-gain can be reform ulated in term s of 
a  finite horizon calculus of variations problem. By application of standard  dynamic 
program m ing techniques [28, 17], the finite horizon value function
may be com puted by means of an associated nonstationary partial differential equation. 
Existence of a finite nonnegative function ß(x)  such th a t
holds for all sta tes x and tim es T  clearly implies th a t the ^ 2 -gain inequality holds.
The finite horizon value function V(x , T)  can be in terpreted  as the most energy 
th a t can be retrieved from a system , starting  in s ta te  z , in a finite tim e interval [0,T]. 
Not suprisingly, it follows th a t F ( z ,T )  is nondecreasing in T. Hence, as the finite 
horizon value function V ( x , T ) is uniformly bounded above by /3(z), it is clear th a t an 
infinite horizon limit of the finite horizon value function V ( x , T )  m ust exist and also 
be bounded above by ß(x).  Analysis of these infinite horizon functions is the essence 
of dissipative system s theory.
1.2 E n ergy  D issip a tiv e  S ystem s
On an abstrac t level, dissipative system s theory is concerned with the relationship 
between energy flow into and out from systems, and internal stability. One of the 
properties of dissipative system s is their ability to  store energy. This stored energy, 
or storage, represents a  finite reservoir of energy to which energy may be supplied or 
from which energy may be w ithdraw n by the application of inputs or disturbances 
to the system . The level of storage is represented by a storage function , which is 
simply a nonnegative scalar function of the sta te  of the system. In the absence of 
disturbances, finiteness of the  initial storage ensures th a t as energy is delivered to  the 
external environm ent by way of the ou tpu t and by way of energy dissipation, the  storage 
m ust eventually decay to zero. W ith  suitable detectability  properties, th is implies th a t 
the s ta te  of the  system  m ust itself decay to the origin. In th is way, dissipative systems 
can be shown to be internally stable [42, 21, 22].
Formally, a system  is energy dissipative (or ju st simply dissipative) w ith gain 7  
if a finite nonnegative storage function  can be found which satisfies the dissipation
V( x , T )
V( x , T )  <
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for all disturbances v, all times T, and all states x, where r is the supply rate. Since V  
is a measure of the  stored energy and r is a measure of the rate  of energy supply to  the 
system , clearly the  dissipation inequality is an energy balance relationship. The notion 
of energy dissipation is embodied by the fact th a t this balance holds w ith inequality 
ra ther th an  equality. In applying dissipative systems theory to /V g a in  analysis, the 
supply rate  is chosen naturally  to be r (v ,z )  = 7 2 |u |2 — |z |2.
Note th a t for dissipativity to  be of use, it is im perative th a t there is a link be­
tween dissipativity and the ^2-gain property. Com paring the Z^-gain inequality and 
the dissipation inequality, the existence of a nonnegative storage function implies im­
m ediately th a t the /^2-gain inequality holds. Furtherm ore, using a concept known as 
available storage, it can be shown th a t systems with finite £2_gain m ust be dissipative. 
Assum ptions regarding the detectability of a system also adm its trea tm en t of any stor­
age function as a Lyapunov function. Application of LaSalle’s Principle then implies 
asym ptotic stability  for dissipative systems. Hence, dissipativity plays an im portan t 
role in ensuring th a t a system  with ^2-gain is internally stable.
Although a storage function V  characterizes the dissipativeness of a system , it 
is generally non-unique. W ithout a recipe, the problem  of finding a candidate storage 
function can be difficult. However, this problem can be avoided by defining the concepts 
of available storage and required supply [42]. As the nam e suggests, the available storage 
Va(x) of a system  is defined uniquely to be the m ost energy retrievable from th a t 
system, starting  in a  particular state, by the application of any disturbance over any 
tim e horizon. T h a t is,
Not suprisingly, the available storage is the lim iting function as T  —» oo of the finite 
horizon value function V (x ,T ). T hat is,
The required supply Vr (x) is the least energy required to  achieve a final s ta te  x, starting
Va(x) =  sup sup
T > 0 ve £ 2[0,T]
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from a sta te  of zero storage, over any time horizon. T hat is,
Vr{x) =  inf inf {  [  [72|v (s) |2 -  |z (s ) |2l ds : x ( —T) = 0, z(0) =  xX .
T > 0 v e C 2[ - T . 0 \ { J _ T l J J
As with the available storage, the required supply can be shown to be the infinite 
horizon limit of a finite horizon value function.
The available storage and required supply necessarily satisfy the dissipation inequal­
ity. Hence, finiteness of either immediately implies dissipativeness. So, the variational 
definitions of available storage and required supply naturally  give rise to a  prescription 
for dissipativeness: com pute either Va(x) or Vr(x ), test for finiteness.
Although the available storage and required supply have explicit definitions, these 
definitions are still variational, and as such, difficult to com pute. However, by con­
sidering a differential form of the dissipation inequality, a  verification result for dissi­
pativeness follows. T h a t is, the existence of a solution V  of a corresponding partial 
differential inequality
H(x,  W ( x ) )  <  0
implies (by integration) th a t V  is a solution of the dissipation inequality. Furtherm ore, 
the available storage and required supply play a  special role in the solution of the 
corresponding partial differential equation: Va(x) is the stabilizing solution, whilst Vr (x) 
is the antistabilizing solution. For linear system s, this partial differential equation 
reduces to the  algebraic Riccati equation, for which solutions techniques exist. However, 
for nonlinear system s, numerical approxim ation techniques are often required in order 
to com pute solutions of the partial differential equation.
In the integral form of the  dissipation inequality, the stabilizing and antistabilizing 
properties of the available storage and required supply are m anifested in the way th a t 
they delim it all possible storage functions for a  system. T h a t is, any storage function 
V  necessarily satifies the inequality
Va(x) < V(X) < Vr (x).
Hence, the available storage is the minimal storage function, whilst the required supply 
is the m aximal storage function.
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1.3 A nalysis o f N onlinear S ystem s w ith  P ow er G ain
Asym ptotic stability  of detectable systems w ith the £2-gahi property  im m ediately im­
trea ted  directly w ith £2-gahi cinalysis or energy dissipative techniques. Hence, a  large 
class of systems w ith very interesting dynamics, including for example lim it cycle and 
chaotic systems, are not amenable to analysis using these existing techniques [38, 39].
Although such systems do not exhibit ^ 2-gain, m any exhibit (finite) power (T V -)  
gain. The power gain property in itself represents a very simple generalization of the  C-2- 
gain inequality. The only difference between the two properties is an additional linear 
term  in T  on the RHS of the power gain inequality. T h a t is, a  system  exhibits T V -gain 
< 7 if there exists two nonnegative functions A and ß  which satisfy the inequality
for all disturbances v, all tim es T, and all states x. The coefficient of the linear T  
term , A(x), is referred to as the  power bias of the system . By inspection of the power 
gain inequality, th is power bias term  facilitates the  presences of nonzero steady sta te  
ou tputs in the absence of disturbances. T h a t is, the  power delivered by limit cycle 
behaviour for example can be accounted for with the A( x ) T  term .
Under an assum ption of exponential stability  outside a com pact set, a  large class of 
nonlinear systems (including m any limit cycle systems) can be shown to  exhibit T V -  
gain. Conversely, under suitable detectability assum ptions, system s with T V -gain can 
be shown to be stable in the sense th a t trajectories unpertu rbed  by disturbances tend 
to a compact set. In the case where the power bias is zero (A(x) =  0), these results 
naturally  recover the  corresponding standard  £ 2-gain analysis results.
As w ith the £2-gain property, it is possible to reform ulate the  power gain inequality 
in term s of the finite horizon value function V ( x , T ) .  Then, the  power gain inequality 
becomes
function V ( x , T )  need no longer be uniformly bounded above for all T.  Indeed, it 
is follows from the above inequality th a t systems w ith power gain may have a finite 
horizon value function V ( x , T )  which grows linearly (or sublinearly) w ith T.  However,
plies th a t systems with nonzero steady sta te  disturbance free behaviour cannot be
V ( x , T )  < \ ( x ) T  + ß(x) .
A substantial difference in the power gain case arises from the  fact th a t this value
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since V ( x , T )  is representative of the most energy th a t may be retrieved from a system , 
it follows natu rally  th a t a concept of the most power deliverable by a system may be 
developed. This m axim al power generation, called the available power Aa , is defined 
simply as the infinite horizon linear growth of the  energy retrieved. T h a t is,
By applying th is definition of available power to the  power gain inequality, it is apparent 
th a t the available power represents a lower bound for any power bias for the system. 
Furtherm ore, under appropriate reachability assum ptions, the power gain is naturally  
independent of the  initial sta te  x. Consequently, both  the available power and any 
admissible power bias are usually considered to be independent of x.
For system s w ith ^2-gain, the available power m ust be zero. This follows from the 
fact th a t such system s do not have the ability to generate energy internally. However, 
for system s which do not possess the  C^-gzari property, the available power is typically 
a nonnegative function of the gain 7. Furtherm ore, the “worst case” disturbance which 
excites the m axim um  power generation of a system  (and thereby defines the available 
power) depends explicitly on the ra te  of change of the available power with respect to 
gain. T ha t is,
where v* is th is worst case disturbance for gain 7, and || • ||jpp is a power seminorm. By 
inspection, the  worst case disturbance v* can only have nonzero power if the available 
power is decreasing w ith gain. This illustrates further th a t the  available power is 
indeed a p roperty  of system s for which power signals, ra ther th an  energy signals, are 
im portant.
1.4 P ow er D issip a tiv e  S ystem s
An im portan t p roperty  of systems w ith nonzero available power is the  ability of such 
system s to generate power in the absence of disturbances. Clearly such systems cannot 
be energy dissipative, as th is internal power generation would imply infinite energy 
storage. Hence, a  generalization of energy dissipativity is required in order to cope 
w ith system s w ith nonzero available power.
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For system s with power gain, the power bias A can be regarded as an approxim ation 
of the internal power generation of a system. W ith  this in m ind, a simple generation 
of dissipativity is obtained by adding the internal power generation to the supply ra te , 
yielding r(v, z) = 7 2|v|2 — \z\2 -f A. Hence, a system  is power dissipative if there exists 
a  finite nonnegative power bias /  storage function pair such th a t
V ( x ) +  [  [y2\v(s)\2 - \ z ( s ) \ 2 + \] ds> V(x(T))
Jo
for all disturbances v , times T , and sta tes x. It is not difficult to show th a t power 
dissipativity and power gain are equivalent concepts. However, a notable departure 
from energy dissipative systems theory is th a t a power bias /  storage function pair 
m ust be found in order verify power dissipativeness. Since such pairs are nonunique, 
the  approach is again to propose and verify candidate solutions to the dissipation 
inequality.
An obvious choice for a candidate power bias /  storage function pair is the available 
power /  available storage pair. However, the energy dissipative definition of available 
storage is not suitable, since it is infinite for nonzero available power. Hence, a  gener­
alization of available storage is required. One possibility is the super available storage,
Va{x) =  sup { V (x ,T ) — AaT} ,
T>  0
where V ( x , T ) is the same finite horizon value function defined in /^ -ga in  analysis. 
Although the pair (Aq, ^ )  does satisfy the dissipation inequality for power dissipative 
system s, it m ust be stressed th a t the super available storage is not the only possible 
generalization. To see this, recall th a t in /^2 -gain analysis, Aa =  0. Hence, m onotonicity 
of V ( x ,T )  guarantees th a t replacing the suprem um  with a lim it (as T  —» oo) in the 
definition of available storage for energy dissipative systems has no effect. However, for 
Aa > 0, the m onotonicity of V ( x , T ) is lost, giving rise to an alternative generalization 
called the infinite horizon available storage,
Vb(x) =  lim sup { V (x, T) — AaT} .
T —J-oo
Note th a t  the pair (Aa , Vj,) also satisfies the dissipation inequality.
Since bo th  Va(x) and V&(x) are valid generalizations of available storage, the two are 
distinguished by noting th a t Va(x) > Vb(x) (hence the name “super” available storage).
Im portantly , the super available storage may be interpreted as the  value function 
of an optim al stopping problem [3]. Applying the results of [3, 37], th is implies th a t
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the  super available storage is a solution of the variational inequality 
m ax ( -A a -f H(x,  V V ^ x )) ,- V a{x)) =  0.
In contrast, it can be concluded th a t the infinite horizon available storage is a solution 
of the PD E
- \ a + H ( x ,V V b(x)) =  0.
Clearly for Aa =  0, bo th  differential equations reduce to the well known Hamilton- 
Jacobi-Bellm an equation associated w ith /^-gain  analysis [38].
Note th a t w ith regard to utility, we find tha t the super available storage is useful for 
analysing stability  in the absence of disturbances, whilst the infinite horizon available 
storage is useful for analysing stability  in the presence of the worst case power gain 
disturbance.
In keeping w ith the generalizations thus far, the  required supply for system  with 
power gain may also be defined. Given th a t the required supply was defined in [42] 
as the least energy required to move from a sta te  of m inimum  storage to  a sta te  x , 
we define a generalization of the required supply to be the infinite horizon fixed initial 
s ta te  required supply,
=  lim inf inf ( /  [t 2M s) |2 -  k ( s ) |2 +  Aa] ds : x { - T )  = £ ,z (0 ) =  xX  , T-¥ o o  v£C2[ - T ,0] { J - T  J
where £ is chosen to be a minimizing sta te  of the infinite horizon available storage
Vb(x).
The definition of required supply along with th a t of the infinite horizon available 
storage leads to one of the fundam ental differences between /^2 -gain analysis and power 
gain analysis. One of the features of systems with /^2 -gain is th a t the  equilibrium  
of the system  rem ains unchanged regardless of whether the system  is in the  presence 
of the worst case disturbance or no disturbance. However, system s w ith  power gain 
can exhibit quite difference behaviour from when the system is free of disturbances to 
when the worst case power gain disturbance is applied. Typical behaviour includes the 
shifting of equilibria, the bifurcation of equilbria, the  change in shape and size of lim it 
cycles, etc. This change in behaviour is reflected in the fact th a t m inim um  of V&(x) no 
longer corresponds to the steady state  worst case dynamics of the system . However, 
by defining the function
W ( x )  = V l ( t , x ) - V b(x),
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where £ G a rg m in ^p «  {V&(x)}, we find th a t W{x)  decreases along forward tim e worst 
case trajectories corresponding to the stabilizing PD E solution V&(x).
Figure 1.2: W( x)  Approximation for a  Lim it Cycle System
Worst C ase Trajectory
Contours of W(x)
Figure 1.3: A W orst Case Trajectory and the Contours of a W( x)  Approxim ation
Furtherm ore, W{x)  also decreases along reverse tim e worst case trajectories cor­
responding to the  antistabilizing PDE solution E ^ (£ ,x ) . Hence, the argm in of W( x)  
forms an invariant set to which both forward and reverse tim e worst case trajectories 
are a ttrac ted . Consequently, worst case trajectories ten d  to sta tes for which Vf>(x) and 
V ^(£ ,x ) have equal gradients (with respect to x, if they exist), ra ther th an  to any 
m inim a of either function. Note th a t in the ^ 2-gain analysis case it is the  zero avail­
able power th a t guarantees th a t the states of common gradient and common m inim a 
coincide a t the origin.
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1.5 O p tim al S ta te  Feedback Pow er G ain C ontrol
A closed loop system consisting of a plant G and a controller K  is an example of a 
system with an input and output. Consequently, the input /  output system (G:K ) 
may be analysed using the power gain analysis techniques outlined thus far.
Figure 1.4: Closed Loop System E = (G , K )
Since the controller K  modifies the behaviour of system (G , K ), it is reasonable to 
expect that different choices of controller K  may yield different levels of internal power 
generation, and hence different values of available power. Thus, we may associate with 
system (G , K ) the available power Aa,K ,  which is dependent on the choice of controller 
K.  Furthermore, since the available power is always bounded below by zero,
0 < min{Aa.^} < \ a.K,
K
for any controller K.  Hence, it is feasible to define an optimal state feedback power gain 
control problem which involves finding an optimal controller K* such that
Aa.K* =  min {Au.k }  ■
As the available power Aa,K may be interpreted as a measure of the worst case nonzero 
steady state behaviour of system (G,K),  it is clear that the optimal state feedback 
controller is desirable in that it seeks to minimize the closed loop “oscillatory” behaviour 
of the system. Indeed, if the nonlinear state feedback "H^-control problem is solvable, 
then the optimal state feedback power gain control problem will yield the optimal state 
feedback /H(X) controller K* with Xa,K* =  0 and the closed loop (G ,K *) asymptotically 
stable.
By applying existing deterministic techniques arising from infinite horizon risk sen­
sitive control [16], a solution of the optimal state feedback power gain control problem
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can be found by computing the solution of a corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi-Isaacs 
equation [16].
Using this method of solution, the synthesis of optimal state feedback power gain 
controllers for a class of linear plants with actuator nonlinearities is considered. Typ­
ically, we find that the optimal controller attempts to invert the actuator nonlinearity 
in the spirit of Inverse Control [40].
1.6 T h esis O utline
The following list summarizes the chapter by chapter content of this thesis:
Chapter 2 The theory of power gain analysis is developed for a large class of nonlinear 
dynamical systems.
Chapter 3 The analysis ideas of Chapter 2 are broadened further to investigate the 
applicability of power gain analysis to the problem of state feedback controller 
synthesis.
Chapter 4 The issue of computing appoximations for the candidate power bias /  
storage function pairs proposed in Chapter 2 is addressed.
Chapter 5 The richness of behaviour of explicit nonlinear systems with power gain is 
investigated, revealing a real departure from the known behaviour of nonlinear 
systems with finite ZVgain.
Chapter 6 The contributions of this thesis are summarized. Further work in this new 
research area is detailed.
1.7 Sum m ary o f C ontribu tions
The principal contributions of this thesis are listed below.
• Generalization of the C2-gain inequality to the power gain inequality.
• Analysis of the stability of nonlinear systems with power gain, in the absence of 
disturbances.
Determination of a large class of nonlinear systems which exhibit power gain.
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• In terp re ta tion  of the power gain inequality using a finite horizon calculus of vari­
ations problem .
• The concept of available power for nonlinear systems with power gain.
• Generalization of energy dissipativity to power dissipativity, thereby including 
nonlinear systems with power gain.
• Concepts of available storage and required supply for nonlinear systems with 
power gain.
• Analysis of the stability  of nonlinear systems with power gain, in the  presence of 
the worst case disturbance.
• Form ulation of the optim al state  feedback power gain control problem , with ap­
plication to  linear system s with actuato r nonlinearities.
• All explicit com putations for nonlinear systems with power gain.
C hapter 2
C o n tin u o u s  T im e P o w er G ain
A n aly sis
2.1 In trod u ction
Many nonlinear systems, such as limit cycles system s, exhibit internal power generation 
which is m anifested in the persistence of ou tpu ts in the absence of disturbances. Since 
such system s produce an infinite am ount of energy, trea tm en t using standard  energy 
gain analysis techniques is not possible.
In order to overcome this lim itation in the theory, we propose a generalization of 
energy gain to include systems with power gain. By developing concepts such as power 
dissipativity, a theory of power gain analysis is established.
2.2 C lass o f  S ystem s
T hroughout this chapter, we are concerned w ith the analysis of nonlinear of the form
where rr(0) =  x E R n is the initial state , x(t)  E R n is the sta te  at tim e t, v(t) E R p 
is the d isturbance, and z(t) E R 9 is the output. To simplify notation, the  unpenalized
will be w ritten  as <p(t, to, xq', v ),  where xo is the initial sta te  corresponding to the initial 
tim e to, t is the current tim e, and v is the disturbance. W here the initial state , initial
x(t) = a(x(t)) + b(x(t))v(t),  
z( t ) =  h(x( t ))
(2 .1)
running cost will be denoted by c(x) = \h(x)\2. The flow or tra jec to ry  of system  E
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tim e, and disturbance are clear from the context, this will be abbreviated to x(t).
A num ber of definitions of reachability of the state  space of system s are required.
D efin itio n  2.2 .1  (C o m p le te  R each ab ility ) A subset X  of the state space of system 
E is completely reachable if for any x' ,x" E X , there exists a time horizon 0 < T  < oo 
and a disturbance v E £ 2 (0 , T\ such that <p(T, 0, x'\ v) = x" with cp(t, 0, x'\ v) E X  for 
all f E [0, T ~\.
D efin itio n  2 .2 .2  (U n iform  C o m p le te  R each ab ility ) A subset X  of the state space 
of system E is uniformly completely reachable if there exists a finite nonnegative map­
ping Txy : I x I - 4 R  and a mapping ux<y(s) : I x I x R - }  Rp such that for any x, 
y £ X , E T2[0, 5 0, x, vX y) y , and Tx,y, 11222[0 .^7V, bounded
on compact subsets of X  x X .
The following definition of local uniform  reachability is a generalization of th a t found 
in [2].
D efin itio n  2 .2 .3  (L oca l U n ifo rm  R ea ch a b ility ) The state space of system E is 
defined to be locally uniformly reachable if for each x' E R n, there exists a 5 >  0, and 
continuous functions a \ : [0,5) —> R ~ and a 2 : [0,5) —» R ~ where aq(0) =  0 =  <*2 (0 ), 
such that for any x" E R n with \\x" — x'\\ < 5, there exists finite time T  > 0 and a 
disturbance v E £2[0,T] such that ip(T,0,x']v) =  x" and
IMl£2[0,T] <  <*i(|x" - s ' l ) ,  (29)
T  < Cl2 (\x" -  x'\).
W here necessary, the  class of system s E is further restricted by the following as­
sumptions.
( A l )  a, 5, and c are continous functions.
(A 2) The s ta te  space is Com pletely Reachable (Definition 2.2.1).
(A 3) The s ta te  space is Uniformly Completely Reachable (Definition 2.2.2).
(A 4) The s ta te  space is Locally Uniformly Reachable (Definition 2.2.3).
(A 5) |a(x) — a(p)| <  L\\x — y\ for all xgy E R ” .
(A 6) |a (x )| <  L i ( l  +  |x |) for all x E R n.
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(A7) a{x) • x < — C\\x \2 +  C2, for all x E R n, where C\ > 0, C2 > 0.
(A8) a(x) ■ x > —C3|x|2 — C4, for all x E R n, where C3 > 0, C4 > 0.
(A9) Ib(x) — b(y)| < L2\x — y\ for all x,y G R 7'.
(A10) |fr(x)| < L3 for all x G R n.
( A l l )  |c(x) -  c(y)\ < L4\x -  y\ for all x,y G R n.
(A12) 0 < c(x) < L5(l +  |^ |2) for all x G Rn.
(A13) c(x) > L6(|x |2 -  y) for all x G R n, where L q > 0, y  > 0.
(A14) c(x) —> 00 as |x| —> 00.
(A15) The level sets of c(-) are compact.
When required for the proof of particular results, these assumptions will be cited indi­
vidually. Note that some of the above assumptions follow from others, but are listed 
individually for clarity.
The continuity and Lipschitz assumptions (Al) and (A5) are required for existence 
of solutions to the differential equation (2.1).
Proposition 2.2.4
(i) Assumptions (A l) and (A5) imply assumption (A6).
(ii) Assumptions (A l) and (A ll)  imply assumption (A12).
(Hi) Assumption (A6) implies assumption (A8).
Proof: Applying assumption (A5),
|a(x)| =  \a(x) -  a(y) + a(y)\
< |a(x) — a(y)| +  |a(y)|
< Li\x -  y\ + \a(y)\
< m ax(Li,|a(y)|) (1 +  \x — y|).
Continuity assumption (Al) implies that for any y G R n, |a(y)| < 00. Choosing y —  0 
in the above inequality yields assumption (A6). Hence, assumptions (Al) and (A5) 
imply (A6), which proves (i). The same argument for c(x) yields (ii).
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Also,
a(x) ■ x >  —|a(ar)||x|
> —L i( l  +  |x |)|x
using assum ption (A6) and the fact th a t \x\2 — 2\x\ +  1 > 0. B ut, this is ju s t assum ption 
(A8). Hence, assum ption (A6) implies (A8), which proves (Hi). ■
Assum ption (A7) is a stability  assum ption th a t ensures the existence of an a ttrac ting  
set for the  unpertu rbed  dynamics of system (2.1).
Assum ptions (A9) and (A10) are Lipschitz and boundedness assum ptions respec­
tively, and consequently independent.
A ssum ption (A13) provides a lower bound for the growth of the unpenalized running 
cost for the  system. Assum ption (A14) ensures th a t the state  of the system  cannot tend  
to oo while incurring only a finite unpenalized running cost, whilst assum ption (A15) 
ensures th a t sequences of states w ith uniformly bounded unpenalized running cost are 
confined to a closed and bounded set. Assum ptions (A14) and (A15) may be regarded 
as effectively detectability  assum ptions.
P r o p o s it io n  2 .2 .5
(i) Assumption (A13) implies assumption (A14).
(ii) Assumption (A13) implies assumption (A15).
(Hi) Assumptions (A l) and (A14) imply assumption (A15).
P roof: The proof of (i) is immediate.
To prove (ii), define the level sets
K l = {x e R n : c(x) < L } , (2.3)
M l =  {x € R" : U ( \ x \ 2 -
Suppose th a t assum ption (A13) holds and x G K l - Then, c(x) < L. B ut, (A13) implies 
th a t L q( \x \2 — p) < c(x) <  L. T h a t is, x E M l - Hence, K l Q M l - But, M l is compact 
by definition, so th a t K l m ust be bounded. Furtherm ore, A l is closed by definition. 
Hence, K l is also com pact. Consequently, assum ption (A13) implies assum ption (A15), 
which proves (ii).
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Finally, suppose that assumption (A14) holds. That is, c(x) —> oo as jm| —> oo. So, 
given M  > 0, there exists X  > 0 such that
Hence, applying the definition of K m (2.3), x G K m implies that |x| < X .  That is, 
K m Q B[0; X]. Now, choose any L such that infx€Rn {c(x)} < L < M. x G K l implies 
that c(x) < L < M. Hence, K l Q K m Q ß[0;X]. That is, K l is a bounded set. 
Suppose that assumption (Al) holds, so that c(-) is continuous. Then, K l is closed by 
definition. Hence, K l is compact. So, this demonstrates that K l is compact for any 
L < M , where M  is fixed arbitrarily large. That is, assumption (A15) holds.
So, assumptions (Al) and (A14) imply (A15), proving (iii). ■
If the disturbance appears explicitly in each component of the state equation of 
system (2.1), intuitive it is expected that the state space of the system will be reachable. 
The following simple result states that indeed the three defined forms of reachability 
hold (Definitions 2.2.1, 2.2.2, and 2.2.3).
Theorem 2.2.6 Suppose that system S satisfies assumption (A6) with state equation 
of the form
where b G R is a nonzero constant. Then, reachability assumptions (A2), (A3), and 
(A4) hold.
Proof: Let M  be any compact subset of the state space of system S, Rn. Let x,
y G M , and define the trajactory
|arI > X  =$■ c{x) > M.
Contrapositively,
c{x) < M  =$■ \x\ < X.
x =  a(x) +  bv
(2.4)
Clearly x(0) =  x and x(y/\y — x\) = y. So, define
T(x,y) = V|j/ -  x|. (2.5)
From (2.4)
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so th a t
v { x , y , s )
y - x
— a \ x +
y - x
V\y~c
( 2.6)
V\ y~x\
T h at is, v { x , y , s )  drives the system  from state  x  to y  in tim e T{x , y ) .  Now, applying 
the triangle inequality and assum ption (A6),
\ v ( x , y , s )  I <  —
y - x
s  iii
* h
V\y -  
V\y ~ x
+ a \ x  +
y - x
V\y - :
1 +  \x\2 +  y/ \y — x\s
V\y -  x \ + L i ( l  + \x \2 + \ x -  y I)
: L{x , y ) ,
for all s G [0 ,T (x ,y)]. Clearly L ( x , y ) is uniformly bounded on compact sets. Hence,
\\v(x>y,-)\\2c2 ^  L(x,y)2V\y -  x\ < ° ° ? (2-7)
T { x , y ) = y/ \y -  x\ < oo, (2.8)
for all z , y  G M .  Inequalities (2.7) and (2.8) imm ediately imply assum ption (A2). 
Since these inequalities hold for any x,  y in any compact set M  C R n , the  sta te  space 
of E m ust also be uniformly completely reachable, (A3). Furtherm ore, (2.7) and (2.8) 
define the continuous functions a?i and c*2 in the inequality (2.2) of Definition 2.2.3. 
Hence, the s ta te  space of E is also locally uniformly reachable, (A4). ■
2.3 T h e C2 and T V  spaces
Conventional 'Hoc theory is concerned with the analysis of systems with respect to an 
input /  ou tp u t energy (£ 2-) gain property. Consequently, the fundam ental norm ed 
linear space is the £ 2  function space.
Definition 2.3.1 The norm || • \\c2 is defined to be the energy of a signal. That is,
v(s)|2 dsj>. (2-9)
The space £ 2  is defined to be the space of all signals with finite £ 2  norm. That is,
£ 2 =  {u : R Kp I |M|£2 < 00} . (2.10)
As power gain analysis of system s will be concerned with the analysis of system s w ith 
respect to an input /  ou tpu t power {TV-)  gain property, it is necessary to  define a
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semi-normed linear T V  (finite power) function space (see Proposition 2.3.5 for a proof 
of the seminorm property).
D efin itio n  2 .3 .2  The seminorm  || • \\jrj) is defined to be the average power of a signal. 
That is,
\ M t v  =  y ^ i m s u p j i ^  |u(s)|2 d s j .  (2.11)
The space T V  is defined to be the space o f all signals with finite T V  seminorm . That 
is,
T V  = {v : R —» R£ I IMIjf-p <  00} . (2.12)
R em ark 2 .3 .3  W ith regard to the definitions of the £2 and T V  spaces, it is im portant 
to note the use of a lim it in (2.9) and a lim it superior in (2.11). Since the integral 
f Q |i;(s) |2 ds in (2.9) is a nondecreasing function of the  horizon T, clearly the use 
of a lim it in (2.9) is sufficient to ensure th a t the £2 norm  is well defined. However, 
the fraction ^  |u(s) |2 ds in (2 .11) does not enjoy the  same m onotonicity property.
Hence, a sequence {Tk} which tends to infinity may result in m ultiple cluster points 
of this fraction, resulting in an undefined lim it (see Exam ple 2.3.4). To avoid this, a 
limsup is used in the definition of the seminorm (2.11), thereby capturing a tight upper 
bound for the power of the signal. ◄
E xam p le  2 .3 .4  In this example, a signal v G T V  is constructed such th a t PV(T) := 
f 0T lv (s )l2 ds evaluated along the unbounded increasing sequence {Tk} has two cluster 
points.
Define E V(T ) :=  f 0 ||u (s)||“ ds. Suppose th a t initially PV(T ) is increasing towards 
an upper cluster point. For PV(T) to have a second cluster point, clearly PV(T ) m ust 
decrease. Since PV{T ) =  E-pr~ and E V(T ) is nondecreasing for all T , th is requires th a t 
E V(T ) increase a t a rate  slower than  T. So, for the purpose of th is example, choose v 
constant in some interval, as illustrated in Figure 2.1.
In order to have two cluster points of the sequence Pv(Tk), the duration T3 — 
m ust be sufficiently large such th a t PV(T ) atta ins a constant lower bound, for example 
L _ =  This will be the lower cluster point. In view of Figure 2.1, the  upper cluster
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slop e  1
slope m  >  1
Figure 2.1: Behaviour of the integral E V( T ) =  |v (s)|2 ds.
point m ust be be L+ =  1. Choose m  = 2. Then,
EvV$) _
~  ’
b v(t | )  =  r 2\
E v(T i )  = T f ,
T i  -  Tkm  =  —T-------4-.r4fc -
So, combining these equations yields
T |  =  2T2 , 
r f  =  3 T |.
The duration T2 — T f can assume any non-negative value. So choose
In summ ary, the tim es Xf are defined as
T |  =  Ti  +  1,
=  2T i +  2,
T$ =  3T f +  3.
(2.13)
Assuming T* =  0,
. k 3(3fc -  1)
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Figure 2.2: Finite horizon average power with two cluster points
As for the values of the function v during each time interval, since the slope of EV{T) 
is constant, v must be piecewise constant. Using the above equations for Tf, a signal 
v which yields two cluster points in the sequence PV{T&) for any sequence 7\. —»■ oo is
given by
v(t) := <
0
1
0
V2
t < 0,
T} < t < T} 4- 1,
T f < t < 2Tf + 2,
2Tf + 2 < t < 3Tf + 3.
(2.15)
where T-f =  3 3^2 ^ for all integers k. Figure 2.2 illustrates that PV(T) does indeed
have two cluster points as T  —» oo.
Due to the averaging properties of the operator || • ||pp, it is intuitively clear that || • ||jpp 
cannot define a norm (since ||u||p-p = 0 ^  v =  0, see Proposition 2.3.7).
Proposition 2.3.5 (Jr'P-seminorm) The operator ||-||pp defines a seminorm on T V . 
That is, {T V , || • ||pp) is a seminormed linear space.
Proof: Check the three axioms for a seminorm.
(i) Let w £ T V  and a £ R be any scalar. Then,
\\aw\\2TV =  l im s u p j i  [  \a w{t)\2 d t \
T-+  oo D  J o  J
=  l im s u p j i  [  \a\2\w(t)\2 dtX 
T-+ oo C  JO J
= H 2l im s u p ( i  f  K t ) |2 d t l  
T  -»oo l 1 JO J
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(ii) Let v ,w  £ T V .  Then,
||u -I- w\\jrp = l im s u p /  — f  |u(f) +  w (t)\2 d t l  
T —>oo [ T  J 0 J
< lim sup 
T —y oo
|u (f) |2 +  2\v{t)\\w{t)\ +  \w(t)\2 dt
< lim sup <j i l«W |: dt 1 +  2 lim sup /  ^  f  \v(t)\\w(t)\ dt J T —>oo l-L Jo +
lim sup
T  - 4-00 T
|u;(f)|2 dt
M r v +  2 1 i m s u p ( i  [  |v (*)|W *)| d t \  +  \\w\\^v . (2.16)T -¥oc l 1 Jo J
Now, H older’s Inequality states th a t
(2.17)
provided +  ^ =  1. Choosing p = q = 2,
h>(t)IM*)| d t  <  ( — T
u ;(t)|2 dt j . (2.18)i f  WOP.
Also, lim sup(a  b) < lim sup(a) lim sup(6). Hence combining inequalities (2.16) 
and (2.18) yields th a t
\\v+ w \\jrV < \\v\\%v  + 2\\v\\jrV \\w\\jrV + \\w\\%v
=  {\\v\\fv + WMWv)2 •
T h a t is,
\\v + w\\jrV < \\v\\jrp + \\w\\jyp.
(iii) y  Jq ||u>(t)||2 dt > 0 for all w £ T V , T  > 0. So,
IMIjfp > o
for all w £ J-Tk
Hence, since all three axioms are satisfied, || • ||jpp m ust be a seminorm. ■
Note th a t  the rem aining norm  property which fails is the existence of a unique zero 
power signal. The following definition and proposition deom nstrate th is lack of unique­
ness by showing th a t the £ 2  space is in the kernel of the jFP-sem inorm .
D e f in it io n  2 .3 .6  { T V 0 ) The space of all zero power signals is denoted by
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P r o p o s itio n  2 .3 .7
(i) Co C T V  and v E Co =» ||v ||^p =  0,
(ii) £ 2  C T V 0 ,
(in) T V  C C2e-
Proof:
(i) Let v E £ 2 - Then, by (2.9),
As T  —> 0 0 , ^  0 and -4 0. Hence,
lim su p / — f  |i;(t)|2 d t \  = 0.
T -4-00 IT Jo J
T hat is, IMIjpp =  0. It is easy to show tha t T V  \  C2 7^  0 by showing tha t any 
constant signal has finite power, but infinite energy.
(ii) From (i) and Definition 2.3.6, v E C2 implies tha t v E T V o- Hence, C2 C T V q. 
To show tha t T V 0 \  £ 2  #  0, consider the signal
j  -> 00
Given e > 0, there exists a T* > 0 such that
0 < lim K  < co.
Dividing by T,
v(t)
Then,
So, clearly |M|£2 — °°-> while IMIjf-p is zero.
(iii) Suppose tha t T V  2  £ 2e• Then, there exists a v E TT’ and an r > 0 such tha t
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B ut, from (2.11),
IMI.FP > lim sup
T  —y oo {H Ks)|2ds} =  oo
which implies th a t v £ T V ,  and is thus a contradiction. Hence, T V  C C2e• Next,
th a t v G C2e- B ut, ||i;||jfp =  oo, which implies th a t v G ^2e \  T V .  T hat is, 
T V  C C2e.
2.4  T h e Pow er G ain In eq u ality
Before defining the notion of power gain, recall the definition of the £2~gain of a 
system.
D efin ition  2.4.1 System  E has fin ite  energy (C2 -) gain < 7 i f  there exists a finite  
nonnegative function ß(x)  such that
holds fo r  all v G £2(0, T], all T  > 0, and all x  G Rn, where x is the initial state of E. 
The C2 ~gain 7* of a system is also the Tioo norm. That is, 7* =  I I S .
By inspection of (2.20), the £2-ga in inequality is an input /  ou tpu t energy relationship. 
W ith v =  0, the energy of z is bounded for all T  >  0 . Hence, systems w ith infinite 
energy o u tpu t (such as limit cycle systems) cannot have C2-gain. However, systems 
w ith infinite energy, finite power ou tpu ts  can be trea ted  using a generalization of (2.20).
The power gain of system E is defined as an in p u t/o u tp u t property  which relates 
the  ou tpu t power to the input power, w ith the system  starting  from a given initial 
state . This is formalized in the following definition.
consider the signal v(t) = t. For any finite T, J  ^ |v (s) |2 ds <  00, which implies
E
V z
Figure 2.3 : In p u t/O u tp u t View of E
( 2.20)
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D efin itio n  2 .4 .2  System  E has finite power (T V -) gain < 7 if there exists a finite
nonnegative pair (X(x), ß(x))  such that
T T
[  |z (s ) |2 ds < 72 f  \v(s)\2 ds + \ ( x ) T  + ß(x)  (2.21)
Jo Jo
holds for all v E £2(0, T], all T  > 0 , and all x E R n , where x is the initial state o /E .
In the above definition, A is referred to as the power bias and ß  as the energy bias. 
Inspection of (2.21) reveals the similarity between P P -g a in  and the standard  notion of 
£2-gain (2.20). This similarity is expressed in the following proposition.
P r o p o s itio n  2 .4 .3  Any system with TV-gain  < 7 and zero power bias has C2 ~gain 
< 7. Conversely, any system with C^-gain < 7 has TV -gain  < 7 with zero power bias.
P roof: Suppose £  has P P -g a in  <  7 with zero power bias. Applying Definition
2.4 .2, there exists a finite nonnegative function ß(x)  (corresponding to A =  0) such 
th a t (2.21) holds,
rT rT
/ \z(s)\2 ds < 72 / |v(s)|2 ds +  ß(x)
Jo Jo
for all v E £2(0, T], T  > 0. B ut, this is ju s t (2.20). T ha t is, E has £2-gain <  7.
For the converse, suppose th a t E has £2-gain <  7. Then (2.20) holds for some finite 
nonnegative function ß{x).  B ut, this is ju st (2.21) w ith A =  0. Hence, system  S  has 
T V -gain < 7 w ith power bias /  energy bias pair (A,/3), where A =  0 . ■
For system s w ith T V -gain, the direction of the inequality in (2.21) implies th a t the 
choice of power bias is nonunique. T h a t is, it is apparent th a t substitu tion  of power 
bias A w ith another X' where A' > A does not alter the sta tem ent of T V -gain. However, 
the natu re  of the  inequality (2.21) does suggest the existence of a m inim al power bias. 
This issue will be dealt w ith when we define the concept of available power in Section 
2. 6 .
In addition to  the power bias A, inequality (2.21) defines a gain factor 7. A system  
E w ith  T V -gain <  7 w ith power bias A must have the property th a t  7 is bounded 
below by the power gain 7^ of the system, where
7^ =  inf {7 >  0 : (2.21) holds} . (2.22)
Note th a t  the dependence of 7^ on the power bias A is an im m ediate departure  from 
the conventional notion of gain in Hoc theory. For system s with £2-gain, clearly 7^
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reduces to the 77oo norm . However, in the case of power gain with nonzero power bias, 
we expect intuitively th a t a  larger choice of power bias A may lead to  a  reduced power 
gain 7^. This is due to the transfer of energy from the |f ( s )|2 ds term  to the AT 
term  in inequality (2.21).
E xam p le  2 .4 .4  In Section 5.4, the scalar linear system w ith ou tpu t satu ration  (5.53) 
is shown to have power gain
7a (2.23)
I ^ I  Vc2e2 -  x x e [ o , c V ) ,
0 A E [c2e2, oo),
where a, b, c, £ are param eters defining the drift and ou tpu t of the system . Note th a t 
e = oo corresponds to a linear system. As expected, (2.23) reduces to j ^ |  w ith e =  oo, 
which is precisely the 'Hoo-norm of the resulting linear system. ♦
Setting T  = 0 in (2.21), it is clear th a t the energy bias ß(x)  is the ou tpu t energy 
a ttribu tab le  to  transien ts arising from the initial sta te  x. Similarly, the power bias may 
be interpreted  as a m easure of the power a ttribu tab le  to transients arising from the 
initial sta te  x and the dynamics arising from the application of any energy signal. This 
becomes apparent when both  sides of (2.21) is divided by T  >  0, w ith T  —> oo. Then, 
applying the definition (2.11) of the TT-sem inorm ,
IM Ijpp 7 2 |M l3 r'P +  X(x).  (2.24)
Applying Proposition 2.3.7, any energy signal m ust have zero TT-sem inorm . Hence, 
in the absence of power disturbances,
\\A\%V <  A(z). (2.25)
T ha t is, the power bias is a bound for the ou tput power under the application of any 
energy disturbances.
R em ark  2 .4 .5  Im m ediately it is evident th a t for detectable system s with nonzero 
power bias, the  s ta te  need not be asym ptotically stable in the absence of disturbances. 
For example, the s ta te  of the system  may be oscillatory or even chaotic. T h a t is, 
systems w ith nonzero power bias can exhibit internal power generation. Examples of 
such systems are considered in C hapter 5 (Sections 5.7 and 5.8 for example). ◄
In defining the notion of JFP-gain, clearly inequality (2.24) is an alternative to the 
sta ted  definition (2.21). Although (2.24) is less restrictive than  (2.21) w ith regard
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to  system  behaviour for small t, (2.24) proves difficult to later link to the  notion of 
dissipativity. The difficulty arises from the fact th a t although (2.21) implies (2.24), 
the converse is not necessarily true. Consequently, inequality (2.21) is retained as the 
definition for power gain.
E xam p le  2 .4 .6  The disturbance free cubic drift system of Section 5.5 satisfies the 
inequality (2.24) with A =  0. However, no finite, lower bounded function ß(x)  exists 
such th a t (2.21) holds for all v G £2(0,T] and all T  > 0. ♦
Finally, it is im portan t to understand the relationship between the concepts of 
F P -g a in  and stability. As already m entioned, systems with F P -g a in  need not be 
asym ptotically stable. So, in the rem ainder of th is section, we dem onstrate th a t under 
some detectability  assum ptions, a system with the F P -g a in  property enjoys stability  in 
the sense th a t unpertu rbed  trajectories tend to a compact set. Conversely, we dem on­
stra te  th a t a large class of system s which exhibit such a stability property autom atically 
exhibit the F P -g a in  property.
T h eo rem  2 .4 .7  Suppose that the growth assumption (A6) and detectability assump­
tions (A 14) und (A 15) hold, and that the system  E has T V -g a in  with strictly positive 
power bias X, independent o f the initial state. Then, E is stable in the sense that 
unperturbed trajectories tend to a compact set.
Proof: In the absence of disturbances, the power gain inequality (2.21) implies th a t
ds < XT + ß(x) ,
where A >  0.
Given power bias A > 0, define the level set K^ \  = {x  G R n : c(x)  < 3A}. By 
assum ption (A15), K^\  is compact. Now supppose th a t the tra jec to ry  x(s)  never 
enters the set K^\.  Then,
c(x(s)) ds > 3A T
> 2AT +  ß(x) (2.26)
for all T  > B ut, system  E has F P -g a in  <  7 with power bias A. Hence, in the
absence of disturbances, power gain inequality (2.21) implies th a t
|c (z (s)) |2 ds < XT + ß(x) . (2.27)
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B ut, (2.26) and (2.27) together yield a  contradiction. Hence, x(s)  enters the set K $\  
sometime in the interval [0, Once x ( s ) has entered K^x, it may exit again. How­
ever, applying the same argum ent, x(s)  m ust reenter the K ^ \ .  If the  exit tim e is r ,  
then  reetry m ust occur sometime in the interval [r, r  + Te], where Te is the  m axim um  
tim e for the tra jecto ry  to enter the set K%\ \  dK%\ when the initial s ta te  x — z(0) is 
anywhere on the boundary of K$\.  T ha t is, Te <  m axxg0j£3A |  <  oo since K ^ x  is 
compact.
Sum marizing thus far, the trajectory  enters a  compact set in finite tim e. F u rthe r­
more, if the tra jecto ry  leaves the compact set, then  it m ust reenter in finite tim e. It 
rem ains to  be shown th a t the excursions from the compact set are bounded.
Since the system is unperturbed ,
x(t)  = x +  a(x(s))  ds.
Jo
So, taking the norm of both  sides and applying assum ption (A6),
\x(t)\ < \x \+  [  L i( l  +  \x(s)\) ds
Jo
= [\x\ + L \ t )  + L i  I  |a:(s)| ds.
Jo
Applying Gronwall’s Inequality implies th a t
\x(t)\ < (\x\ + L i t)  eLlt
Choosing x G dK^x, we know th a t t G [0,Te]. Hence,
l * W I  <  ( a . ^ 3 A  ( I ^ D +  L l T « ) M  Tc
R  < oo.
Hence, all excursions from K^x  are contained w ithin the compact set B r  : =  {x  G R n  : |x| <  R}. 
Furtherm ore, since K ^ x  C B r , all trajectories of the  unperturbed  system  E tend  to the 
com pact set B r independently of the initial sta te  x  G R n. ■
T h e o re m  2 .4 .8  Suppose that assumptions (A7), (A10), and (A12) hold. Then, sys­
tem  E has finite power gain with
\z{s)\2 ds <  " ^ 3J 5 \v{s)\2 ds +  L5 ^1 +  T  + ^ r \x \2
(2.28)
for  all v G £ 2 ( 0 ,T] and all x  G R n, where 5 is sufficiently small such that L 38 <  2C i .
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P ro o f :  As in [15], we begin by letting Q{x) = ^\x\2. Differentiating Q along the
tra jec to ry  of the system, x(t),  and applying assum ptions (A7) and (A10),
^ Q ( x ( t ) )  = x ( t ) -x ( t )
= a(x(t )) • x(t)  +  (x(t))Tb(x(t))v(t)
< a(x(t)) ■ x(t) + Lz\x{t)\\v(t)\
< ~Ci \x( t ) \2 + C2 + L 3\x(t)\\v(t)\
For any 8 > 0,
l* W IK t)l < j |x ( i ) |2 +  i | t ; ( t ) |2.
Hence, by choosing 8 > 0 such th a t L$8 < 2Ci,
^ Q ( x ( t ) )  < - A |  x ( t) |2 +  C2 +  ^ |t> (< ) |2
- C l Q(x(t))  + C2 + ^ f W ) \ 2.
In tegrating w ith respect to t,
Q{x{t)) < Q(x)e~c ' 1 + ( c 2 +  y M « ) |2j  ds (2.29)
for all t > 0. Hence,
»T rTJ \x(t)\2 dt < J \x\2e Clt d t +  2 J Je Cl^ ^C2 +  ~ |v ( s ) |2^ ds dt
(2.30)
for all T  > 0. The second term  on the RHS of (2.30) can be simplifed by swapping the 
order of integration:
J / e ^ ( - ) ( c b  +  ^ | w W |2)  ds dt
= J J e-C l^ -5) ^C 2 +  ^ r |t / ( s ) |2^  dt ds 
= J eClS ^C2 +  ^ ^ ( s ) ! 2^ J e~Clt dt ds
C l
So, (2.30) now becomes
' T
|x (s ) |2 ds <
5 -T+ä f w,)f ds.
f 2C2ds +  ———T  -(- —— ur . (2.31)Ci Ci
Applying assum ption (A12), the output energy and the state  energy are related by the
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inequality
[  \z(s)\2 ds < L 5 [  \x{s)\2 ds + L bT.
Jo Jo
(2.32)
' j
Combining (2.31) and (2.32), yields the inequality (2.28).
Theorem  2.4.8 provides sufficient conditions for a system  to exhibit power gain. The 
power bias, energy bias, and gain param eters provided by this theorem  are explicit in 
th a t they depend directly on the constants provided by the underlying assum ptions. 
T h a t is, Theorem  2.4.8 allows us to  conclude th a t a system  has power gain less th an  or 
equal to a particu lar fixed gain. As such, Theorem  2.4.8 is useful as a top level power 
gain analysis tool.
2.5 F in ite  T im e M axim u m  E nergy R etrieval from  N o n ­
linear S y stem s
In order to develop more powerful power gain analysis tools for nonlinear system s, it 
is useful to  reform ulate the power gain inequality as a variational problem . T h a t is, 
we can rew rite the power gain inequality as a bound on a value function. Then, the 
problem  of determ ining if a system  has power gain can be solved by com puting this 
value function.
2.5.1 D efin ition  and Som e G eneral P rop erties
As w ith standard  nonlinear hioo theory, it is possible to define a finite horizon value 
function which is a m easure of the m ost energy th a t can be extracted from a system  in 
a finite tim e, starting  from a given initial state.
Definition 2.5.1 Define the finite horizon value function
V ( x , T )  = sup / f  [c(x(s)) — 72|i>(s)|2] ds : x(0) =  x l  . (2.33)
v£C 2[0,T] U 0 J
Given th a t the class of system s (Section 2.2) of interest include systems which exhibit
the power gain property, it is feasible th a t this value function may be unbounded as
the tim e horizon tends to infinity. T h a t is, the to ta l energy retrievable from the system
may be infinite. This follows directly from the notion th a t systems with the power gain
property  can exhibit internal power generation (Rem ark 2.4.5).
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In the  standard  1-Loo theory, the  attendan t £2_gain property implies uniform bound­
edness (w ith respect to the tim e horizon T)  of this finite horizon value function F (x , T) 
(2.33). Furtherm ore, due to the nondecreasing nature of V ( x , T )  in T  (Proposition 
2.5.2), th is implies th a t in the infinite horizon lim it, V ( x , T )  (2.33) converges to  some 
sta tionary  value function V( x) .  This lim it function V( x )  has special significance in 
dissipative systems theory [42, 21, 22] as the available storage for the system . So, 
im m ediately it is clear th a t the finite horizon value function V ( x , T )  (2.33) is a funda­
m ental definition in Hoc theory. As will become clear, the  finite horizon value function 
V ( x , T )  (2.33) is also naturally  a  fundam ental definition in the theory of power gain 
analysis of nonlinear systems.
To begin w ith, it is useful to establish some of the basic properties of V (x, T)  (2.33). 
Since V ( x , T )  is representative of the most energy retrieved from a system  over the  tim e 
interval [0, T], we expect th a t in increasing the tim e horizon, the energy retrieved cannot 
decrease.
P r o p o s it io n  2 .5 .2  The value function  V"(x,T) is nondecreasing in T .
Proof: Fix r  < T, and define a switching disturbance
w ith v £ £2(0, t ]. N ow, v m ust be suboptim al in the definition of V ( x , T ) ,  so th a t
for all v  £ £2[0,t], where x(-) is the  disturbance free trajectory. Hence, taking the sup 
over v,
V { x , T ) > V  (x, r )
for any T  > r .
The inclusion of a gain factor 7 in the definition of V ( x , T )  (2.33) facilitates discounting 
of energy in the ou tput a ttribu tab le  to energy supplied to the system  via the  d istu r­
bance. The gain can then be naturally  in terpreta ted  as a measure of how the system
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amplifies the disturbance energy as it flows through to the ou tpu t. So, a reduction 
in the gain factor 7 may be interpreted as a ttribu ting  less energy to the disturbance, 
whilst a ttrib u tin g  more to the stored energy in the  system. Hence, a reduction in gain 
should imply an increase in the retrievable energy.
P r o p o s it io n  2 .5 .3  The value function Vy(x ,T)  is nonincreasing in 7 , where Vy( x , T)  
is the fin ite  horizon value function  V { x , T ) (2.33) fo r gain 7 .
P roof: Let 7  <  7 . Then,
[  [c(z(s)) -  72 |t;(s)|2] ds > f  [c(z(s)) -  72 |v (s) |2] ds
J o  Jo
for all v E £ 2(0 , T]. So, taking the sup over v and applying Definition 2.5.1 yields th a t
Vf ( x , T )  > Vy(x ,T)
for all x  E R n and all T  > 0. ■
These properties are fundam ental in linking the power gain property with V ( x , T )  
(2.33).
2.5.2 V (x , T) and th e  Pow er G ain Inequality
By inspection of the  power gain inequality (2.21) and the definition of the finite horizon 
value function V ( x , T )  (2.33), it is clear th a t system s which possess the power gain 
property  m ust have V ( x , T )  bounded above by an affine function of the tim e horizon 
T.  Note th a t in standard  TL00 theory, V ( x , T )  is bounded above uniformly w ith respect 
to T  (due to  the /V g a in  property).
T h eo rem  2 .5 .4  System  S  has T V -g a in  < 7 with power bias /  energy bias pair 
{ \ { x ) , ß{x ) )  i ff
Vy(x ,T)  <  \ { x ) T  + ß(x)  (2.34)
fo r  all T  > 0 and all x  E R n, where Vy(x ,T)  is the finite horizon value function V ( x , T ) 
(2.33) fo r gain 7 , and the pair ( \ ( x ) , ß(x) )  is fin ite  and bounded below.
P roof: Suppose th a t system  S  has JFP-gain < 7  w ith power bias /  energy bias pair
(A(a:),/3(x)). Then, rearranging the power gain inequality (2.21),
[ |z (s ) |2 -  72 |v (s) |2] ds < A( x )T + ß(x)
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for all v E £2(0, T], all T  > 0, and all x  E R n . Taking the sup over v E £2(0, T) yields 
(2.34).
Conversely, suppose th a t (2.34) holds for all T  > 0 and all x E R n , and th a t the
pair (A(a:),/3(x)) is finite and bounded below. Then, choosing any x E R n, any T  > 0,
and any suboptim al v E C2[0,T],
T
[c(cc(s)) — 72|,y (s)|2] ds < V1 (x ,T )  < X (x )T  +  ß (x) ,
which is ju st the power gain inequality (2.21). ■
By assuming th a t there exists an a ttrac ting  set (rather th an  a point) in the dynamics 
of system  E, it is possible to prove (via the power gain property  and simple properties 
of Section 2.5.1) th a t the finite horizon value function V (x , T ) (2.33) is bounded above 
by an affine function of T . Fundam ental to this is the following refinement of Theorem  
2.4.8.
L e m m a  2.5 .5  Suppose that assumptions (A7) and (A10) hold. Then, there exists 
constants B \ ,  B 2 such that
\x(t)\2 < \x \2 + B 1t + B 2 [  \v{s)\2 ds  (2.35)
Jo
for  all v E £2(0, t], all t > 0, and all x  E R n . Furthermore, i f  assumption (A12) also
holds, then there exists a gain 7 > 0 and constants B 2, B 4 > 0 such that 
*T rT
I z(
’0
for  all v E £2[0,T], all T  > 0 ,  and all x  E R n .
[ T \ {s)\2 ds < 7 2 [  \v(s)\2 ds + B 3T  + B 4 \x \2 (2.36)
Jo Jo
P ro o f :  Following the proof of Theorem  2.4.8, (2.29) sta tes th a t
C2 + l f \ v ( s ) \2 ds.\x( t)\2 < \x\2e~Clt +  [  e Cl(t s)
Jo
Since t > 0 and C\  > 0, clearly 0 <  e~Clt < 1. Furtherm ore, in the integral term , 
0 < <  1 for all s E [0, t]. Hence,
L3 1 /  . m 2|a:(t)|2 <  |a:|2 +  [
Jo
c2 +  y K s ) |
I m I +  C2t + L 3 [ bWIJo
ds 
2 ds,
which is precisely (2.35).
The second assertion is just inequality (2.28) from Theorem  2.4.8.
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The power gain property resulting from Lemma 2.5.5 may then be applied to find the 
affine growth bound with respect to  the time horizon T  for the finite horizon value 
function V{x , T )  (2.33).
T h eo rem  2 .5 .6  Suppose that assumptions (A7), (A10), and (A12) hold. Then, there 
exists a gain y  > 0 such that for all gains y  >  y ,
V1 (x ,T)  < B^T + B 4 \x \2 (2.37)
Proof: By Lemma 2.5.5, there exists gain 7 > 0 and constants B 3 , B 4  > 0 such th a t
system  E has J^P-gain < 7 w ith power bias /  energy bias pair (B 3 , B 4 \x\2). Hence, by
Theorem  2.5.4,
Vy(x,T)  < B$T + B 4 \x \2 , (2.38)
where Vg(x,T)  is the finite horizon value function V( x , T)  (2.33) for gain 7. F urther­
more, by Proposition 2.5.3, Vy(x,T)  < Vy(x,T)  for all 7 >  7. Thus, (2.38) implies 
th a t
V1 (x ,T)  < Vy{x, T) < B 3T  + B 4 \x \2
for all 7 >  7 . ■
2.5.3 D y n a m ic  P ro g ra m m in g
In the preceding section, the  problem  of determ ining power gain was reformulated 
(Theorem  2.5.4) in term s of a variational problem defined by the finite horizon value 
function V(x,  T ) (2.33). Consequently, the test for power gain now involves the solution 
of a variational problem. Such variational problem s are readily solved via dynamic 
program m ing [28, 17].
Before proving a dynam ic program ming principle for the finite horizon value func­
tion V ( x , T )  (2.33), the following definition of near optim al disturbance is required.
D efin itio n  2 .5 .7  Given 5 > 0, the disturbance vs G £ 2(0, T] is 8-optimal in the def­
inition of the finite horizon value function V1{x,T)  (2.33) for initial state x, horizon 
T , and gain 7 if
72|u(s)| 2V (x,T)  — 5 < ds. (2.39)
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Using th is definition of near optim al disturbances, the dynamic program ming principle 
for V (x ,T ) (2.33) can be established [17] w ithout assuming existence of the optim al 
disturbance.
T h eo rem  2 .5 .8  Given horizon T  > 0 and initial state x  E R n, the finite horizon value 
function  V (x ,T ) (2.33) satisfies the dynamic programming equation
V ( x , T )  = sup I  f  [c(x(s)) — 72|v (s)|2] ds + V ( x ( r ) , T  — r) : x (0) =  x l
>^2[O.r*] w O  J
(2.40)
for  all r E [0,T],
Proof: Fix r E [0,T] and define the switching disturbance
v( s ) s <  r,
v ( s ) s >  r,
where v E ^ 2 [0, r] and v E £ 2 (7% T]. D isturbance v is suboptim al in the definition of
u ( s )
the finite horizon value function V ( x , T )  (2.33), so th a t
' T
V ( x , T )  > J  [c(x(s)) -  72]v(s) |2] ds  +  J  [c(x(s)) -  72|ü (s) |2] ds. (2.41)
W ith  v E £ 2 (0 , 7-] fixed, (2.41) holds for any v E C2[r,T). Hence, taking the suprem um  
over v E C2[r,T] of both  sides and applying the definition of U (x ,T ) (2.33),
V{x , T )  > j  [c(x(s)) -  7 2 |u(s) |2] d s +  sup (  [  [c(x(s)) -  7 2|fi(s)|2] d s \
JO { ,££2[r.T} U r  )
= f  [c(x(s)) — 7 2 |u(s) |2] d s + V{x{r ) , T  — r). (2.42)
Jo
But, (2.42) holds for any v E £ 2 (0 , r]. Hence, taking the suprem um  over v E £ 2 (0 , 7-] 
(and noting th a t x(0) =  x),
U (x ,T ) >  sup I  f  [c(x(s)) — 72 |u(s) |2] ds +  U (x ( r ) ,T  — r) : x(0) =  x l  ,
v€£2[0,r] w O  J
(2.43)
which proves inequality in one direction. To prove the other direction, let v* E £ 2 (0 , T] 
be a 5-optimal disturbance for U (x ,T ). T ha t is (from (2.33)), given 5 > 0,
-T
V  (x, T)  — 5 < L
fJo
c(xd(s)) - j 2\vS(s)\2
ds  + c{xd(s)) -  72| ^ ( s)|2 ds ,c(x^(s)) -  7 2|^ ( s ) |2
where v s is labelled as vs on the interval [r,T]. Treating v 6 E £ 2 (0 , r] and vs E £ 2 (0 , r] 
as independent, noting first th a t vs is suboptim al on the interval [r, T], and second th a t
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v* is suboptim al on the interval [0,r],
V (x, T) — 5 < [  [c(x<* ( s ) ) - 7V ( s )|2
JO L
ds +  sup
v£C2\r.T] LJr
[c(x(s)) — 7 “ |ü|“] ds
<
[  [c( ^ ( s ) ) - 72 | ^ ( s ) | 2] ds + V{ x S{r) ,T - r )
J o  L
sup < [  [c(a:(s)) — 72 |u ( s ) | 2] ds +  V(x(r) ,  T  — r) : x (0) =  x \  , 
v € £ 2fO,rl l  JO J
(2.44)
which holds for every <5 > 0. Choosing 5 >  0 arbitrarily  small in (2.44) and combining 
w ith the opposite inequality (2.43) yields the dynamic program m ing equation (2.40).
In the next section, the behaviour of trajectories corresponding to  near optim al d istu r­
bances for V ( x , T )  (2.33) is considered. A useful corollary following from the dynamic 
program m ing principle is th a t a near optim al disturbance vs E £ 2 (0 , T] for initial s ta te  
x and horizon T  is also near optimal for initial s ta te  x s(r) and horizon T  — r, where 
x^(-) is the tra jec to ry  corresponding to vs . T hat is, near optim al disturbances rem ain 
near optim al along the corresponding trajectory.
C orollary  2 .5 .9  Suppose that v s E £ 2 (0 , T] is 5-optimal for the finite horizon value 
function V ( x , T )  (2.33). For any fixed r E [0,T], define vs E £2[0,T’ —r],
v \ s )  = v \ s  + r). (2.45)
Then, v* E £2[0 ,T  — r] is 5-optimal for V ( x s( r ) ,T  — r), where x*(-) is the trajectory 
corresponding to vs E £ 2 (0 , T].
P roof: Since vs E £2[0,T] is ^-optimal for V ( x , T )  (2.33),
»Tv(x,t) —s < r
Jo
= f
c(xd{s)) - 72 | ^ ( s ) | 2
c (ad(s)) - 7 2| r^ (s )|2
ds
ds +
* T - r
c{x6{s)) - y z \vö(s)\2\-6( _\ |2
where r E [0,T], ®*(0) =  x,  and x^O) =  x s(r). Rearranging,
V ( x , T ) -  fk x 4( s ) ) - 7V ( f ) | 2'
Jo 1
ds — 5 < f c{xS(s)) — 7 Z|u<)(s)|
2 I-<5/ \ | 2
ds.
ds.
(2.46)
B ut, applying Theorem  2.5.8, V{x , T)  (2.33) satisfies the dynamic program ming equa-
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tion (2.40). Furtherm ore, v^ is suboptim al in (2.40), so th a t
V( x , T)  >  / c(x^(s)) — 72 |i/ ( s) |2 ds +  V ( x 6(r), T  — r).
JO L J
Rearranging,
V ( xd( r ) , T - r )  < V{x,T)~I c{ - 7 V ( s ) | 2 (2.47)
Jo  L
Combining inequalities (2.46) and (2.47),
' T —r
V { x \ r ) , T - r ) - 8  < I c(x6{s)) -  t V ( s) |2 ds. (2.48)
B ut, from (2.33),
V ( x S( r ) ,T  — r ) =  sup |  f  [c(x(s)) — 72|v (s) |2] ds : x(0) =  x ^ ( r ) l . (2.49)
v £ C 2[ 0 . T- r]  U o  J
Hence, from (2.48) and (2.49), vs E £ 2 $ , T  — r] m ust be ^-optimal for V ( x s( r ) ,T  — r ).
Recalling Theorem  2.5.4, explicit com putation of the  finite horizon value function 
V ( x , T ) (2.33) is useful for testing if a system  exhibits power gain. W ith  V( x , T )  de­
fined as the value function of a variational problem, dynamic program m ing allows the 
reform ulation of this variational problem as a dynamic program m ing principle (2.40). 
However, such a dynamic programming principle can be in terpreted  as the integral 
representation of a partial differential equation, as s ta ted  in the following theorem  [17].
T h eo rem  2 .5 .10  Suppose that the finite horizon value function  V (x ,T ) (2.33) is con­
tinuous. Then, V ( x , T )  (2.33) is a viscosity solution of the nonstationary partial dif­
ferential equation (PDE)
0
dV_
dT
x , T)  + H ( x y xV{x ,T) ) , (2.50)
where H ( x , p ) is the Hamiltonian
H{x,p)  = sup [p ■ [a(x) -I- b(x)v] +  c(x) — 72|u |2} . (2.51)
v £ B . p
W ith  Theorem  2.5.10, com putation of a solution of the  variational problem  defined by 
V ( x , T )  (2.33) now involves the com putation of a solution to the  nonstationary PD E 
(2.50). A lthough analytical solutions are rare, such PD Es are amenable to  solution by 
approxim ation m ethods such as finite differences. This will be considered in detail in 
C hapter 4.
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2.5 .4  B ehaviour o f N ear O ptim al T rajectories
From Definition 2.5.1, the infinite horizon value function V( x , T )  (2.33) may be in ter­
preted as a m easure of the most energy th a t can be retrieved from a system  starting  
in initial state  x using disturbances defined on the finite interval [0,T]. Consequently, 
the optim al disturbance for V( x , T)  is of considerable interest, since it is th is d istu r­
bance which excites the dynamics of a  system  yielding maximal energy generation on 
the interval [0,T]. Given th a t the optim al disturbance is in this sense “worst case” , 
the stability  of a  system  in the presence of the optim al disturbance is also of concern. 
(Note th a t since the worst case disturbance may not exist, near optim al disturbances 
m ust be considered.)
In this section, we begin by obtaining square integral bounds on near optim al dis­
turbances (and corresponding outputs) for fixed initial state  x, horizon T , and gain 
7. Using these bounds, a  form of stability  of near optim al trajectories is proved. This 
form of stability  guarentees th a t the final state  x s(T) corresponding to any near optim al 
tra jecto ry  vs E £ 2(0, T] is bounded uniformly with respect to T  and uniformly with re­
spect to  x on com pact sets. This uniform ity property will then be used in later sections 
to prove properties of the  worst case power generation of systems, and in determ ining 
the behaviour of the tra jec to ry  corresponding to the “worst case” disturbance defined 
on an infinite tim e horizon.
P r o p o s itio n  2 .5 .11  Suppose that 7 > 7, and V^(x,T) < 00, where V^{x,T) is the 
finite horizon value function V( x , T )  (2.33) for gain 7. Given 8 > 0, let v)'^  E £ 2(0, T] 
be 5-optimal in the definition of Vy(x ,T ) for gain 7, initial state x, and horizon T.
P ro o f:  By Proposition 2.5.3, Vy(x,T)  < U7(x ,T ) < 00. T h a t is, V1{x,T)  is finite.
Then,
(2.52)
W ith  vffifp G £ 2(0, T] 5-optimal for gain 7, initial sta te  x, and horizon T,
where x ^ ( - )  is the  tra jec to ry  corresponding to u ^ ( - ) .  Rearranging yields th a t
(2.53)
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However, (•) is suboptim al for gain 7, so th a t
Rearranging (2.54) and combining with (2.53),
V ^ ( x , T ) - V r(x,T) + 8
Noting th a t 7 > 7 proves the assertion.
(2.54)
A sim ilar bound can be proved for the accum ulated unpenalized running cost along a 
near optim al trajectory.
P r o p o s it io n  2 .5 .12  Suppose that 7 > 7, and Uy(x,T) < 00, where V^(x,T) is the 
finite horizon value function V(x,T)  for gain 7. Given 8 > 0, let v E £ 2(0, T] be
8-optimal in the definition of Vy(x,T) for gain 7, initial state x, and horizon T.
j  d s  ^
72u(x ,r)-7 2r7(x,r) , 7
s y 2  _  ^ 2
+
72 ’
Then,
(2.55)
P roof: Since v’f i j  is suboptim al in the  definition of V^(x,T),
J  ^ c(xj'^(s)) ds < V j { x ,T )  4- 7 2 \vl '^(s) \2 ds.
Applying the bound (2.52) for the energy of v implies th a t 
/ c ( ^ ( s ) ) d s <Vt(x,T) + (Vi(x,T
which gives the desired result. ■
Using similar argum ents, square integral lower bounds for bo th  the near optim al dis­
turbance and the unpenalized running cost can be obtained.
P r o p o s it io n  2 .5 .13  Suppose thatfi >  7 >  7, andVj (x ,T ) <  00, where V^(x,T) is the 
finite horizon value function V{x,T)  (2.33) for gain 7. Given 5 >  0, let v. E  £ 2(0, T] 
be 8-optimal in the definition of V^(x,T) for gain 7, initial state x, and horizon T. 
Then,
y7(s,r)-Vj(g,r)
Z fl  _  x y 2
(2.56)
P roof: W ith vfi^ E £ 2(6, T] ^-optimal for gain 7, initial s ta te  x, and horizon T,
~  72bx.T(s ) |2l ds ^  V1{ x , T ) - 8x.
[  c(xl'ST(s)) ds > Vj(x,T) -  8 +  72 [  |tP /£(s)|2 ds, (2.57)
Jo Jo
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where x'^p(-) is the corresponding trajectory. But, vffp is suboptim al for gain 7, so
th a t
Vj (X>T) ^  J o [c(*2,t W ) “ 72K t WI 
J  I < t (s)I2 ds ^  J  c(xI[t (s)) -  Vp(x,T).=> 72
ds
Combining (2.57) and (2.58),
'T
( j 2 -  7 2 ) J  I < t (s )|2 ds> —
Noting th a t 7 > 7 proves the assertion.
(2.58)
P r o p o s itio n  2 .5 .14  Suppose that 7 > 7 > 7, andV j(x ,T ) < 00, where V y(x ,T ) is the 
finite horizon value function V (x ,T ) (2.33) for gain 7. Given 5 >  0, letvjfp  £ T.2[0,T] 
be 8-optimal in the definition of V1 {x,T) for gam 7, initial state x, and horizon T. 
Then,
> j 2V7 (x , T ) - 7 2V ^ x ,T)
y 2  _  y 2
725
j 2  _  ^ 2  '
(2.59)
Proof: Combine (2.57) and (2.58).
The upper bounds provided by Propositions 2.5.11 and 2.5.12 bo th  involve the 
finite horizon value function V( x, T)  (2.33) for gains 7 and 7, where 7 > 7. However, 
by applying stability  assum ption (A7), boundedness assum ption (A10), and growth 
assum ption (A12), Theorem  2.5.6 may be applied to  obtain more useful estim ates for 
the energy of the d isturbance and output.
P r o p o s itio n  2 .5 .15  Suppose that assumptions (A7), (A10), and (A12) hold. Then, 
there exists a gain 7 >  0 and nonnegative constants B$, B q, B7, B$, B$, B 10 such that
v l^ ( s )\2 ds <B5T + B 6 \x \2 + B 75, (2.60)
T
c{xl 'p(s))ds < BsT  +  Bg\x\2 +  B 108, (2.61)
for all gains 7 > 7, where r P ^ (•) and x^'p(-) are the 5-optimal disturbance and trajec­
tory, respectively, in the definition of V^(x,T) for gain 7, initial state x, and horizon
T.
Proof: Applying Theorem  2.5.6, there exists a gain 7 > 0 and constants P 3  and P 4
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such that
Vy(x,T) <B 3T + B 4\x \2.
Furthermore, by definition of V1{x^T) (2.33), V1{x,T)  > 0 for all x G R n , T  > 0. 
Hence, for any 7 > 7 , Proposition 2.5.11 implies that
^ ( * , r )  F7 ( * , r )J  K t(s)\2 ds ^ _  ^2
Vj(x
- 2 +
_  ^ 2  ry2 _  y 2
5
/y-i — 7^ 7^ —
< B3T +  B 4 |x |2 , 5
/y2 _  y2 72 _  y2
2= B5T + i?6 |:c| +  Rj<5,
which is (2.60), where B5 =  ^ ^ 2, B6 =  7^ 2, and B 7 = ^0^2 • Similarly, applying 
Proposition 2.5.12,
J  c ( x J r ( s )) ds i , t25/y2 _  y2 + y2 _  y2
< 7 2B3T  +  72R4|x |2 +
725
— -y2 _ ,^2 7 2 _  y2
= 7“B5T 4- 7*'Bß[xl“ + r f ' B 75
— BgT + Bg|x|~ + B iq5,
which is (2.61), where B3 =  72Bs, B9 =  72B3, and Bio — 12B 7.
W ith these growth bounds on the 5-optimal disturbance v^  and the corresponding 
(5-optimal output 2p ^ (s )  =  c (x ^ ( s ) ) ,  the aim now is to prove via the detectability 
assumptions (A14), (A15) tha t the final state x^'^(T) for any 5-optimal trajectory 
xx t (s) *s confineci uniformly with respect to T  and x to a compact set for all initial 
states x in a compact set.
Define the sets
B r = {x G R n : 1*1 < B} , (2.62)
B P = {x G R n :: 1*1 < P} , (2.63)
Kz b8 = {x G R n : c(x) < 3Bg} , (2.64)
where Bg is coefficient of T in (2.61). By assumptions (A14) and (A15), there exists a 
p < 00 such tha t K zb8 C B p. Defining
=  max {1x 1}, 
xeK3B 8P
(2.65)
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then  p > p. Furtherm ore, w ith R  > p,
K3 Bs C Bp C B r ,
as shown in Figure 2.4.
( 2.66)
Figure 2.4: Set Ordering K^bs C Bp C B r
Using the  various estim ates obtained thus far, it is possible to show th a t  the final 
s ta te  of any near optim al tra jec to ry  on [0, T] must be contained in B r , for a suitably 
large choice of R , provided th a t the  horizon T  satisfies the inequality T  < T , for some 
T  < 00. This is intuitively clear, given th a t trajectories can only move so far in a finite 
tim e, as is dem onstrated  in the following lemma.
L em m a 2 .5 .1 6  Suppose that assumptions (A7) and (A10) hold. Let e^ ^ ie
trajectory with initial state x £ B p corresponding to a 8-optimal disturbance v £ 
£2[0,T], 8 <  8 < 00, and suppose that T  < T  for some T  < 00. Then, there exists an 
0 < R p < 00 given by
Rp = ^/(l + B2Bq)pA + (B\ + B2B^)T + B2B78,
such that the trajectory x^'ST(s) is confined to the ball B rp for all s £ [0,T],
(2.67)
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Proof: Applying assumptions (A7) and (A10), Lemma 2.5.5 implies that there exists
constants B\ and B 2 such that
x (t)|2 < \x\2 + B it + Bo [  |v(s)|2 ds
Jo
for all t G [0,T], where v(-) is any disturbance in £ 2 (0 , T]. So, since v G £ 2 (0 , T], 
x G Bp, and 0 < t < T  < T,
v *,r (s ) |2 d s -
But, applying Proposition 2.5.15, (2.60),
\x lST(t)\2 < p2 +  B iT  +  B2 (B5T  + B6\x\2 + B 75)
< ( 1  + BoBq)p2 + (B\ + B2B^)T + B2By5 .
Defining Rp = y /(1 +  B ^ q) ^  + (B\ -r B 2B$)T  +  B2B j8 completes the proof. ■
Lemma 2.5.16 demonstrates that a uniform bound on the excursions of near optimal 
trajectories exists provided that the time horizon is also uniformly bounded. Without 
the uniform bound on the time horizon, the corresponding result is more difficult to 
prove. However, it is possible to demonstrate that the the final state of any near optimal 
trajectory is uniformly bounded, for any choice of time horizon, and any choice of initial 
state in a predefined compact set. As a first step towards this result, the following 
lemma demonstrates that a near optimal trajectory must visit such a compact set at 
least once, given a sufficiently large time horizon.
„7^
'x,T Ml2 < p 2 + B i T  + B 2
Lemma 2.5.17 Suppose that assumptions (A7), (A10), and (A12) hold. Suppose also 
that T  > T , where
-  Bc)p2 +  B iq5
b8
(2 .68)
Then, there exists an s G [0, T] such that x^’^ (s) G K 2b8> where ^(*) is the trajectory 
with initial state x G Bp corresponding to a 8-optimal disturbance for the finite horizon 
value function V(x,T)  (2.33).
Proof: Suppose that x^'^(s) ^ K 2b8 for all s £ [0,T]. Then, from (2.64), this implies
that
c(xx'.t (s)) > 3B8
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for all s G [0,T]. Hence, given th a t T  > T  (2.68),
pT
/  c(x I't (s)) ds >  3BgT
J o
> 2 Bg + BgT
= 2B8 + Bc)p2 +  B 10S
> 2Bg 4- B$p~ +  BioS. (2.69)
B ut, applying Proposition 2.5.15, (2.61),
pT
BgT  -t- B 9\x \2 +  B i05 > J  c(x1[t (s)) ds. (2.70)
Since the initial sta te  is x G B p, \x\ < p. Hence, combining (2.69) and (2.70),
rT - rT
/  c(x l'8T (s)) ds > BgT  +  / c(x^y(s)) ds ,
Jo ' Jo
which is a contradiction, since T  > T  > 0. T hat is, there exists an s G [0, T] such th a t
G K z b 8 ’ ■
Although Lemma 2.5.17 establishes th a t any 5-optimal trajectory  m ust enter the  set 
Kgb S i there is no inform ation about when this entry may occur, except th a t it m ust 
be in the interval [0,T]. Consequently, it would seem possible th a t the  tra jec to ry  may 
enter and exit Kgßs very early in the interval [0,T], allowing scope for the tra jecto ry  
to escape a predefined compact set for the rem ainder of the interval. However, the 
following corollary dem onstrates th a t if the exit from KgB8 occurs sufficiently early in 
the interval [0,T], then  the tra jec to ry  m ust again enter Kgßs a t some later tim e, as per 
Figure 2.4.
C o ro lla ry  2 .5 .18  Suppose that assumptions (A7), (A10), and (A12) hold. Let x^’^ (-) 
be the trajectory with initial state x G B p corresponding to a 5-optimal disturbance for 
the finite horizon value function V( x , T )  (2.33). Suppose that there exists a t G [0, T] 
such that x ' l '^ r )  6 5 p \  Kgß8 and T  — r  >  T , where T  is given by (2.68). Then, there 
exists an s\ G (r,T ]  such that a ^ '^ (s i)  G Kgß&.
P ro o f:  Since disturbance v)'^ G Cgf^^T] is ^-optimal for V( x , T ) ,  Corollary 2.5.9
implies th a t the  disturbance vs G £2[0 ,T  — r] is 5-optimal for V{x]f j ,(t ) ,T  — r ) ,  where
Vs (s) = v l'y (s  +  t ),
and x 8(-) is the corresponding tra jec to ry  on [0,T  — r]. B ut, x^(0) =  xTx'8t {t ) G B p 
and, by assum ption, T  — r  >  T. Hence, applying Lemma 2.5.17 and noting th a t
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a^(0) & K zbh, there exists an s E {0,T — t ] such th a t x6(s) E K^b8- B ut, by definition, 
a:] j ( s  +  r )  =  x ^ s ) .  Hence, there exists an si =  s +  r  such th a t € K^b8- ■
Using Corollary 2.5.18, it is now possible to show th a t a near optim al tra jectory  m ust 
a t least visit the  set Bp in the tim e interval [T  — T ,T}.
L em m a 2 .5 .19  Suppose that assumptions (A7), (A10), and (A12) hold. Let T  > T , 
where T  is given by (2.68), and let be the trajectory with initial state x E B p
corresponding to a 6-optimal disturbance for the finite horizon value function V ( x , T )  
(2.33). Then, there exists an s\ 6 [T — T,T] such that E B p.
P roof: Let aU ^(-) be the trajectory  w ith initial s ta te  xj. ^(0) =  x E B p corresponding
to a «^-optimal disturbance vjffp E £ 2 (0 , T], Then, either x E K ^b8 and x ’)'fp(-) never 
exits i^3ß8, or there exists a t\ E [0,T] such th a t x ^ T (ri) E B p \  K^b8- If the former 
holds, then  the proof is complete. So, w ithout loss of generality, assume there exists a 
t \  E [0,T] such th a t x^’^ r  1 ) E B p \  K ^ b 8- C onstruct two cases for the location of r\ 
in the interval [0,T]:
( 0  -»--------------------------------------------------- 1— h-
0 T — T Ti T
( i i )  H ----------- 1------------------------------ 1------------------f -
0 Ti T - T  T
Case (i), t\ E [T — T,T]:  By definition of t\, 2 ^ t (ti ) E B p, so the  proof for th is 
case is complete.
Case (ii), t\ E [0,T  — T): Since x E B p, x j ^ ( r i )  E B p \  K^b8 , and T  — r\ > T  (by 
definition of Case (ii)), Corollary 2.5.18 implies th a t there exists an S2 G (t i,T] such 
th a t x ^ y (s 2 ) G K sb8• Suppose th a t S2 G [T — T ,T ]. Then, since K^b8 C the proof 
is complete. Alternatively, suppose th a t S2 [T — T , T]. Then, by continuity of x ^ ( - ) ,  
there exists a r 2 such th a t x ^ ( r 2) £ B p \  K zb8• T hat is, T2 may be considered in 
term s of Case (i) or Case (ii) above. Applying the  above reasoning iteratively defines 
an increasing sequence r E  (rjt_ i,T ], ti E [0, T-1], which term inates w ith rn E
[T — T ,T ] for some integer n  >  1. Note th a t by definition, x^^(rfc) E Hence, there 
exists an si =  r n E [T — T,T]  such th a t x ^ '^ (s i)  E B p. m
Lemmas 2.5.16 and 2.5.19 may now be combined to show th a t the final state  of a  near
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optim al tra jec to ry  is uniformly bounded, for any choice of horizon and any choice of 
initial sta te  within a predefined compact set.
T h eo rem  2 .5 .20  Suppose that assumptions (A7), (A10), and (A12) hold. Let B p 
(2.63) be the ball of radius p <  oo, where p > p and p is given by (2.65). That is, let
B p = {x £ R n : \x\ <  p], p > p, 
p =  max {\x\}.
x £ K 3 B 8
Let B r p (2.62) be the ball of radius R p <  oo (2.67). That is,
B rp = {x e  R n : I®I < R p},
R p = y j (1 +  B 2B q)p2 +  (B\  +  B 2B^)T  +  B 2B 78,
- _  Bgp2 +  B 108 
B 8
Let be the trajectory corresponding to a S-optimal disturbance E £ 2 (0 , T],
8 < 5 < 0 0 , for the finite horizon value function V (x ,T )  (2.33). Then, if  the initial 
state x ^ ( 0 )  E B p, then the trajectory always returns to the compact set Bp  ,
for any time horizon T  <  0 0 . That is,
x € Bp => x l'!r(T) € B rp (2.71)
for any T  <  0 0 .
Proof: Suppose th a t T  < T. Then, by Lemma 2.5.16, x j f ^ s )  E B pp for all s E [0, T].
Hence, E B rp completing the proof.
Alternatively, suppose th a t T  >  T. Then, by Lemma 2.5.19, there exists an s\ E 
[T — T,T]  such th a t  x ^ '^ (s i)  E B p. B ut, by Corollary 2.5.9, the disturbance
vS (s) = vZ'p(s + si)
is 5-optimal for the  finite horizon value function V(x}'fp(si),T — s i) . Let x s(-) denote 
the corresponding trajectory. Since T  — si < T  and 2^(0) E B p, Lemma 2.5.16 implies 
th a t x s(T — s i)  E B rp. B ut, x s(T  — si) =  xffST(T), completing the proof. ■
R em ark  2 .5 .21  Since the above results apply for any 5-optimal disturbance where 
0 < 8 < 8 < 0 0 , clearly these results m ust also hold for the optim al disturbance if it 
exists. This follows by taking 8 0. ◄
One application of Theorem  2.5.20 is in interpreting the initial value problem  defined
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by the finite horizon value function V(x , T)  (2.33) in term s of a two point (fixed initial 
and final state) problem. This will be discussed in the  next section.
2 .5 .5  T w o  P o in t  B o u n d a r y  V a lu e  P r o b le m  I n te r p r e ta t io n
The finite horizon value function V(x , T)  (2.33) is defined as a calculus of variations 
problem  with a differential equation constraint (given by the sta te  equation (2.1)) which 
has a fixed initial state  x G R n , fixed final time 0 <  T  < oo, and free final sta te  [28]. 
A closely related problem is th a t defined by the following value function V J(x ,£ ,T ) .
D efin itio n  2 .5 .22  Define the finite horizon fixed final state value function
V f { x, £ , T)  =  sup (  [  [c(x(s)) -  72b ( s ) |2] ds  : x(0) =  x, x( T)  =  A  . (2.72)
t>€£2[0.T] l  JO J
Com paring the definitions of V(x,  T) (2.33) and V^(x ,  £, T) (2.72), clearly the difference
between the two problems is th a t the value function V*(x, l ; ,T)  has an additional
constraint. T h a t is, the final s ta te  of the optim al tra jec to ry  is fixed ra ther than  free.
Consequently, intuition may lead us to the conclusion th a t V (x, T)  may be recovered by
taking the suprem um  over the final state  £ of V * (x ,£ ,T ) . This intuitive link between
V (x, T ) and V^(x ,  £, T)  will prove useful in developing the definition of required supply
in Section 2.13.
R em ark  2 .5 .23  If state  £ is unreachable from sta te  x, the suprem um  in (2.72) is 
defined to  be —oo. T hat is,
V f ( x , ( , T )  =  - o o
if there does not exist a v G £ 2 (0 ,T] such th a t <p(T, 0 ,x ;v )  =  £. ◄
T h eo rem  2 .5 .2 4  The finite horizon value function V{x , T)  (2.33) is the supremum 
over all final states £ G R n of the finite horizon fixed final state value function V ? (x ,£ ,T ) 
(2.72). That is,
V ( x , T )  = sup |W ( x , £ , T ) j  (2.73)
£eRn L ;
for all x G R n and all T  >  0.
P roof: Define the indicator function
5^ (x)
— 0 0
0
x 7^  £ ,
x  =  £•
(2.74)
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Then, directly from Definition 2.5.22, the value function U ^(x,£,T’) (2.72) may be 
rewritten as a free final state problem by encoding the final state constraint as a terminal 
cost which is — oo if the final state is not £. That is,
V ^(x ,f ,T ) = sup I  f  [c(x(s)) — 72 |v ( s ) | 2] ds + 5{(x(T)) : x(0) = xX . (2.75) 
t»€£2[0,T] I d 0 J
Using the fact tha t sup a — sup b < sup(a — 6), the definitions of W (x ,£ ,T ) (2.75) and 
V ( x , T )  (2.33) imply that
V f ( x , £ , T ) - V ( x , T ) =  sup (  [  [c(x(s)) -  72|u(s)|2] ds +  <%(x(T)) : x(0) =  x l -  
u€£2[0.t] Ido J
sup I  f  [c(x(s)) — 72 |u ( s ) | 2] ds :x(0)  =  x l  
:£2[0,T] Ido JVG  \
< sup {^(x (T )) : x(0) =  x} 
v€ £ 2[0.T]
< sup (<%(x)}
=  0 (2.76)
from (2.74). Since (2.76) holds for all £ G R n, clearly
sup |W ( x ,£ ,T ) }  < V(x , T) .  (2.77)
In order to prove the opposite inequality, let vs G £ 2(0 , T) be d-optimal for V ( x , T )  
(2.33). T hat is,
/ • T  r  -1
/ c(x^(s)) — 72 |u<5(s ) | 2 ds >  V (x,T) —d,
do L J
where x<5(-) is the trajectory with initial state x<5(0) =  x corresponding to the distur­
bance vs G £2[0, T]. Applying the definition of d^(-) (2.74), it follows trivially that
ffc(x<(s) ) - 72|^ W |2] ds + SxHT> (2.78)
JO L J
But, ?/(•) is suboptimal in the definition of the finite horizon fixed final state value 
function V(x,  x^(T) ,T) .  That is, applying (2.75),
V ( x , x s(T) ,T)  = sup (  [  [ c ( x ( s ) ) - 72|u(s)I2] ds +  dx6(T)(x(T)) : x(0) =  x l  
v£C2[0,T] I d o  J
[c (x* (s )) -7V ( * ) | 2] ds + Sxs(T)(xs(T)),
where x^(0) =  x. So, combining inequalities (2.78) and (2.79),
V { x , x s(T) ,T)  > V ( x , T ) - 8 .
> (2.79)
(2.80)
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B ut, from inequality (2.77), V( x , T)  >  sup^€Rn {W  (z, £, T)} > V ( x , x s(T) ,T) ,  so th a t 
V( x , T)  > sup > V ( x , T ) - 5 ,
for all <5 > 0, completing the proof. ■
Combining Theorems 2.5.20 and 2.5.24, the following result dem onstrates th a t the 
suprem um  in (2.73) is atta ined  on a compact set provided th a t the choice of initial 
sta te  is lim ited to a compact set.
T h eo rem  2 .5 .25  Suppose that assumptions (A7), (A10), and (A12) hold. Then, given 
p (2.65), and any p E (p, oo), there exists a R p E (0,oo) (2.67) independent of x and 
T  such that
|*| < P  => V { x , T ) =  sup \ v f ( x , f , T ) ) ,  (2.81)
Z£Br p L J
where B Rp = {£ E R n : |f | <  Rp}-
Proof: Define 0 < 6 < oo and let x (^-) be the tra jectory  w ith initial sta te  x^(0) =  x
corresponding to  any 5-optimal disturbance E £2[0,T] for the  finite horizon value 
function V( x , T )  (2.33), where 5 < 6, j®] < p, p > p, and p is given by (2.65). Then, 
by Theorem  2.5.20, \xs (T)\ < R p, where R p is given by (2.67). Hence, as |a:<5(T)| <  R p,
s u p { F (x ,J ,T )}  >  V ( x , x s (T),T) . .
ZeBp
But, recalling (2.80) from the proof of Theorem  2.5.24,
V f { x , x \ T ) , T )  >  V { x , T ) - 8 .  (2.82)
T hat is,
sup { v f (x,Z,T)\
But, clearly sup^eRn { V f {x, £,T)}  > supc£Bp
> V ( x , T ) - 8 . .
{ V f (x , £, T) } .  Hence, applying (2.77),
V(x,T) > s u p [ v f ( x , £ , T ) ) (2.83)
for any 5 E (0,5], completing the proof.
Theorem  2.5.25 is satisfying in th a t it provides a uniform ity property for the finite 
horizon value function V( x , T )  (2.33). T hat is, for any initial sta te  in a compact set 
and any tim e horizon, the finite horizon value function can be obtained by taking the 
suprem um  over all possible final states in a defined com pact set of the finite horizon 
fixed final s ta te  value function ( z , f  ,T ) (2.72). This will allow consideration of tim e
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horizons tending in the lim it to oo in Section 2.13.
2.6  T h e A vailab le P ow er o f  N onlinear S ystem s
Throughout Section 2.5, the finite horizon value function V ( x , T )  (2.33) has been in­
terp reted  as the m axim um  energy retrievable from a system starting  from an initial 
s ta te  x  on the  finite time horizon [0,T].  Consistent with this in terpretation, a notion 
of the  m aximum  power generated by a system on an infinite tim e horizon follows by 
sim ply taking the infinite horizon average of V ( x , T )  with respect to T.  Consequently, 
the  power generated by a system  is m aximal if pertu rbed  by the optim al disturbance in 
V ( x , T ) (2.33) for T  —» oo. For suboptim al disturbances, clearly the power generation 
need not be m aximal. Hence, the  maximum power generation of a system is referred 
to  as the available power of th a t system.
D e fin it io n  2 .6 .1  Define the available power A^  as the maximum power generated by 
system  E  with initial state x  E R n on an infinite tim e horizon. That is,
A^(x) =  lim sup sup f  [c(z(s)) -  72|'u(s)|2] ds : x{0) = x l  . (2.84)
T-400 v £C2[0.T] l 1 J o )
Equivalently,
K i x ) =  lim sup [  — X , (2.85)
T-> oo I 1 J
where V y ( x , T ) is the finite horizon value function V ( x , T ) (2.33) fo r gain 7.
A nonlinear system  with energy (£ 2-) gain does not have the potential to generate 
power for gains exceeding the Ti0 0  norm of th a t system. This follows since the m aximum  
energy retrievable from a system  with energy gain on any horizon is fixed, finite, and 
independent of the  tim e horizon. This fact is expressed in the following proposition.
P r o p o s it io n  2 .6 .2  Suppose that system  E has C,2 ~gain < 7. Then, the available power 
M  (2.84) fo r  gain 7 is zero. That is, \Z  =  0 fo r  all gains 7 >
P roof: Given th a t  E has £ 2-gain < 7, Definition 2.20 states th a t there exists finite
nonnegative function ß{x)  such th a t
/  [ K 5) |2 -  7 2K * ) |2] ds < ß(x) ,
Jo
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for all v G £ 2[0,T] and all T > 0. So, taking the supremum over v G £2[0,T] of both 
sides, and applying the definition of the finite horizon value function V(x,T)  (2.33),
V(x,T)< ß(x)
for all T > 0. Dividing by T > 0 and letting T  oo, the finiteness of ß(x) implies that
lim sup
T  —y oo
f r ( x , r ) < lim sup I  I  =  0.
T  ->oo I J- J
But the LHS is, by (2.85), the available power Xa. Furthermore, the F^-norm  HSII-h^  
is the £ 2“gain of D- Hence, 7 > ||5211?^  ^ implies that S has £ 2-gain < 7 - By the above 
argument, this implies that XZ = 0. ■
Standard observability assumptions in £ 2-gain analysis [21, 38] imply that systems 
with /^2-gain are asymptotically stable in the absence of disturbances. However, many 
nonlinear systems (including limit cycle systems, see Chapter 5) exhibit oscillatory 
behaviour in the absence of disturbances. The following remark demonstrates that 
such systems can have nonzero available power.
Remark 2.6.3 The zero disturbance is suboptimal in the definition of the available 
power (2.84). Hence, applying the definition of the JG'P-seminorm (2.11),
Xa(x) = limsup sup ( i  [  [|z(s)|2 -  72|v(s)|2] dsX
T —too veC2[0.T] l 1 JO J
> limsup f  |z(s)|2 d s \
T-+ 00 l 1 Jo J
=  ( 2.86)
That is, the available power is bounded below by the squared power of the disturbance 
free output. Consequently, any system with a persistent output of nonzero power 
has nonzero available power. Note that (2.86) holds with equality if the system is 
autonomous (b(x) =  0). ◄
An important result linking the concepts of power gain property, described by the 
inequality (2.21), and the available power of a system (2.84) is that any system which 
exhibits power gain must have finite available power. Furthermore, the available power 
of a system with power gain < 7 is a lower bound for any power bias for that system.
Theorem 2.6.4 Suppose that system S has TV-gain < 7 with power bias /  energy 
bias pair (X(x), ß(x) ) . Then, Xa(x) < X(x). That is, the available power is the minimal 
power bias.
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Proof: From the ^ P -g a in  inequality (2.34),
V { x , T )
< X(x)  + ß ( x )T  -  -V / • r
for all T  >  0. Taking the limsup as T  —» oo and noting th a t ß(x)  is finite for every 
x  G R n, (2.85) yields th a t
Aa (a:) =  lim sup
T-4  OO L  T
< A(x) +  lim sup
T  — r OO [,
=  A(x),
1^ }
completing the proof.
Complete reachability of the sta te  space of a system , as defined by Definition 2.2.1, 
implies th a t any two states in the sta te  space are reachable from one another by the 
application of a  finite energy disturbance over a  finite tim e interval. However, the 
power generated by the application of such a finite horizon disturbance prior to the 
application of an infinite horizon disturbance m ust be identical to the power generated 
by the application of the infinite horizon disturbance alone. This follows since any 
contribution to  the energy generated by the system  due to the finite horizon disturbance 
m ust be lost in the averaging process of com puting the power. Hence, it is reasonable to 
expect th a t complete reachability implies invariance of the available power w ith respect 
to initial conditions, as sta ted  in the following theorem.
T h eorem  2 .6 .5  Suppose that system  E has T V -g a in  < 7. Suppose also that a subset 
X  of the state space o f E is completely reachable. Then, the available power, Aa (x) 
(2.84), is invariant with respect to the initial state x  for any x  G X . That is, Xa(x) =  
A«.
Proof: Given X  C R n and any x ',x "  G X , the  aim is to  prove th a t Aa (aj') =  Aa (a://).
Using the complete reachability property, we will show th a t the system  can be controlled 
from x 1 to  x"  prior to the application of the worst case disturbance, w ithout affecting 
the available power.
In the definition of complete reachability, let the final time be T  < 0 0  and the 
control be v G C2[—T,  0] such th a t y?(0, — T,  x'; v) = x " . Since E has .F'P-gain <  7, 
v G C2 [—T,Q] implies th a t z  G C2 [—T,  0], where z  is the ou tput corresponding to
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disturbance v. Hence, immediately we have that
»0
1$ := 1|m inf { ^ - = ^ _ [ | 2 ( s ) | 2 - 7 2 |t;(s)|2] d s j  =  0
With T  < oo, limsup a +  liminf b < limsup(a +  b) implies that the available power at 
state x" can be written as
Aa(x") =  limsup I sup i f  [ |z(s) |2 -  72|v(s)|2] ds : x(0) =  x " \  1 +  5
T-+00 [ T  + T  U 0 J J
< limsup I -=  sup /  f  [|z(s)|2 — 72|i;(s)|2] ds : x(0) =  x " !  +
t ->oo 1 T +  T ve£2[0,T] \  Jo J
J__[|2(s)|2 - 7 2b(5)|2] dsj
»T
< limsup i 1 sup I f  [|z(s)|2 - 7 2b(5)|2] ds : x(0) =  x " \  +
T —toe [ J  +  ./ v€ £ 2[0,T] U 0 J
sup_ | y >_ [ |2(s)|2 - 72|?J(s)|2] d s : x ( - r )  =  x',x(0) =  x " | j
=  limsup I - - -=  sup_ f  _[\z(s)\2 -  i 2\v(s)\2] ds : x ( - T )  = x ' \ , 
T->oo [  i  +  i  v€ £ 2 [ -T .T ] J - T  J
(2.87)
where z E £2[—T,T] is the output corresponding to the augmented disturbance v E 
C2 [—T,T]. But, the RHS of (2.87) is just Aa(x//). That is,
A a(x") = Aa(x/).
As x1 and x" are arbitrary, interchanging x1 and x" yields that Aa(x') < Aa(x//). Hence, 
Aa(x') =  Aa(x"). ■
With a stronger form of reachability defined as uniform complete reachabilty (Defini­
tion 2.2.2), it is possible using a superadditivity argument and the stability result of 
Theorem 2.5.20 to prove existence of the limit in the definition of the available power 
Aa (Definition 2.6.1). Note that a similar result to Theorem 2.6.6 is proved in [16], but 
with the use of a stronger (global exponential) stability assumption.
T heorem  2.6.6 Suppose that assumptions (A3), (A7), (A10), and (A 12) hold. Then,
Aa lim
T  —±oo
V ( x , T ) \
( 2 .88)
uniformly on compact sets.
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P roof: This proof utilizes a near-superadditivity  argum ent to dem onstrate existence
of a lim it. To illustrate  this argum ent, consider a  nonnegative function a : R  —> R, 
a(0) =  0, where
l i m s u p / — -1 = : A < oo. (2.89)
T -> oc I T  J
Additionally, suppose th a t the function a(-) satisfies the near-superadditive property
a(s +  t) > a(s) +  a(t) — L, (2.90)
for all s, t > 0, w ith L  a positive constant. Then, by definition of A (2.89), given any 
s >  0, there exists an s such th a t
o(s)
s
L
> A — £, 
<  £.
s
From the near-superadditive property (2.90),
a{ns) =  a ((n  — l ) s  +  s)
>  a ((n  — l)s )  +  a(s) — L
(2.91)
(2.92)
> a(0) +  na(s) — nL
= na(s ) — nL,  (2.93)
since a(0) =  0. Hence,
a(ns) ^  a(s) L
ns ~  s s
Next, choose any t > 0, and set n := [ |J ,  r = t — ns. Then, applying (2.90) and (2.93),
a(t) = a(ns  +  r)
> a(ns ) -F a(r) — L
> na(s) -1- a (r)  — (n -1- 1)L
>  n a(s) — (n +  1 )L,
since a(-) is a  nonnegative function. Dividing by t > 0, and noting th a t t € [ns, ( n + l) s ) ,
a(t) na(s) (n +  l)L
t ~ t t
na(s ) (n +  1)L
_  ( n - F l ) s ns
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B ut, from (2.91), (2.92), this implies th a t
a{t)
>
n  +  1
(A -  g) —
n +  1
£ .
Letting t -» oo,
l im in f /  —— 1 > A — 2g,
*->• oo [ t J “
which holds for any e > 0. T h a t is, lim inf^oo >  A. Hence, combining with
(2.89) proves th a t A =  lim<_).00{y } .
By dem onstrating th a t the finite horizon value function V (x ,T )  (2.33) satisfies a 
super-additive relation similar to  (2.93), it is possible to apply the above argum ent to 
prove (2.88) given the stated  assum ptions of the theorem.
Define any g > 0, 6 >  0, and S G (0,6). Applying assum ptions (A7), (A10), 
and (A12), Theorem  2.5.20 sta tes th a t there exists a p (2.65) such th a t  w ith p > p 
and xo G B p (2.63), the final s ta te  x s (S) of the tra jectory  x s(-) corresponding to  a 
<$-optimal disturbance for V (xq, S ) is confined to a compact set defined by p. T h a t is,
xo e  Bp => xs(S) G B rp,
where B r p (2.62) is the ball of radius R p (2.67). Furtherm ore, since B rp is com pact, the 
uniform complete reachability assum ption (A3) implies th a t given ceq G B p C B rp, there 
exists Tp, E p < oo such th a t for any y G B r p, xo is reachable from y  in tim e Ty < Tp by 
the application of a finite energy disturbance vy G £ 2 (0 , Ty\, where ||vy ||£2[0.Ty] < E p. 
Hence,
inf { [  [c(x, ( S) ) - 72| ^ ( S)|2] d s \  > ~ 7 2 sup [  f  K ( s ) |2 d s \
y £ B Rp lJo J y € B Rp U 0 J
— • Lp,
and L p < j 2E p <  0 0 .
Since Aa =  lim supT^.0O |  V-^ T( j , define a tim e horizon S  < 0 0  sufficiently large 
such th a t
5
s < (2.94)
7L
s < (2.95)
Lp
S
< e, and (2.96)
V (x 0 ,S )  
5
> A a £ • (2.97)
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W ith  v^(-) a 5-optimal disturbance for F(a:o ,5) with gain 7 on the interval [0,5] with 
2^(0) =  xo (where x^(-) is tra jec to ry  corresponding to fix y := x s(S) and define
the switching disturbance
Vs (t)
t G [0,5) 
t e [ S , T )
(2.98)
where T  := S  + Ty. Given th a t x s(0) = xq, the definition of the disturbance vy £
C2[0,Ty] implies th a t x°(T) = xo- Next, repeat tr ( -) , yielding the periodic switching 
disturbance fr(-) . T h a t is, set
vS(t) = v \ t  — nT)
where n :=  [4J (see Figure 2.5). Fix t < 00, and define r = t — nT.
Figure 2.5: Periodic tra jec to ry  x^(-) due to  the switching disturbance v^(-)
Since vs (-) is suboptim al on any tim e horizon,
V{xo, t) > - 7 2 |^ (s ) | 2[  k ^ ( s ) )
Jo L
r n T  r , rr r ,
/ c ( i <5(s)) -  72|ü<*(s ) |2 ds + /  c(x<5(s)) — 7 2|5^(5)|2 ds. (2.99)
J 0 L 1 Jo 1 J
Furtherm ore, x s(kT) = xq for any integer k > 0, so tha t
-n.T
c(x*(S) ) - 7V mi2
n ~ 1 r (k+1)TEL
rkT+S
c ( x \ s ) )  - 7 2 | ^ ( s) |2
n — 1 *(fc+l )T
k= 0
=  y I I  c(xS{s)) -  72\vS{s)\2 ds + Y ^  [c(a:y(5)) -  72ky(5)|2] ds
J t ^ o JkT+s
[  c(xs (s)) -  72 |i/ ( s) |2 ds + n f  [c(xy(s)) -  7 2|vy(s) |2] ds. (2.100)
Jo 1 J J s
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But, v*(-) is ^-optimal for gain 7 , initial state xq, and interval [0,5]. Hence, 
rS r •,
/ c(x6(s)) — 72|r /(s)|2 ds > V(xo,S) — S. (2.101)
JO L J
Furthermore, from (2.94),
' ? v
[  [c(®y(s)) -  72ky(5)|2] ds > - L f
J o
So, using (2.101), (2.102) in (2.100),
miT -
/ c(*4(s ) ) - tV M |!
Jo L
The remaining integral in (2.99) is
ds > nV(xo,S) — n(Lp + 5).
( 2 .102)
(2.103)
[  [c (5 ^ (s))-72|^ ( s)|:
J o  1
ds
r r AS
JO
c(xd(s)) -  72 | * / ( s ) | 2 ds + f  jc(xy(s)) — 72|vy(s)|2] ds. (2.104) 
J  r A S
If r > 5, then this integral term (2.104) is bounded below by —Lp. Alternatively, if 
r < 5, the dynamic programming equation (2.40) implies that
f c(x^(s)) — 72 |ü^(s)|2 ds > V ( x q , S) — V(x*(r), S — r) — 8
> - V ( x S( r ) , S - r ) - 8 .  (2.105)
But, since 5 < 00, Lemma 2.5.16 implies that there exists an R'p < 00 such that 
xs(r) G B r> . So, Theorem 2.5.6 implies that there exists an M < 00 such that 
V(xs(r),S — r) < M for any r € [0,5]. That is, (2.105) becomes
r  kä4w)
J o  1
- tV (* )|2 ds > —M — 5.
Combining the r > 5 case and the r < S case (2.106) in (2.104) yields that
/  [ c ( * * « ) -7 V « |J
J o  L
ds > —M — 8 — L,
(2.106)
(2.107)
for any r G [0,T]. Combining (2.103), (2.107), and (2.99) then yields the near super­
additive relation
V(x0,t) > nV(x0,S) -  (n + l){Lp + 8) -  M. (2.108)
Dividing both sides by t > 0, and noting that t G [nT, (n 4- 1)T),
V (xo, t) nV(xp,S) _  (n + 1 )(LP +  8) _  
t ~ (n 4- 1)T nT nT
nVr(xo ,5 )5  ( n + l ) ( L p + 8) M  
(n +  1)5 T nT nT
nV(xo,S) /  Ty\  (n + l)(Lp +  8) M
(n +  l)5  V ~~ ~T )  nT nT
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> n ^ ( 3;0 ^ )  ( 1 _  ^p \  _  0  + 1 )(Lp 4- S) _  M_ 
~ (n + 1 )5  \  S )  nS nS
(2.109)
Now, applying (2.94) through (2.97), inequality (2.109) becomes
V(x0, t )
> n +  1 (Aa -  e)(l -  e) -
n +  1
for any xq £ Bp. Sending n f o o  and recalling that M  < oo yields
liminft—^OO t > ( \ a -  e)(l -  e) -  2e
M_
n S '
for arbitrarily small e > 0. Hence, (2.88) holds for any initial state xo £ Bp, for any 
p > p arbitrarily large, completing the proof. ■
With existence of the limit in the definition of the available power Aa (2.84), differen­
tiability of the finite horizon value function V(x,T)  (2.33) implies an alternative form 
for the available power, as expressed in the following result.
Theorem 2.6.7 Suppose that assumptions (A3), (AT), (A10), and (A12) hold. Sup­
pose additionally that the finite horizon value function V(x,T) (2.33) is differentiable 
with respect to T > 0, and that the limit
A{x) = r + o { § f (:c’r ) } (2' 110)
exists and is finite. Then, A(x) =  Aa(x).
Proof: Suppose that the limit (2.110) exists and is finite. Then, given e > 0, there
exists a T* > 0 such that
T > T* => ! ^ ( x,T) -  A(x) 
dV
<  £
«  A ( x ) - e  < —  (x,T) < A(x) + e (2 .111)
Let T > To > T*. By the Mean Value Theorem, there exists a r  £ (To,T) such that 
8V
\ x , t ) [ T - T o} =  V ( x , T ) - V ( x , T 0) ( 2 .112)
As the first of two cases, suppose that V(x,T)  7+ 00 as T —» 00. Since V{x,T)  is 
nondecreasing in T by Proposition 2.5.2, this implies that V(x,T)  is bounded above by
some K  > 0 for all T > 0, such that lim7’_»00 {V(x,T)} = K.  Now, rewriting (2.112),
T  \  V(x,T0)8V _  V{x,T)
d r  (X’T) T \  T - T o T - T o (2.113)
M i  ( T ) M2 (x.Tq.T)
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By inspection, limT-4 oo{Aii(T)} =  1* Furthermore, since V(x,T)  < K  for all T > 0, 
YmiT^oc{^2 {x,To,T)} =  0. So, there exists a T** such that
T > T** =► |/zi( T ) - 1 |< £  and |/x2(* ,T0,T )| < £
^  1 — e < ßi(T) < 1 +  £ and — e < H2 (x,Tq, T ) < £  (2.114)
Let e £ (0,1), and choose T > To > max(T*,T**) in (2.112), (2.113). Then, combining 
(2.113) and (2.114),
V( x , T ) ,  ■. d V . . P (x ,T ) .
— Hl-e) -e < ^(a^r) < T  (l+e)+g.
Rearranging,
1 V{x,T)
<  — — —  <
1 ( d V ,  x—  (rr,r) +  £ . (2.115)
l + s V ^ T ^ ’ ' 7 ~)  '  T  '  1 - s \ d T
Since T > r  > To > max(T*,T**), (2.111) can be applied for the horizon r .  Hence,
combining (2.111) and (2.115),
A(x) — 2e V ( x , T ) ^  A(x) + 2e
=> A(x) — £
1 +  £
A(x) +  2 \  
1 +  £ /
<
T
V(x,T)
T
y (x ,T )
1  —  £
< A(*)+«(nr=7^)
/  A(x) +  2 \ V (x ,  . . /  A(x) ■+• 2 \
=> A(*)-e ( - i r 7 - )  < t  < A(l) + £( ~ j
Hence, given e £ (0,1), there exists a T = max(T*,T**) such tha t
y (x ,r )
T > T  =» T
-  A(x) <  £
^ A(s) +  2 ^
Since A(x) is finite for each x, this implies that Aa =  limT-*» |  |  =  A(x). Note
tha t since y (x ,T )  < K  for all T  > 0, this implies tha t Aa = 0 =  A(x).
Now for the second case. Suppose that tha t V(x ,T)  —» oo as T —> oo. Rewriting 
(2.112), there exists a r  £ (Tq,T ), T  > Tq such that
V{*,T)
T
! _  V( x. T0) \  
1 V{x. T)  \
i - t  J (2.116)
fj.(X'To.T)
Since V (x ,T ) —> oo as T -> oo, by inspection, limT->oo {/i(®,To,T)} =  1, where To and 
x are fixed. So, there exists a T** > 0 such that
T > T * *  =» | /z(x,r0, r ) - l | < £
<=> 1 — £ < /Li(x, To, T) < 1 +  £ (2.117)
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Let e E (0,1) and choose T > Tq > max(T*, T**) in (2.111), (2.117). Then, combining 
(2.116) and (2.117),
V(X, T)„  , d v ,  , „ V( x , T) „  , ,
— y— ( 1 - e )  < ö f ( x ’ T) < — f — (!+£)•
Rearranging,
dV
dT
(x , t )
V(x ,T)  dV
1  —  £
(2.118)
Since T > r > To > max(T*,T**), (2.111) can again be applied for horizon r. Hence, 
combining (2.111) and (2.118),
A(x) — £ V(x,T)  A(x) +  £
=> A(x) — £
1 +  £
A(x) + 1 \
<
T
V(x,T)
T
1  -  £
< A(x) + £
A(x) +  1 \
/
Hence, given £ E (0,1), there exists a T  = max(T*,T**) such that
T > T  =>
V { x ,T )
T
A(x) <  £
A(x) + 1
1  —  £
Since A(x) is finite for each x, this implies that the limit limr^oo |  j> =  A(x)
exists and is finite. But, by definition (2.84), this limit is also the available power
Aa (z)- ■
Theorems 2.6.6 and 2.6.7 are particularly useful when endeavouring to compute nu­
merical approximations for the available power Aa (2.84). Without the existence of the 
limit in (2.84), there is no guarantee that a sequence of approximations of the ratio 
tends as T  —> oo to the limsup. Furthermore, the alternative form for Aa given 
by Theorem 2.6.7 provides the key to improving the rate of convergence of available 
power approximations. These issues are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4.
One of the problems with Definition 2.6.1 of the available power is that (2.84) 
does not engender a simple notion of the “worst case” disturbance which excites the 
maximum power generation of the system. Rather, (2.84) defines a sequence of finite 
horizon worst case disturbances which in the limit of the infinite horizon give rise to the 
maximum power generation of the system. Hence, for the remainder of this section we 
focus on defining a more satisfactory infinite horizon worst case disturbance. Utimately, 
this involves finding an alternative expression for the available power which is the result 
of a supremum over a class of infinite horizon disturbances. This alternative form for 
the available power is provided by the following theorem (similar to Theorem 5.4 of 
[16]).
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T heorem  2.6.8 Suppose that assumptions (A3), (A7), (A10), and (A12) hold. Then,
Xa =  sup lim ( i  /  [c(x(s)) -  72|u(s) |2] ds : x(0) = x l , (2.119)
v ClT V  T —^oo ( 1  Jo  J
where T V  is the space of finite power signals (2.12).
Proof: Applying Proposition 2.3.7 to the definition of available power Aa (2.84),
Aa = limsup sup < — f  [c(x(s)) — 7 2|u(s) |2] ds : x(0) =  x l  
T-4oo veC 2[0.T] Jo  J
> limsup sup /  — [  [c(x(s)) — 72|u(s) |2] ds : x(0) =  x l
T-)-oo veF V  ( 1  Jo  J
> sup limsup f  [c(x(s)) — 72|u(s)|2] d s : x ( 0 ) = x l ,  (2.120)
vSlT V  T-+OC I d Jo  J
which proves inequality in (2.119) in one direction.
To prove the opposite direction, we follow the proof of Theorem 2.6.6. Recalling 
(2.103),
/ c(xs(s)) — 72|{5^ (s) |2 ds > nV(xo,S) — n(Lp +  <5), (2.121)
J o  L J
where vs G 2^ 2[0,nT] is the switching disturbance (2.98). Hence,
1 r -\
rJT Jo
ds > V(x0 , S ) S  Lp 5
>
V(xo,S)
S
V(x0,S)
T  T  T
i  _  Ti\ ^p ^
T )  T  T
1 - ¥ ) - ¥ - ! ■  ( 2 - m )
Applying (2.94) through (2.97), (2.122) implies that for any v G T V ,  
liminf J  [c(x(s)) — 72|u(s)|2] dsj>
> lim l —  / c(xs(s)) - 7 2| ^ ( s) |2
n —toc i n i  J o L
> (Aa -  e)(l -  e) -  2e,
for any e > 0. Noting that x(0) =  x, this implies that
sup l im in f / -  [  [c(x(s)) — 72|u(s) |21 d s:x (0 ) =  x l  > Aa. (2.123)
v e F V  t^ o o  t w o  J
Combining inequalities (2.120) and (2.123) completes the proof. ■
Theorem 2.6.8 then facilitates the definition of an infinite horizon worst case distur­
bance.
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Definition 2.6.9 Define the cost
J(x,v)  = limsup 
T  —y oo
(2.124)
Then, the infinite horizon worst case T V  disturbance is defined as v* £ T V , where
Using this definition, the power of the worst case disturbance and corresponding output 
can be computed in terms of the derivative (if it exists) of the available power A2 with 
respect to the gain 7 . For this, we need the following simple lemma.
Lemma 2.6.10 The available power Aa (2.84) is a nonincreasing function of the gain 
7-
Proof: Immediate from Proposition 2.5.3 and (2.85). ■
Theorem 2.6.11 Suppose that assumptions (A3), (A7), (A10), and (A12) hold. Let 
7* < 7 < 7 < 7 and suppose that the available power is finite for gain 7* and differ­
entiable for gain 7 . Suppose also that V1*{x,T) is finite for all T  < 00, and that the 
infinite horizon worst case T V  disturbance v* £ T V  (2.125) exists. Then, the power 
of this worst case disturbance and the corresponding output is given by
Proof: By Proposition 2.5.3, finiteness of the finite horizon value function V(x,T)
is guaranteed for gains 7 < 7 < 7 , since 0 < Vj(x,T) < Vy(x,T) < V^(x,T)  < 
Uy* (x , T) < co.
Assuming that the worst case T V  disturbance v* £ T V  (2.125) exists for gain 7, 
Theorem 2.6.8 implies that
Aa =  sup {J ( x , v )} = J(x,v*).
v£T V
(2.125)
(2.126)
(2.127)
(2.128)
However, Theorem 2.6.6 states that
(2.129)
Hence, combining (2.128) and (2.129),
lim
T  —y 00
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So, given 5 > 0, there exists T* > 0 such that
'T
T >T* =>
'o
V-,(x,T)< [  [c(xl(s))~ 72K ( s)|2] ds + 6T. (2.130)
J
But, v* G T V  is suboptimal on the interval [0,T] for the definition of Vj(x , T). That
f  [c(x; ( s) ) - 7 2K ( s)|2] ds (2.131)
Jo
So, combining (2.130) and (2.131),
f T
T>* =► (72 - 72) /  |t;*(*)|2 d s < V 7( ! t , r ) - V 7(a!,T) +  iT.
Jo
Dividing by T > T*, letting T  —> oo, applying Theorem 2.6.6, and noting that 7 < 7 
yields that
> A2-A2^2 _  /y2
for any <5 > 0 and any 7 > 7 . Hence,
* 112 — 1
/y2 _ /y2
A2-AJ
(2.132)
7 27 7i7  ^ 7 -  7
2 7  \  d 7  J  ’
since the available power is differentiable with respect to gain for gain 7. Similarly, 
v* G T V  is suboptimal on the interval [0,T] for the definition of V^. Following the 
same procedure,
< z l lim/T z d l \27 7t 7 [  7 ~ T  J
-1
27 V dj ) (2.133)
Combining inequalities (2.132) and (2.133) yield the required result (2.126). A similar 
argument yields ||z*|||r-p (2.127). Note that Lemma 2.6.10 ensures that the derivatives 
on the RHS of (2.126) and (2.127) are nonnegative, so that the the T V  seminorms 
||u*||jpp and ||z*||:pp well defined. ■
Immediate it is clear from Theorem 2.6.11 that systems with available power indepen­
dent of the gain 7 exhibit infinite horizon worst case T V  disturbances with zero power. 
Systems with with finite ^ 2-gain (Aa =  0, Proposition 2.6.2) for example exhibit a finite 
energy worst case disturbance and output.
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Corollary 2.6.12 The available power A Z is given by
KZ — II^IIjfp ~
where ||2:*||jf:p are given by (2.126), (2.127) respectively.
Proof: Applying Theorem 2.6.11 equations (2.126) and (2.127),
,* „2 *.2 ii..* ii 2 _  —7 3 d  f \ Z \  7  ( d \ l  \
K f o - 7 2K f o 2 c?7 \y72 ) 2
,2 dXl
d'y J
d t ( i + i
7 2 \  d'y J
X I
(2.134)
Corollary 2.6.12 leads to the following more general result.
Theorem 2.6.13 Suppose that the available power for gain 7* is finite and derivative 
exists for gain 7 > 7*. Then, the available power XZ is given by
XI =  sup {\\z\\2jrV - J 2\\v\\%v } . (2.135)
Proof: Since XZ is differentiable for gain 7 and is nonincreasing with respect to gain,
||u*||jrp as in (2.126) must be finite. Hence, v* G T V . Thus, applying Corollary 2.6.12,
KZ = WzyWrv -  72IKII; p^
< sup {\\z\\yv  — 72||^ ll^ }  (2.136)
But, Proposition 2.3.7 states that T V  E • So, from the definition of available power 
(2.84),
K  > limsup sup l Z  f  [|z(s)|2- 72k(«)|2] d s )
T —>oo v ^ T V  L 1 Jo J
> sup lim sup /  [  [ |2(s)|2 - 7 2 |v(s) |2] dsX
v £ jr'P T —¥00 L d Jo J
> sup I  lim sup j  — f  |;z(s)|2 d s \  — 72 lim sup j  — f |t;(s)|2 ds
vClT V  l  T —>00 I  -l Jo J T  —>00 l  -l Jo
= sup { ~ 72|Ml3r(p}
v ^ T V
Combining inequalities (2.136) and (2.137) completes the proof.
(2.137)
The available power is inherently a notion which applies to systems with power 
gain. Indeed, Theorem 2.6.4 states that the available power is a lower bound for
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all possible power biases for a system with power gain < 7 , which by Proposition 
2.6.2, collapses to zero in the case of systems with C2 gain. The applicability of the 
available power concept to systems with power gain is further highlighted with Theorem 
2.6.11. In this theorem, it is made clear that the power of the “worst case” disturbance 
which excites the maximum power generation of the system depends explicitly on how 
the available power varies with gain. Clearly, any system with zero available power 
(including systems with finite ^ 2-gain) or indeed constant available power (autonomous 
systems for example) must exhibit a zero power worst case disturbance. Alternatively, 
systems with gain varying available power, such as affine systems (Section 5.3) and limit 
cycle systems (Sections 5.7 and 5.8) must exhibit worst case disturbances with nonzero 
power. It is this nonzero power which will be seen to yield fundamental differences in 
the dynamics of a power gain system when moving from the absence disturbances to 
the presence of the worst case disturbance.
2.7  Pow er D issip ative  N onlinear S ystem s
The fundamental machinery underlying Z^-gain analysis [38] and nonlinear 1-Loo control 
is the theory energy dissipative systems [42, 21, 22]. One important property of dissi­
pative systems is the ability to store energy, subject to losses (or dissipation) . When 
nonempty, the reservoir of stored energy (or storage) may be called upon to deliver en­
ergy to the external environment via the input and output. However, due to finiteness 
of the storage, such delivery of energy cannot continue indefinitely in the absence of 
inputs. That is, energy dissipative systems are limited to delivering a finite amount of 
energy in the absence of disturbances.
In treating systems with finite power {TV-) gain, it is apparent that such systems 
may deliver an infinite amount of energy in the absence of disturbances (Remark 2.4.5). 
Consequently, in general, systems with power gain need not be energy dissipative, and 
thus may not amenable to the application of conventional energy dissipative systems 
theory.
Since it is the internal power generation abilities of power gain systems which pro­
scribes the application of energy dissipative systems theory, a simple yet effective ap­
proach is to account for this power generation when establishing an energy balance for
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the system . Since the power bias A is a measure of the power generation for system s 
with T T -ga in , th is accounting can be done by subtracting the expected energy gener­
ation AT from the energy supply rate. This yields the following generalization of the 
energy dissipativity.
D efin itio n  2 .7 .1  System  E is power dissipative if  there exists a fin ite  power bias /  
storage function  pair (A, V ), where A and V  are nonnegative, satisfying the dissipation 
inequality
for all v E £ 2(0, T] and all T  >  0, where x(0) =  x.
Hence, system s which are power dissipative are accompanied by a power bias /  storage 
function pair (A, V ) which satisfies the dissipation inequality, ra ther th an  ju st a storage 
function V  as in the case of energy dissipative systems. Furtherm ore, note th a t  any 
energy dissipative system  is also power dissipative, since the power bias may be chosen 
arbitrarily.
An im portan t property  of the dissipation inequality is th a t it does not uniquely 
specify the power bias /  storage pair (A,V).  R ather, a whole range pairs can satisfy 
(2.138). For example, constant offsets may be added to both  A and V  (nonnegative 
only for A) w ithout affecting the validity of the inequality. This is expressed in the 
following lem m a (the proof is by inspection).
L em m a 2 .7 .2  Suppose that system  E is power dissipative with power bias /  storage 
function  pair (A, V ). Then, system  £  is also power dissipative with the pair (A + L ,V  + 
M ) fo r  any fin ite  nonnegative constant L  and any finite constant M .
Since the objective of the power generalization of energy dissipative system s is to fa­
cilitate the  trea tm en t of system with T T -gain , it is imperative th a t power dissipative 
system s also exhibit T T -gain .
T h eo rem  2 .7 .3  Suppose that system  E is power dissipative fo r  gam  7 with power bias 
/  storage function  pair (A, F ) . Then, system  E has T V -g a in  <  7, and
(2.138)
/%MI
J o
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Proof: By definition of power dissipativeness, the pair (A, V) must be nonnegative,
finite, and satisfy the dissipation inequality (2.138). Hence, for all v E £ 2 (0 , T] and all 
T  > 0,
V(x)  > f [\z(s)\2 - 72\v(s)\2 - X ]  ds + V(x(T)).
Jo
But, V(x(T))  > 0, so that
T
V{x) > [  [|z(s)|2 - 72|v (5)|2 -  A] ds
Jo
for all v E £^ 2 [0, T] and all T  > 0, which by Definition 2.4.2 of power gain completes 
the proof. ■
It is also possible to prove that any system with FV-gedn <  7 is also power dissipative 
for gain 7. However, as this argument requires the use of a special storage function 
called the A-storage, this argument is postponed until Section 2.9. However, even 
without this link, it is still possible to prove stability of power dissipative systems in 
the absence of disturbances, using techniques similar to the proof of Theorem 2.4.7.
T heo rem  2.7.4 Consider a power dissipative system E, with finite power bias /  stor­
age function pair ( \ , V ) , whereV is continuous. Suppose that assumptions (A5), (Al f )  
and (A15) hold. Given any 6 > 0, define the compact set
Ms = {x E R n : c(x) < A + 5} . (2.139)
Then, the largest zero set of the normalized storage function V is contained within the 
set Mq, where Mo = Ms\s=q and V(x)  =  V(x) — inf^Rn{F(x)}. That is,
D = {x E R n :V(x)  =  0} C M0. (2.140)
Furthermore, all trajectories of the unperturbed system tend to a compact set M  ^ D M$.
Proof: Given any 5 > 0, assumptions (A14) and (A15) implies that the set Ms
(2.139) is compact.
To prove that any trajectory must enter the set Ms, suppose that x £ Ms and that 
there exists no s\ > 0 such that x(si) E M$. Then, by definition of the set Ms, clearly 
c(x(s)) > A +  8 for all s > 0. Hence, for any T > 0,
f [c(z(s)) — A] ds > 5T. (2.141)
Jo
However, since E is power dissipative with power bias /  storage function pair (X,V),  
V  must be nonnegative, finite. Hence, the normalization V  is defined. Furthermore,
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Lemma 2.7.2 implies th a t
V ( x ) +  [  |V2|’u (s)|2 -  c(x(s)) +  A] ds > V ( x ( T ) ) y (2.142)
Jo
for all v G £2[0,T] and all T  > 0. Choosing v = 0 and combining (2.141) and (2.142) 
implies th a t
V (x) — 8T > V(x(T))  (2.143)
for any T  > 0. Hence, as V (x ) is finite, choosing T  >  implies th a t V(x)  < 0. 
B ut, the norm alization V  is by definition nonnegative, yielding a contradiction. T hat 
is, there exists an si > 0 such th a t x(s\)  G Ms-
Now suppose th a t V{x)  =  0 for some x 0  Ms- T hen, applying the above argum ent, 
any T  > =  0 implies th a t V(x)  < 0, which is again a contradiction for any 5 > 0
arb itrarily  small. Hence, x G =  M q. T ha t is, D  C M q.
Finally, suppose th a t the tra jecto ry  starts  in Ms  bu t exits. T ha t is, x G dMs  and 
x(s) £ Ms  for any s >  0 arbitrarily  small. Define B  = supx^qms { ^ ( x )}- Since Ms is 
compact and V  is continuous (by assum ption), clearly B  < oo. Hence, applying (2.141) 
for T  > 0,
B - 5 T  > V(x(T)) .
B ut, by the same contradiction argum ent, there exists an si G (0, such th a t z (s i)  G 
Ms- Hence, excursions from the set Ms  are lim ited in duration to y .  Furtherm ore, 
these excursion are lim ited to a distance L  from Ms,  where
L = sup sup inf { |x(t) — y\ : x(0) =  x}  
xZdMs
< sup sup { |m(t) — x\ : x(0) =  x} 
xedMs  t € ( 0 , f  ]
|a(cc(s))| ds : x(0) =  x
< — sup sup { |a(m(s)) | : x(0) =  x}
°  x £ d M s 5€(0,f ]
<  OO,
< sup sup 
xe d M s t e ( 0 , f  ]
since the tra jec to ry  x(-) is continuous (assum ption (A5)). Hence, defining the compact 
set
Mi x G R n : inf \x — y\ < L  > U Ms,  
yedMs
(2.144)
any tra jec to ry  originating in Ms is confined to M's for all time. Furtherm ore, since
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we have already established that all trajectories must enter Ms, clearly all trajectories 
must be eventually confined to the compact set m
Remark 2.7.5 Note that Theorem 2.7.4 may be generalized to include discontinu­
ous storage functions by considering the lower semicontinuous V* envelope of storage 
function V  and noting that Lemma 2.7.8 implies that V* is also a storage function. ◄
In ^ 2-gain analysis, detectability of an energy dissipative system implies that any can­
didate storage function for that system must have a minimum at the stable equilibrium 
defined to be the origin. However, for power dissipative systems, detectability implies 
only that the minima of storage functions be confined to a compact set, as shown in 
the following corollary.
Corollary 2.7.6 Suppose that detectability assumptions (A I f )  and (A 15) hold, and 
that system E is power dissipative. Then, any lower semicontinuous storage function 
V corresponding to power bias A < A for system E has a minimum in the compact set
M 0 := {x G R n : c{x) < X} . (2.145)
That is,
argmin {^(x)} C Mo- (2.146)
x€Rn
Proof: Since (A, V ) is a power bias /  storage function pair for E, V  is finite and non­
negative. Hence, the normalization V exists and is finite, and satisfies infxeR" { V (x ) } = 
0. Furthermore, since V  is lower semicontinuous, the set D := {x G R n : V{x) =  0} is 
nonempty. Now, by Theorem 2.7.4 and Remark 2.7.5, D C Mo, where
Mo =  {x € Rn : c(x) < A} .
But, A < A. So, x G Mo implies that c(x) < A < A. That is, x G Mo- Hence, 
D C Mo C Mo- ■
One of the assumptions of the Corollary 2.7.6 is lower semicontinuity of the storage 
function V . Since storage functions may be discontinuous, it is useful to determine 
under what conditions continuity (and hence lower semicontinuity) is guaranteed.
In the following proposition, the notion of local uniform reachability of the state 
space is shown to be a sufficient condition for the continuity of any storage function.
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P r o p o s it io n  2 .7 .7  Suppose that assumption (A4) holds fo r system  E and that (A, V) 
is a finite nonnegative power bias /  storage function pair for  E . Then, the storage 
function  V( x )  is continuous.
Proof: This proof is a generalization of the proof of Proposition 1.1 of [2].
Suppose th a t  V  has a discontinuity at x  G R n . Applying assum ption (A4) (local 
uniform  reachability) at x ' , there exists a 8 > 0 such th a t (2.2) holds for all x"  G 
B (x ',5 ) .  Also, since there is a discontinuity at x ' , there exists a sequence {xn } where 
x n G B ( x ' ,8) for all n , lim™-*.^ x n = x ' , and V{ x n) — V(x ' )  >  e for some £ >  0. From 
assum ption (A4), there exists an input vn G C2[0,Tn] such th a t p{Tn , 0, x'\ vn) = x n . 
Now, by definition, V  satisfies the dissipation inequality, so th a t
As n —> co, since A <  oo, clearly the right hand side of the above inequality tends to 
zero, which yields a contradiction since e >  0.
Following a sim ilar argum ent for the  case where V { x n) — V(x' )  < —e (by choosing 
vn such th a t ip(0,Tn , x n] vn) =  x ' , Tn < 0), the corresponding contradiction is obtained. 
Thus, V  m ust be continuous for all x ' G R n . ■
As w ith energy dissipativity, a perceived problem with the notion of power dissipativity 
is the difficulty of finding a solution of the dissipation inequality (2.138) which renders 
a system  power dissipative. Principally, this difficulty arises from the integral form 
of (2.138). In the following lem ma and theorem , a differential form the dissipation 
inequality is presented. As in energy dissipative systems theory, th is differential form 
provides a verification result for power dissipativity. The proofs follow through in much 
the same way as in the  energy dissipative case [24].
L em m a 2 .7 .8  Suppose that (A ,F ) sa tifes  the dissipation inequality. Then, (A,F*) 
also satisfies the dissipation inequality, where V* is the lower semicontinuous envelope 
o f V .
Hence,
— 7 llVn||£2[0,Tn] +
< 7 2a i ( |x n -  x'l) +  Aa2(|x„ -  x 'l).
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T heorem  2.7.9 Suppose there exists a finite nonnegative viscosity solution pair (A, V) 
of the partial differential inequality (PDI)
for all x 6  R n, where A E R + and V : R n —> R ^. Then, system E is power dissipative 
with power bias /  storage function pair (A, V*), where V* is the lower semicontinuous 
envelope ofV.
Conversely, suppose that system E is power dissipative with power bias /  storage 
function pair (A, V). Then, (A,U) is a solution pair of the PDI (2.147).
Using verification Theorem 2.7.9, it is now possible to demonstrate that a large class 
of nonlinear systems are power dissipative with quadratic storage functions.
T heorem  2.7.10 Suppose that assumptions (A7), (A10), and (A12) hold. Then, there 
exists finite ß > 0 such that for any ß > ß,  there exists a finite jß  for which system. E is 
power dissipative for all gains 7  > 7  ^ with power bias /  storage function pair (Aß,Qß) ,  
where
Proof: By completion of squares, the LHS of the PDI (2.147) may be written as
sup {X7xV(x) • [a(x) +  b(x)v] +  c(x) — 72|v|2} < A (2.147)
Xß — ßÖ2 + L$,
Qß =
Applying the assumptions (A7), (A10), and (A12),
T 2/32
£q3(x) < ß  [—Ci\x\2 + C2] + * y  M* + ^5(1 + kl2)
(2.148)
But,
> 0 ,
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So, ß > ß  and 7 > 73 implies tha t for all x E R n,
£q0 (®) < := ßC2 + L$
Applying Theorem 2.7.9 completes the proof. ■
It is im portant to note that Theorem 2.7.10 represents a real departure from conven­
tional energy dissipative systems theory. Quadratic storage functions for energy dissi­
pative systems occur rarely (stable linear systems for example) whereas in the power 
dissipative case, it is clear tha t a large class of nonlinear systems have this property.
R em ark 2.7.11 Referring to Theorem 2.7.10, since the minimal gain 7/3 (for which 
system E is power dissipative) is parameterized by ß  > ß  > 0, it is interesting to 
determine the choice of parameter ß  which minimizes 73, as shown in Figure 2.6. 
Differentiating the expression for 7^, the minimum gain 7/3 occurs when
= L l a ß * ( ß ' - 2 ß )
ß=ß'
dJß_
dß 4 c\{ß* — ß)2
0 => ß* = 2ß
Hence, the minimal upper bound on the power gain (2.22) using the growth and stability 
estimates of assumptions (A7), (A10), and (A12) is given by
Iß*
Ci ’
which is precisely the power gain obtained from Theorem 2.4.8 with the maximal choice
of 5 = ◄
E Power 
Dissipative
Figure 2.6: Gain 7^ 3 versus Quadratic Coefficient ß  (Remark 2.7.11).
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Corollary 2.7.12 Suppose that assumptions (A7'), (A10), and (A12) hold. Then, 
there exists a j  > 0 such that system £  has TV-gain < 7 for all 7 > 7 .
Proof: Theorem 2.7.10 provides the minimal gain 7 > 0, and the power bias /  storage
function pair (A, Q ). Then apply Theorem 2.7.3 to obtain the power gain property from 
power dissipativeness. ■
2.8  T he Super A vailab le S torage
With power dissipativity (Definition 2.7.1), the problem of finding a storage function 
V  is complicated by the need to find an accompanying power bias A. As Lemma 2.7.2 
demonstrates, the power bias /  storage function pair which renders a system power 
dissipative is not uniquely defined by the dissipation inequality (2.138).
However, in conventional dissipative systems theory we see that the available stor­
age fulfils an important role in this respect. Not only is the available storage is the 
minimal storage function for energy dissipative systems, it is also defined explicitly. As 
such, finiteness of the available storage provides an (albeit) variational test for energy 
dissipativity.
So, in facing the problem of demonstrating power dissipativeness, an analogous ap­
proach requires the generalization of the notion of available storage which is meaningful 
for systems which exhibit internal power generation. Since the available power is a rep­
resentation of the internal power generation of a system, the obvious generalization 
involves adding the available power Aa to the supply rate. Since this is by no means 
the only generalization of available storage, the following definition is referred to as the 
super available storage (the use of the word “super” will become apparent in Section 
2 .10).
Definition 2.8.1 Define the super available storage Va(x) as
Va(x) =  sup sup i f [c(x(s)) — 72|v(s)|2 — Aa] ds : x(0) =  x l  . (2.149)
T > 0 v£C2[Q,T] U 0 J
Equivalently,
Va(x) =  sup {V{x,T)  — A0T} , 
T> 0
where V(x, T)  is the finite horizon value function (2.33).
(2.150)
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Remark 2.8.2 In view of (2.150), the super available storage may be regarded as the
system over any time horizon. Hence, it not suprising that the super available storage 
is nonnegative, as shown by choosing suboptimal T = 0 in (2.150). That is, Va(x) > 0
As the available power /  super available storage pair (Aa, Va) is intended as a candidate 
power bias /  storage function pair, it is imperative that the pair satisfy the dissipa­
tion inequality (2.138). This is demonstrated in the following result, whose proof is 
postponed until after Theorem 2.8.11.
Theorem 2.8.3 The available power /  available storage pair (Aa, Fa) satisfies the dis­
sipation inequality (2.138).
Finiteness of the available power /  super available storage pair then implies power 
dissipativeness.
Corollary 2.8.4 Suppose that the pair (Aa,Va) is finite. Then £  is power dissipative 
with power bias /  storage function pair (Aa,h^).
Proof: Since the pair (Aa, Va) satisfies the dissipation inequality (2.138) by Theorem
2.8.3, finiteness (by assumption) and nonnegativity (Remark 2.8.2) of both the available 
power Aa and the super available storage Va implies by Definition 2.7.1 that the system 
is power dissipative with power bias /  storage function pair (Aa, Va). ■
Clearly, the above result asserts that the available power /  super available storage pair 
is useful in determining power dissipativity. With this in mind, we now prove some 
useful properties of the super available storage.
Theorem 2.8.5 Suppose that the super available storage Va(x) (2.149) is finite. Then, 
the super available storage is invariant under normalization. That is,
most stored (rather than internally generated) energy that can be retrieved from a
for all x E R 71. ◄
x € R n
inf (V^x(x)} — 0 and V a =  Va,
where V a{x) =  Va{x) — i n f x € R n {V^(x)} is the normalization ofVa.
Proof: By Theorem 2.8.3,
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for all v G £2[0,T] and all T  > 0. So, taking the inf of both sides yields that
Va(x) -  sup sup [  [c(z(s)) -  72 |v (s ) | 2 -  AJ ds > inf inf {Va(x (T ))} .
T>OveC2[0,T]Jo T > 0 v€C2[0.T]
Applying the definition of Va (2.149) (and noting that it is finite), immediately we have 
that
0 >
>
inf inf 
T >Q ve £2[0.T]
{Va(*(T))}
mf {V„(x)} .
However, Remark 2.8.2 states that the opposite inequality holds. Hence,
0 =  inf {Va(a:)} (2.151)
That is, V a = Va.
In order to prove that there exists a state x for which Va(x) =  0, a lower bound for the 
super available storage is required.
Va(x) >
t>( \ U '   ^ LqM  ( (r — p) +  M \
= —  {r -  p) -  -7^7-log ( ------ ---------  1
2C3 2C3
M  := + p > 0 and p := + p > 0.
Theorem  2.8.6 Suppose that assumptions (A8) and (A13) hold. Then, for all x G Rn,
* (|I|2) lf k|2 -  P , (2.152)
0 if \x\2 < p
where R(r) is a strictly increasing function of r > p given by
4-  M \
(2.153)
Proof: To obtain a useful lower bound for the super available storage, choose the
suboptimal disturbance v = 0 in the definition of Va (2.149). That is,
Va{x) > sup < / [c(a:(s)) — Aa] ds > .
T>0 Uo J 
But, in the absence of disturbances,
a:(s)/x(s) =  x(s)'a(x(s))
= > ^ { k ( s ) |2} =  2x(s)'a(x(s))
Applying assumption (A8) and integrating,
^ { |z ( s ) |2} > -2 C 3|x(s)|2 - 2 C 4
=4- |x(s)|2 > |x |V 2C3S -  ("^ A  (1 -  e~2Cjs)
(2.154)
(2.155)
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Now, combining assum ption (A13) and (2.155) and integrating,
[  [c(z(s)) -  A J ds > L q [  \x(s)\2 ds -  (L&p + \ a)T
Jo Jo
> L q
L q
\x\2e 2CsS - ( § ) ( ! -  e ' 2C35)
2C3
Le
(1 -
- 2  C3T'
) w 2 +
Ca
Co
ds — (Lßp +  A a)T  
TLß [ —  +  ^  ) +  Xa
2 C3
A„ , C4
(2.156)(1 -  e~2C3T) (\x\2 -  p + M) -  L6M T  
for all T  >  0, where M  :=  +  ^4 4- p and p \= -f p. But, the  RHS of (2.156) (as a
function of T)  has a unique stationary  point when 
M- 2 C 3t
®p - p  + M  or e ^ l e n t i y  T  =  ^ ' ° S
|m|2 -  p +  M \
)
which clearly corresponds to a m aximum  in the RHS of (2.156). In view of the objective 
(2.154), the m axim ization m ust be over T  > 0. So, the maximizing T  is then
2gIloS (|I|2M + M) if 1*1
0 if |cc|2 <  p
Hence, considering the nontrivial T* > 0 case only, (2.156) yields th a t
\x\2 — p + M  \
rjiA
sup { I  [c(x(s)) -  A„] d s |  >  +
=  H (|x |2)
Applying (2.154) then  yields the lower bound (2.152). M onotonicity of R{r) for r >  p 
is clear from the fact th a t
dR(r)  _  Lß /  r -  p A 
dr 2Co \ r  — p +  M  )
> 0
for all r > p.
R e m a rk  2 .8 .7  In the case, where Aa =  C4 =  p = 0, the lower bound R (|:r|2) 
(2.153) reduces to  a simple quadratic function w ith minimum at the origin. ◄
T h e o re m  2 .8 .8  Suppose assumptions (A8) and (A13) hold, and that the super avail­
able storage Va (2.1J9) is finite and lower semicontinuous. Then, there exists an x E R n 
such that Va(x) = 0.
P ro o f :  Since the super available storage Va (2.149) is finite, Theorem  2.8.5 implies
th a t infz€Rn {Va(x)} = 0. Hence, we can define a sequence Xk such th a t H indoo Va(xfc) =  
0. So, using the fact th a t Va is nonnegative, given any e >  0, there exists an n  such
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th a t
k > n => 0 < Va(xk) < e.
Now, using assum ptions (A8) and (A13), Theorem  2.8.6 states th a t there exists a p >  0 
such th a t
0 < R{\xk\2) < Va(xk) < e
for all k such th a t \xk\2 > p, where R  is given by (2.153). But, R  is bounded on compact 
sets, radially unbounded, strictly  increasing, and hence has a strictly  increasing, radially 
unbounded inverse R -1 which is also bounded on compact sets. So,
k >  n, |x*;|2 > p =£■ |xjt|2 <  R T l {£) <  oo (2.157)
B ut, p <  i?- 1 (e) by definition, so th a t we also get th a t
k > n, |xfc|2 <  p => \xk\2 < R ~ 1{s) < oo (2.158)
Hence, combining statem ents (2.157) and (2.158),
k > n  =» x k G A e,
where N e :=  {x G R n : |x |2 < H_1(e) < oo}. Clearly, N e is closed and bounded, and 
hence com pact. Consequently, there exists a convergent subsequence { x ^ }  and an 
x £ N e such th a t limy-^oo x ^  =  x. Furtherm ore, since Va is lower semicontinuous,
inf Va(x) = lim Va{xk .) =  Va(x),
I ? R n  J — > 0 O
thereby completing the proof. ■
R e m a rk  2 .8 .9  If we define the zero set of the  lower semicontinuous envelope of the 
finite horizon available storage Va* to be M a =  (x  G R n : V'a+(x) =  0}, then  by Theorem  
2.7.4 and Theorem  2.8.8,
x G M a C {x G R n : c(x) < Aa}.
◄
T h e o r e m  2 .8 .10  Suppose that system E is power dissipative with power bias /  storage 
function pair (Aa ,F ) .  Then, V(x)  > V{x)  >  Va(x) for all x £ R n , where V(x)  is the 
normalization V(x)  — infx€Rn { l/(x )} .
P ro o f:  By definition, V  m ust be nonnegative and m ust satisfy the dissipation
inequality (2.138) (with corresponding power bias given by the available power Aa).
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T h at is,
V{x)  > f [c(z(s)) -  72|ü(s) |2 -  Aa] ds + V{x( T) )
Jo
> f [c(x(s)) -  72|v (s)|2 -  Aa] ds +  inf {U (z)}
Jo xGR'!
for all v G £ 2(0, T] and all T  > 0. Rearranging, then taking the sup over v and T  yields 
th a t
V( x)  — inf (T(a:)} >  Va(x). (2.159)
x € R n
T h a t is V(x)  > Va(x).  Furtherm ore, since V(x)  is a storage function, V( x )  > 0  for all 
x G R n. Hence, V( x )  = V( x )  — infx€Rn {U(x)} <  V(x) ,  completing the proof. ■
Finally, we dem onstrate th a t the available power /  super available storage pair 
(Aa ,F a) satisfies a dynam ic program m ing equation. Using this D PE, the pair (Aa , Va) 
can be shown to solve a variational inequality [3, 37].
T h eo rem  2 .8 .11  The available power /  available storage pair (Aq,!^,) satisfies the 
dynamic programming equation
Va(x) =  sup sup i f  [c(x(s)) -  72|v (s)|2 -  Aa] ds  +  U a ^ ^ X r c r )  
T > 0 v € £ 2[0,rAT] WO )
(2.160)
f or  all r >  0.
P roof: Let r  > 0. From  (2.150),
rrAT rT
Va(x) >  /  r ( z ( s ) , v { s ) ) d s  + r(z (s) , v{s))  ds
Jo JrAT
where v G £ 2(0, r A T], v  G C i V  A 2 \T ], and r ( z , v )  = |^ |2 -  y 2\v\2 -  A. Fix v, r A T .  
Then,
rrAT f rT
Va{x) > /  r (z (s ) ,v (s ) )  ds +  sup l /  r (z (s ) , ü(s)) ds
Jo T > rA T ,v€ £ 2[rAT.T] U r  AT
[  r (z (s ) ,v (s ) )  ds  +  sup i f  r(z(s) ,  v(s))  d s )  Xr<T
Jo T > r ,veC 2[r,T] U r  )
rrAT
/  r (z ( s ) , v ( s ) )  ds + V(x(r) )xr<T
Jo
(2.161)
for all v G £ 2(0, T], and all T  > 0. For the opposite inequality, choose a 5-optimal 
stopping tim e Ts >  0 and disturbance vs G £ 2[0, in (2.149). Then,
Va( x ) - 5  < r{z(s) , vs( s ) )  ds
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pr/\ ls p i s
= / r(z(s) ,vs(s))ds+ r(z(s),vs(s)) ds
JO JrATs
prATs r pT  \
< / r(z(s),vs{s)) ds + sup /  r(z(s), v(s)) ds \ X r<T &
JO T > r ü e C 2[r,T) Ur J
r(z(s),vs(s)) ds + V(x(r))xr<Ts (2.162)
Applying (2.161) for stopping time Ts and disturbance vs and combining with (2.162) 
yields that
prATs
Va( x ) - 6  < / r(z(s),v*(s)) ds +  V{x{r))xr<Ts < Va(x)
Jo
for any 5 > 0. Sending <5^0 yields (2.160). ■
Note that the as yet undocumented proof of Theorem 2.8.3 forms part of the proof 
of the DPE (2.160). The dissipation inequality (2.138) may be recovered by choosing 
a suboptimal value of T  in the DPE (2.160), yielding the following proof of Theorem
2.8.3.
Proof: [Theorem 2.8.3] Choose r fixed and T  > r in (2.160). Since T  is now subop-
timal,
Va(x) > sup { [  [c(x(s)) — 72|t;(s)|2 — Aa] ds + Va(x(r)) : x(0) =  x
v&C2[0,r] LJO
which is precisely the dissipation inequality (2.138) for the pair (Aa,V^).
The following result from [37] identifies the pair (Aa, Va) as a solution of a variational 
inequality.
Theorem 2.8.12 Suppose that the available power /  super available storage pair (Aa, Va) 
((2.84), (2-149)) is finite. Then, (Xa, U)  is a viscosity solution pair of the variational 
inequality (VI)
max (-A a +  H(x,  VxV'a(x)), —Va{x)) =  0 (2.163)
2.9 T h e Super A-Storage
In energy dissipative systems theory, the available storage plays a vital role in linking 
and energy dissipativeness. Hence, it seems reasonable that the available power 
/  super available storage pair (Aa, Va) should play the same role for power dissipative 
systems. However, the problem which arises is that the super available storage need not 
be finite even with the available power finite (see for example Section 5.5). However,
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this can be overcome by considering a further generalization of the super available 
storage, called the super X-storage.
Definition 2.9.1 Define the super X-storage Va\(x ) as
Vax(x) sup sup < / [c(x(s)) — 72|v(s)|2 — A]
T > 0 v e C 2[0 .T] Uo
(2.164)
Equivalently,
Va\(x )  =  sup { V (x,T) -  XT} , (2.165)
T >  0
where V(x ,T)  is the finite horizon value function (2.33).
Theorem 2.9.2 Suppose that the available power Xa (2.84) finite. Then,
x  >  x a V a x ( x )  <  K ( X )
x  =  x a Vax(x )  = Va(x)
X < Aa Vax(x )  =  00
Proof: From the definition of Va\  (2.165),
Vax(x)
<
sup {V(x,T)  -  XaT  4- (Aa -  A)T} 
T >  0
sup {V{x,T)  -  XaT)  + sup {(Aa -  A)T} 
t > o T> o
Va(x) + sup {(Aa -  A)T}
T >  o
Va(x)
if A > Aa. Similarly,
Vax(x) > sup {V(x,T)  -  XaT}  + inf {(Aa -  A)T} 
T> 0
= Va(x) 4- inf {(Aa -  A)T}
= oo
if A < Aa. The A A„ case is trivial.
Theorem 2.9.3 System £  has TV-gain  < 7 iff there exists a finite A > 0 such that 
the super X-storage Va\(x ) is finite for all x £ Rn.
Proof: Necessity: suppose that £  has .FP-gain < 7 with power bias /  energy bias
pair (A,/3). Then, by Theorem 2.5.4,
V ( x , T ) - X T  < ß{x)
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for all T  > 0, and all x E R n. Since ß is finite, taking the sup over T  > 0 yields 
finiteness of Va\ , via (2.165).
Sufficiency: taking any suboptimal T  > 0 and v E £ 2(0, T] in (2.164) yields the 
inequality
f  \z(s)\2 ds < -y2 [  \v(s)\
Jo Jo
Noting that the pair (A, Va\)  is finite completes the proof. ■
Lemma 2.9.4 Given a power bias A, the power bias /  super \-storage pair (X,Va\) 
(2.164) satisfies the dissipation inequality (2.138). That is,
VaX(x) + [  [72\v(s)\2 -  c(x(s)) + X] ds > (2.166) 
Jo
for all v E £2[0,T], all T  > 0, and all x E R n.
Proof: Let v E £ 2(0 , r] and v E £ 2 ^, T], where r > 0 is fixed and T > r. Then, by
definition of the super A-storage Va\  (2.164), the concatenation of v and v on interval 
[0,T] is suboptimal. That is,
VaX(x) > [c(x(s)) -  7 2|v(s)|2 -  A] ds + Jr [c(x(s)) -  7 2|ü(s)|2 -  A] ds,
where x(0) =  x. Since this inequality holds for any choice of v E Co[r,T] and any 
T > r,
Va\{x) > [  [c(x (s)) _  72b (s)|2 “  A] ds +
Jo
sup sup < f  [c(x(s)) —  72|5(s) |2 —  A] ds : x(r) =  x(r) 1 
T>rv£C2[r ,T] w r  J
=  l  [c(x(s)) -  72|-ü(s) I2 -  A] ds + va\(x(r)),
Jo
where the definition of the super A-storage Vax(^(7’)) (2.164) has been applied. However, 
this inequality is just the dissipation inequality (2.138), (2.166). ■
Theorem 2.9.5 System S is power dissipative iff there exists a power bias A > 0 such 
that the power bias /  super X-storage pair (A, Va\)  (2.164) is finite. Furthermore, the 
pair (A, Va\) is a power bias /  storage function pair.
Proof: Suppose that system S is power dissipative with power bias /  storage function
pair (A,V). Then, by definition of power dissipativeness (Definition 2.7.1), (A,V) is
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nonnegative, finite, and satisfies the dissipation inequality (2.138). That is,
V{x) > f  [c(x(s)) -  72 |v ( s ) | 2 -  A] ds + V(x(T))
JO
> I  [c(x(s)) -  72|^(5)|2 -  a] ds,
Jo
for all v G £ 2(0 , T], all T  > 0, and all x G R n. Hence, taking the supremum over 
v G £^ 2[0, T] and T > 0 of the RHS and applying the definition of the super A-storage 
a^A (2.164),
V(x) >
for all x G R n. Furthermore, Va\  is nonnegative by definition (since a suboptimal 
choice of the finite horizon is T  = 0). Hence, the pair (2.164) is finite.
Next suppose that there exists a A > 0 such that the pair (A, Va\)  (2.164) is finite. 
As mentioned, Va\  is nonegative by definition, so that the pair is also nonnegative. But, 
applying Lemma 2.9.4, the pair (A,V^a) also satisfies the dissipation inequality. Hence, 
by Definition 2.7.1, system £  is power dissipative, with power bias /  storage function 
pair (A, Va\). u
Finally, the equivalence of power dissipativity and power gain can be established.
Theorem 2.9.6 System £  is power dissipative with gain 7 iff system S has TV-gain
< 7-
Proof: Suppose that system £  is power dissipative. Applying Theorem 2.9.5, there
exists a A > 0 such that the pair (A, Va\ ) is finite. So, applying Theorem 2.9.3, system 
£  has JPP-gain < 7 . Clearly, the converse argument also holds. ■
2.10  T h e In fin ite H orizon  A vailab le S torage
Since the finite horizon value function V(x,T)  (2.33) is nondecreasing (Proposition 
2.5.2), the available storage for conventional energy dissipative systems may be defined 
equivalently using either a supremum over T > 0, or a limit as T —> 00. That is,
sup {V(x,T)}  = lim {V(x ,T)} .  (2.167)
T>  0 T->oo
However, for systems with nonzero available power, monotonicity of the maximum 
(non-generated) energy retrievable F (x ,T ) — AaT  is not assured. Hence, in the power
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dissipative case, (2.167) becomes
sup {V(x,T)  — AaT} > lim sup{T(x,T) -  XaT} . (2.168)
T>  0 T -* og
By Definition 2.8.1, the LHS of (2.168) is just the super available storage, which is a 
valid generalization of available storage for the power dissipative case. However, the 
RHS of (2.168) is also a possible generalization of available storage.
D efinition 2.10.1 Define the infinite horizon available storage Vb(x) as
Vb(x) =  limsup sup i f [c(x(s)) — 72|u(s)|2 — Aa] ds :x(0)  = x l .  (2.169)
T  —>oo v€ £ 2[0,T] U o  J
Equivalently,
Vb(x) =  lim sup{F(x,T) — AaT} , (2.170)
T —¥ OO
where V(x ,T ) is the finite horizon value function (2.33).
In order for the infinite horizon available storage Vb(x) (2.169) to be a useful generaliza­
tion in the theory of power dissipative systems, it must satisfy the dissipation inequality 
(2.138).
T heorem  2.10.2 The available power /  infinite horizon value function pair (Aa,V),) 
given by (2.84) and (2.169) satisifies the dissipation inequality (2.138). That is,
Vb(x) > sup (  [  [c(x(s)) -  72 |v ( s ) | 2 -  Aa] ds + 1 4 (x (r)) l, (2.171)
v€^ 2[0 .r] U O  J
for all r > 0.
P roof: Applying the definition of Vb(x) (2.170) and the dynamic programming
equation for V(x,T)  (2.40) with 0 < r < oo fixed,
Vb(x) — limsup sup < / [c(x(s)) — 72|u(s)|2 — Aa] ds +
T -» o o  t>e£2[0.r] IdO
V(x(r),T — r) — Xa(T — r) 1. (2.172)
In order to proceed, the limsup and sup must be shown to commute. Writing g{T,v) to 
denote the argument of the limsup sup operation in (2.172), suprema over v G £ 2(0, r] 
and T > t can be shown to commute for some r, r  fixed.
sup {g(T,v)} > g{T,v) for all T,v
V
=> sup sup {g(T,v)} > sup {g(T, v)} for all v
T v  T
=> sup sup {g(T,v)} > sup sup {g(T, u)} .
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B ut, this argum ent is sym m etric in T  and v, so th a t the opposite inequality also holds. 
Hence, suprem a over v £ [0, r] and T  > t  commute. However, an inf and sup
comm ute w ith inequality only, since
sup{g(T , v)} >  g{T,v)  for all T, v
V
=> inf sup {g(T, u)} >  mf  {g(T,v )}  for all v
T y  T
inf sup {g(T, v ) }  >  sup inf { $ ( 7 » } .
1 V  i ) l
Hence, a limsup and sup commute w ith inequality only, since
lim sup sup {g(T , v ) }  = inf sup sup {g(T,v)}
T —>oo u€£2[0,r] T-®T>Tv££2[0. r ]
= inf sup sup {g(T.v )}
T —0  v € ^ 2 [ 0 , r ]  T > t
> sup inf sup {g{T,  v)}
v e £ 2[0,r]T> ° T > T
= sup lim sup{g(T , v)}
^€£210,^ ] T —toc
So, applying th is to (2.172),
Vb{x) >  sup lim sup I  f  [c(x(s)) — 72|f ( s ) |2 — Aa] d s + 
v€£2[0'r] T—¥ 00 L J  0
= sup (  [  [c(z(s)) -  72|v (s) |2 -  Aa] ds +
v€£2[0.r] U 0
l im s u p jy  (x ( r ) ,T  — r) — A a (T — r)}
T  —y 00
=  sup (  [  [c(x(s)) -  72|v (s) |2 -  Aa] ds + Vb(x(r))'> ,
v€£2[0,r] UO )
which completes the proof. ■
W ith  the available power /  infinite horizon available storage pair (Aa , Vb) satisfying the 
dissipation inequality, (Aa, Vb) appears a  likely candidate power bias /  storage function 
pair for testing  dissipativeness. However, the next result shows th a t Vb{x) may be 
negative, and so may not meet the  nonnegativity requirem ent of Definition 2.7.1.
C orollary  2 .10 .3  The infinite horizon available storage Vb (2.169) satisfies the in ­
quality
inf (Vfc(aj)} <  0.
r c n  n
(2.173)
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Furthermore, if Vb is bounded below, then V b{x) > Vb(x) for all x G R n, where V b is 
the normalization ofVb.
Proof: By Theorem 2.10.2, Vb satisfies the dissipation inequality
Vb(x) -  Vb(x(r)) > f [c(x(s)) — 72 |u ( s ) | 2 — Aa] ds 
JO
for all v G ^2[0, r] and all r > 0. Taking the sup over v and the limsup over r —»■ oo of 
both sides,
Vb(x) — liminf inf {V)>(x(r))}
r->oo  v € £ 2[0.r]
> limsup sup I  f  [c(x(s)) -  72|u(s)|2 -  Aa] ds 1 =  Vb(x). 
r -> OO v e £ 2[0,r] U 0  J
Cancelling the Vb terms,
0 >
>
>
liminf inf {Vb(x(r))\
r-* °o  v € £ 2[0,r]
inf inf
r> 0  t )€ £ 2[0,r]
{H(x(r))}
inf {H(x)}.
Furthermore, with Vb bounded below, (2.174) implies that
V&(x) = Vfe(x) -  inf {Vb{x)}
x € R n
> Vb(x).
(2.174)
The ordering Va(x) > Vb(x) which follows from (2.168) is formalized in the following 
result.
Corollary 2.10.4 The infinite horizon available storage Vb (2.169) is bounded above 
by the super available storage Va (2.149). That is, Vb(x) < V ,^(x) for all x G R n.
Proof: By Theorem 2.8.3, the pair (Aa, Va) satisfies the dissipation inequality (2.138).
Since Va > 0 (Remark 2.8.2),
rT
Va(x) > / [c(x(s)) -  72 |u ( s ) | 2 -  Aa] ds +  Va(x(T))
Jo
> [  [c(x(s)) -  72 |u ( s ) | 2 -  Aa] ds
Jo
for all v G C2[0,T] and all T > 0. Taking the sup over v and the limsup as T  —> oo 
completes the proof. ■
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Since Theorem 2.8.10 states that the super available storage Va is the minimal storage 
function for the special power bias given by the available power Aa, Corollory 2.10.4 
adds further weight to the argument that the infinite horizon available storage Vb may 
not be a storage function. However, the fact that Vb(x) < Va(x) provides another lower 
bound for all storage functions corresponding to the power bias Aa.
Corollary 2.10.5 Suppose that system E is power dissipative with pair (Aa, V). Then, 
Vb(x) < V (x ) for all x G R n.
Proof: By Theorem 2.8.10, Va(x) < V(x)  for all x G R n. But, by Corollary 2.10.4,
Vj(cc) < Va(x ) for all x G R n. ■
Corollary 2.10.6 Suppose that the infinite horizon available storage Vb (2.169) is fi­
nite. Then, with disturbance vlf(-) optimal in the definition of the finite horizon value 
function V(x ,T)  (2.33),
lim in f{H (xJ(r))}  < 0, (2.175)
T - ¥  oo
where x^(-) is the trajectory corresponding to u^(-).
Proof: By Theorem 2.10.2 and the definition of V(x,T)  (2.33),
v t (x) >/T [c(x5,(S) ) - 7 2| 4 ( s)|2 - ^ ]  ds +
JO
[c(sf (*)) -  72| 4 (s)|2] d-s -  A + Vb(x}.(T))
= V ( x , T ) - \ aT  + Vb(x’T(T)).
Taking the limsup as T —> oo and applying (2.170),
Vb(x) > lim sup {V (x,T)  — AaT} +  liminf {Vb(x^(T))}
T —>oo
=  Vb(x) +  \ immf{Vb(x*T(T))}.
T-^-oo
Cancelling the Vb(x) terms gives the required result. ■
Provided that the infinite horizon available storage is finite and bounded below, the 
following result demonstrates that normalization Vi  is a storage function even if the 
unnormalized Vj, is not.
Theorem 2.10.7 Suppose that the available power /  infinite horizon available storage 
pair (Xa,Vb) (given by (2.84), (2.169)) is finite and bounded below. Then, system E is
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power dissipative with power bias /  storage function pair given by the available power 
and the normalized infinite horizon available storage, (Aa,F&), where
V h{x) = Vb(x)~  inf {Vb(x)}.  (2.176)
x € R n
Proof: By assumption, the pair (Aa, Vb) is finite and bounded below, so that the
pair (Aa,Vb) is finite and nonnegative, thereby meeting the first requirement of power 
dissipativity. Since by Theorem 2.10.2, the pair (Aa, Vb) satisfies the dissipation inequal­
ity (2.138), (2.171), Lemma 2.7.2 implies that the pair {Xa,V b) must also satisfy the 
dissipation inequality, satisfying the second requirement of power dissipativity. Hence, 
system £  is power dissipative with pair (Aa,F&). ■
This leads to the following ordering of the unnormalized and normalized definitions of 
available storage.
T heo rem  2.10.8 Suppose that the available power /  infinite horizon available storage 
pair { \a,Vb) (given by (2.84), (2.169)) is finite and bounded below. Then, the super 
available storage Va (2.149) is bounded below by the infinite horizon available storage 
Vb (2.169), and bounded above by the normalized infinite horizon available storage V b 
(2.176). That is,
vb(x) < Va(x) = v a(x) < V b(x) (2.177)
for all x G R n .
Proof: Applying Theorem 2.10.7, system £ is power dissipative with pair (Xa,V b).
Applying Theorem 2.8.10 provides the bound Va(x) < V b{x). Corollary 2.10.4 provides 
the bound Vb(x) < Va(x). Finally, Va(x) = V a(x) follows from Theorem 2.8.5. ■
C orollary  2.10.9 Suppose that the available power /  infinite horizon available storage 
pair (Xa,Vb) is finite and bounded below. Then,
inf { V b(x)} =  0
IGR"
Furthermore, if assumptions (A8) and (A13) hold, then V b is bounded below by the 
radially unbounded nonnegative function i?(|z|2) (2.153). Finally, if in addition, as­
sumption (A2) holds, and Vb is lower semicontinuous, then there exists an x G R n such 
that V b(x) = 0 = Va(x).
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Proof: With Vf, finite and bounded below, the first assertion follows directly from the
definition of V (2.176). To prove the second assertion, apply Theorem 2.10.8. That is, 
V i(x) > Va(x) for all x E R r!. The lower bound (2.153) can then be applied. The proof 
of the final assertion follows similar arguments to that used in the proof of Theorem 
2.8.8. Since 0 =  V i(x) > Va(x) > 0, clearly Va(x) =  0. ■
Remark 2.10.10 If we define the zero set of the lower semicontinuous envelope of the 
normalized infinite horizon available storage V to be Mi = {x E R n : Vi*(x) = 0}, 
then by Theorem 2.7.4 and Corollary 2.10.9,
x G Mi  C {x G R n : c(x) < Aa}.
◄
Since both the super available storage Va(x) (2.150) and the infinite horizon available 
storage Vi(x) (2.170) depend explicitly on the finite horizon value function V(x,T)  
(2.33), the finiteness of both definitions of available storage can be shown to be linked.
Theorem 2.10.11 Suppose that assumptions (A 7), (A10), and (A12) hold. Then, 
there exists a gain 7 > 0 such that for any gain 7 > 7,
Va(x) <00 Vi(x) < 00 (2.178)
Proof: By Theorem 2.5.6, for 7 > 7, V(x,T)  < XT -f ß\x\2 for all T  > 0 and all
x G R n. But, V(x,T)  — AaT  < (A — Aa)T +  ß\x\2, which is finite for every finite T. 
Hence, as A > Aa (Theorem 2.6.4), Va(x ) =  cxd implies that the supremum in (2.150) is 
attained as T —» 00. That is,
Va(x) = 00 =  sup{V(x ,T)  -  AaT}
T >  0
= lim sup{F(x,T) -  AaT}
T —too
= Vb(x)
Hence, Va(x) = 00 Vi(x) = 00. Contrapositively, Vi(x) < 00 => Va(x) < 00.
For the opposite direction, Corollary 2.10.4 states that Vi(x) < Va(x). Hence, 
Va{x) < 00 => Vi(x) < 00. ■
It remains to be shown that the infinite horizon available storage satisfies a dynamic 
programming equation and corresponding stationary PDE. However, a sketch of a pos­
sible PDE result [31] is as follows.
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C onjecture  2.10.12 The infinite horizon available storage Vb(x) (2.170) is a viscosity 
solution of the stationary PDE
H (x ,V xVb(x)) = \ a (2.179)
Proof: [Sketch] We expect that a proof of the above result will be forthcoming by
recognizing that V (x ,T ) =  V{x,T) — XaT  is a solution of the nonstationary PDE
Aa =  - - ^ ( x , T )  + H (x ,V xV (x,T )), (2.180)
where H  is the Hamiltonian (2.51). By defining Vr(x,t) =  V ( x , t + T ), Vt also satisifies 
the PDE (2.180). But, letting T  —> oo, Vt (x , 0) =  V (x , T ) —> Vb(x) by definition (2.170) 
of Vb{x). Provided this convergence is uniform on compact sets, stability of viscosity 
solutions [17] implies that the limit Vb(x) also satisfies the nonstationary PDE (2.180). 
However, since = 0, PDE (2.180) reduces to the stationary PDE (2.179). ■
Using this result, the dynamic programming equation may be obtained by integration 
of the PDE (2.179). That is, for any r > 0 and any x G R n,
Vb(x) = sup (  [  [c(x(s)) -  72 |u ( s ) | 2 -  A j ds +  Vb(x(r)) : x(0) =  . (2.181)
t>€^2[0.r] U o  J
Alternatively, one may assume that the dynamic programming equation (2.181) holds 
and prove that Vb(x) is a solution of (2.179) using standard viscosity techniques [32] 
applied to an infinite time horizon.
C onjecture  2.10.13 Suppose that assumptions (A5) and (A9) hold, and that Et(x) 
satisfies the dynamic programming equation (2.181). Then, Vb(x) (2.169) is a viscosity 
solution of the stationary PDE (2.179),
H(x,X7xVb(x)) = Xa.
Proof: [Sketch] Begin by showing that Vb is a supersolution of the PDE. With (f) £
C 1(Rn), suppose that Vb — <f has a local minimum at x. Then, for sufficiently small 
r > 0,
Vb{x(r)) -  4>(x(r)) > Vb(x) -  f (x)  (2.182)
Now, the DPE (2.181) implies that for any v G £2[0,r],
0 > [  [c(x(s)) -  72 |v ( s ) | 2 -  Aa] ds +  Vb(x(r)) -  Vb(x)
Jo
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Applying (2.182), and dividing through by r (>  0),
Aa > +  i  r  [c(x(s)) - -,2\v( (2.183)
r r Jo
Choosing v(-) continuous and assuming Lipschitz continuity of a(-) (A5) and b(-) (A9) 
to obtain continuity of x(-), we may send r i  0 and apply the Fundam ental Theorem  
of Calculus. T ha t is,
Aa > V x({>{x) • x + c(x) -  72\v \2
which is true for all v £ Hp. Taking the sup over v yields th a t
Aa >  H ( x , V x<i>(x))
Hence, Vb(x) is a  supersolution of the PD E (2.179).
Next, show th a t Vb(x ) is a subsolution of the PDE. W ith (f> £ C 1(R n) suppose th a t 
Vb — cf) a tta ins a local m aximum  at x. Then, for sufficiently small p > 0,
Vb(x(r))  -  <f>(x(r)) < Vb(x) -  <f>(x) (2.184)
for all r £ [0,p]. We need to dem onstrate th a t H ( x , V x<j>(x)) > Xa. So, suppose not. 
Then, there exists a  6 > 0 such th a t
H { x , V x<f>{x)) -  Xa < - 0 <  0 (2.185)
B ut, the D PE (2.181) for Vb together w ith (2.184) implies th a t
0 =  sup (  [  [c(x(s)) -  72|v (s) |2 -  Aa] ds + Vh{x(p)) -  Vb{x)
v€.C2[0,p] Uo
< sup { [  [c(x(s)) -  72 |v ( s ) | 2 -  Aa] ds +  <f>{x(p)) -  <f>{x)
v ^ C i  [O .p ] w O
=  sup I f  [S7x(f)(x) • x  +  c(x(s)) -  72 |v ( s ) | 2 -  Aa] d s \  (2.186)
v €-C2[0,^)] w O J
Define
r (x ,v )  =  V x<fi(x) ■ [a(x)-h b(x)v] +  c(x) — y 2jvj2.
Boundedness of near optim al trajectories implies th a t for sufficiently small S > 0,
|x (r) — x| <  S for all r < p and all near optim al v. (2.187)
However, w ith continuity of T, sufficiently small 5 also implies th a t
P ( x W , v ( r ) ) - r ( x , u )  < d-
Adding th is to the suboptim al version of (2.185),
Q
T (x (r) ,u (r))  <  -  for all r  £ [0,p].
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So, integrating from 0 to p yields that
sup (  [  T(x(r),v(r)) drX <
v£C2[Q.p] wO J ^
which is a contradiction of (2.186). Hence, Vi must be a subsolution, and hence a 
viscosity solution. ■
Without the above conjectures, a solution V(x)  corresponding to power bias Xa (2.84) 
of the stationary PDE (2.179) may be shown to be within a constant of the infinite 
horizon available storage Vi(x) (2.169). Although this result does not imply that the 
solution V(x)  is the infinite horizon available storage Vf,(x), the explicit examples of 
Chapter 5 indicate, at least experimentally, that V(x)  =  Vfc(x).
Before presenting the theorem, the notion of worst case disturbance is formalized.
Definition 2.10.14 Given a C1 solution pair (A,F) of the PDE (2.179), the worst 
case disturbance is defined to be
v”(x) = fjb(x2.188)
V is a stabilizing solution if the dynamics of corresponding to (2.1), (2.188),
**(») =  a(x*(s)) +  -^i>(x*(s))6(x*(S))'VI V (i*(s))', (2.189)
x*(0) =  x,
are stable in the sense that there exists a compact set K  such that lims_4.00{x*(s)} E K  
for all x E Rn.
Theorem 2.10.15 Suppose that (A,T) is a finite nonnegative Lipschitz continuous 
C 1 solution pair of the stationary PDE (2.179), and that the corresponding worst case 
disturbance v*(x) (2.188) is stabilizing in the sense of Definition 2.10.14■ Then, the 
power bias X is equal to the available power (and hence minimal). Furthermore, the 
function V is bounded to within a constant above and below by the infinite horizon 
available storage. That is,
(i) X — Xa,
(ii) Vb(x) < V{x)  < C +  Vf)(x) for all x E Rn, where C is a nonnegative constant.
Proof: Since (X,V) satisfies the PDE (2.179) with V Lipschitz continuous, Theorem
5.2 of [16] implies that (A, V)  also satisfies the dynamic programming equation (2.181).
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v * is stabilizing in the sense th a t for all x G S  com pact, there exists an S' D S  and a 
T '  >  0 such th a t x*(T) G S' for all T  > T ' . Since V  is finite on any com pact set, there 
exists an C > 0 such th a t T  > T' and x G S  implies th a t  V(x*(T )) <  C. Hence, from
(2.181), T  > T' and x G S  implies th a t
V(x)
T
-+■ A
<
SUP If f [C(*(S))“ 2^IV(S)I2] ds +  -~X-}T^ }v€£2[o.t ] l 1 Jo 1 J
sup { i f  [c(®(s)) -72|v(s)|2] d s + (f -  X.  
v€£2[o.t ] l 1 J o 1 J; 0.T
Letting T  —> oo, the definition of available power (2.84) implies th a t A <  Aa . However, 
by Theorem s 2.7.9 and 2.7.3, system  E has JTT’-gain <  7 w ith power bias A. w ith power 
bias /  storage function pair (A ,P ). Theorem  2.6.4 then  implies th a t Aa <  A. Hence, 
we have th a t A =  Aa.
So, now E is power dissipative w ith power bias /  storage function pair (Aa ,P ) .  
Corollary 2.10.5 then implies th a t Vb(x) < V(x)  for all x  G R " . Furtherm ore, since V  
is a stabilizing solution in the sense described, T  > T' and x G 5  implies th a t
V(x) < sup ( c +  [  [c(x*(s)) -  72|u*(s)| -  Aa] d s \
v€ £ 2[0.T] V Jo J
=  C +  sup (  [  [c(x(s)) -  7 2|v (s)| -  Aa] d s \  . 
v£C2[0 .T} U o  J
Taking the limsup as T  —» 00, we get the upper bound V ( x ) < C  +  Vj(x). ■
The following result [16] exploits Theorem  2.10.15 to determ ine w hether the PDE 
solution V  is differentiable at its m inimum .
T h e o re m  2 .10 .16  Suppose that (A ,P ) is a viscosity solution of the PDE (2.179), and 
that V  has a local minimum or local maximum at x. Then, if c(x) 7^  A, V cannot be 
differentiable at x.
P ro o f:  Suppose th a t V  is differentiable a t x. Then, V xF (x ) =  0. So, substitu ting
in the PD E (2.179), A =  H (x,0) = c(x), which is a contradiction. Hence, V  cannot be 
differentiable a t x. ■
Finally, we dem onstrate th a t if the  available power /  infinite horizon available storage 
pair (Aa , Vf) is a  solution pair of the PD E (2.179), and the corresponding worst case 
disturbance (2.188) drives the system  to an equilibrium  x* , then Vb(x*) > 0 .
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T h eo rem  2 .10 .17  Suppose that the available power /  infinite horizon available stor­
age pair (Aa,I4 ) ((2.84), (2.169)) is a Lipschitz continuous solution pair of the PDE 
(2.179). Suppose also that the corresponding worst case disturbance v* (2.188) is sta­
bilizing in the sense that the worst case dynamics x* (2.189) tends to an equilibrium 
state x*. Then, Vb(x*) >  0.
P roof: Integrating the PD E (2.179) using Theorem  5.2 of [16],
Vb(x) = [  [ c (x* (s ))-7 2\v-(s)\2 - \ a] V j ( x * ( T ) ) , (2.190)
J o
for any T  > 0. Since the worst case disturbance v* is suboptim al on the interval [0,T], 
(2.190) implies th a t
Vb(x) <  sup I f  [c(*(s)) -  7 2K s) |2 -  A«] d s \  +  Vb(x*(T)) 
v e £ 2[0,T] U o J
=  V ( x , T ) ~  \ aT  + Vb(x*(T)), 
for any T  > 0. Hence, as UmT-^oo{^*{T)} = x * ,
Vb(x) < lim sup{V r(x,T') — AaT} +  limsup{Vfc(2;:,'(T’))}
T —y oc T  —y oo
=  Vt(x) + H(2*).
applying the definition of the infinite horizon available storage Vb(x)  (2.170). T h a t is,
Vb(x*) > 0.
R em ark  2 .10 .18  In standard  ^ 2 -gain analysis, the equilibrium of the  worst case dy­
namics is always located at the origin. Furtherm ore, this equilibrium  corresponds to 
the m inimum  of the available storage. However, for the power gain case, Corollary 
2.10.3 implies th a t
inf {Vb(x)} < 0,
x € R n
whilst Theorem  2.10.17 implies th a t
Vb(x*) > 0. (2.191)
Hence, the correspondence of the equilibrium  with the available storage m inim um  seen 
in ^ 2 -gain analysis is no longer guarenteed. Explicit examples of th is will be presented 
in C hapter 5. ◄
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2.11 T h e In fin ite  H orizon  A-Storage
An analogous notion to the super A-storage (2.164) may be defined for the infinite 
horizon.
Definition 2.11.1 Define the infinite horizon X-storage Vbx(x) as
VbX(x) =  limsup sup i f [c(x(s)) — 72|u(s)|2 — A] d s \  . (2.192)
T-+00 v e £ 2fO.Tl Uo J
Equivalently,
Vbx(x) = limsup {V(x,T)  — XT} ,
T —>■ oo
(2.193)
where V(x , T)  is the finite horizon value function (2.33).
Unlike the super A-storage, (2.193) defines a delicate balance between the asymptotic 
average growth AaT  of V{x,T) ,  and V( x, T)  itself. This is highlighted in the following 
theorem.
Theorem  2.11.2 Suppose that the pair (Aa, Vb) given by (2.84), (2.169) is finite and 
bounded below. Then, the infinite horizon X-storage VbX (2.192) is given by
—oo if A > Aa
V|,a(z ) =  \  Vb(x) if X = Xa ■
oo if  A < Aa
Proof: From the definition of Vbx (2.193),
VfcA(x) = lim sup{U(x,T) -  AaT + (Aa -  A)T}
T  —>-oo
< limsup {V(x,  T) — AaT} + limsup{(Aa — A)T}
T  —y oo T  —yoo
= Vb(x) + limsup {(Aa — X)T]
T  —yoo
— OO
if A > Aa. Similarly,
VbX(x) > limsup{U(x,T) -  AaT} + lim inf {(Aa -  A)T}
T ->  oo
= Vb(x) + lim inf {(Aa -  A)T}
T ->  oo
if A < Aa. The A = Aa case is trivial.
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2.12 M inim al E nergy Supply  for S y stem s w ith  F ixed  In i­
tia l and F inal S ta tes on a F in ite  T im e H orizon
The finite horizon value function V { x ,T ) (2.33) is fundam ental in developing the  con­
cepts of available storage for systems w ith power gain. Similarly, a fundam ental finite 
horizon value function V / (£, x ,T ) may be defined which represents the m inimal energy 
required to  transfer the sta te  of a system  from sta te  £ G R n to  state  x  G R n in tim e T.
D efin itio n  2 .12 .1  Define the finite horizon fixed initial state required supply v / ( £ ,  x ,T )  
as
Vrf ( £ ,x ,T )  =  inf Ij [t2M s)|2 - c( x ( s ))] ds : x { - T )  =  £ ,x (0 ) =  x ) .
v€£2[—T,0] [ J _ T J
(2.194)
As w ith the finite horizon value function V ( x ,T )  (2.33), the power gain p roperty  im­
poses a growth bound on V /(£ ,x ,T )  (2.194).
T h e o r e m  2 .12.2 Suppose that system  E  has T V -g a in  < 7 with power bias /  energy 
bias pair (A(x),/3(x)). Then,
Vrf ( t , x , T )  > - X ( 0 T - ß ( 0  (2.195)
Proof: By definition of power gain (2.21),
[72|u (s)|2 -  c(x(s))] ds >  -A (£ )T - /3 (£ )  (2.196)
for all v G £ 2(0, T], all T  > 0, and all £ G R n . Considering in particu lar those 
disturbances which yield a  final sta te  of x(T ) =  x, the above inequality implies th a t
inf i f  [72|t;(s)|2 -  c(x(s))] ds : x (0) =  £ ,x (T ) =  x |  >  -A (£ )T  -  /3(£).
v£C2[0.T) L7o J
B ut, the  LHS is ju st v / ( £ ,x ,T )  with a  shift of tim e coordinate. ■
The value function V j (£, x ,T )  (2.194) may be considered as the finite horizon precursor 
to a definition of required supply for system s with power gain. For th is reason, it is 
useful bo th  for later numerical com putations and for later infinite horizon analysis to 
show th a t V /(£ , x ,T ) satisfies a dynamic program ming equation.
T h eo rem  2 .12 .3  Given T  > 0, initial state £ G R n , and final state x  G R n , the 
finite horizon fixed initial state value function  V /(£ , x, T) given by (2.194) satisfies the
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dynamic programming equation
*0
V j ( i , x , T )  =  inf i f  [t 2|v(s) |2 -  c(x(s))] ds +  Vrf {£, x ( - r ) ,  T  -  r) :
v e £ 2[-r,0] U - r
x(0) =  x j  (2.197)
for all r E [0, T].
P ro o f:  The first step is to rewrite the two point boundary value problem  defined
by (2.194) in term s of two two point boundary value problems defined on intervals 
[—T, —r] and [—r, 0] respectively, the first of which has a final sta te  corresponding to 
the initial s ta te  of the second. This is illustrated in Figure 2.7.
Figure 2.7: Separating the optim al tra jectory  by fixing an interm ediary state
In view of definition (2.194) and Figure 2.7, we can rewrite (2.194) as 
V l/( f ,x ,T )  = inf inf inf j
y € R n t>€£2[— r.0] v€ £ 2[— T . —r] ^
J [t 2|^(s) |2 “  c(£(s))] ds +  J [72|t;(s)|2 -  c(x(s))] ds : 
x { - T )  = £ ,x ( - r )  =  y =  x ( - r ) ,x ( 0 )  =  x j .
Since the two integrals are now independent (w ithin the infimum over y E R n , y is 
considered fixed), the first integral can be moved outside the inner m ost infimum over 
v E C2 [—T,  — r], while preserving the constraints. T h a t is,
Vrf (£ , x ,T)  = inf inf i f  [7 2|t;(s)|2 -  c(x(s))] ds +  
y€R" ■u€£2[-r.O] [ 7 - r
inf i f  [72KKs) |2 -  c(x(s))] ds : x { - T )  =  £ ,x ( - r )  =  y \  : 
5€£2[-T,-r] I J _ T J
x ( —r ) =  y ,x (0 ) =  x [ .
B ut, by definition of V j  (2.194), the infimum over v E C2 [—X1, —r] is ju s t V j (£ ,y ,T  — r).
Vrf (Z,x,T) inf inf f [7 2|u (s)|2 — c(x(s))l ds +  
2 /e R " t ;€ £ 2 [-r.O] \ J _ r 1 J r) :
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x ( —r) = y , x(0) =  x
Finally, the  infimum over y £ R n relaxes the x ( —r) = y constraint, so th a t
Vrf (Z>x iT) = inf . {  [ [72 |v ( s ) | 2 -  c(x(s))] ds +  V j  ( £ , x ( - r ) , T  -  r) : 
v € £ 2[-r.O] U - r
x(0)  =  X
which is the dynamic programming equation (2.197) for V j . ■
Finally, we propose the following theorem  which associates a nonstationary PD E w ith 
the finite horizon fixed initial sta te  required supply. Note th a t the proof of this theorem  
is straightforw ard in the case where v j (£ ,x ,T ) is differentiable. The viscosity proof 
rem ains outstanding however.
T h eo rem  2 .12 .4  For a given £ £ R n, suppose that the finite horizon fixed initial 
state required supply V/ (£, x ,T ) (2.194) is continuous. Then, V / ( £ , x , T )  (2.194) i-s a
viscosity solution o f the nonstationary PD E
Q y f
° =  g f ( S , x , T ) - H ( x , V xVrl(t2.198)
where H{x , p )  is the Hamiltonian (2.51).
2.13  T h e Infin ite H orizon R equired  Supply
By combining Theorems 2.6.4 and 2.12.2, it is apparent th a t the available power Aa 
(2.84) is representative of the worst case (negative) growth ra te  of the finite horizon 
fixed initial state  required supply V/(£, x , T )  (2.194) with T. Hence, in defining a notion 
of infinite horizon required supply for systems w ith power gain, adding the available 
power to  the supply rate  is again an appropriate way of accounting for the internal 
power generation of the system.
D efin itio n  2 .13 .1  Define the infinite horizon fixed initial state required supply Vjfr (t;,x) 
as
v b{ ( ^ x )  =  liminf inf ( /  [t 2 |u ( s ) | 2 -  c(x(s)) +  Aa] ds :
T -400 v€£ 2[-T ,0] [ J - T
i ( - D  =  ^ i ( 0 ) = i  . (2.199)
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Equivalently,
vl(£,x)  = \ im ini{v /( t ,x ,T)  + \ aT } ,  (2.200)
where v j (£ ,2:,T ) is the finite horizon fixed final state required supply (2.194)-
In order to relate the infinite horizon available storage Vb(x) (2.169) and the  infinite 
horizon fixed initial sta te  required supply V ^(£ ,x) (2.199), it is useful to define an 
analogous fixed final state version of the infinite horizon available storage.
D efin it ion  2 .13 .2  Define the infinite horizon fixed final state available storage V* (z ,£)  
as
V j j (# ,£ ) =  lim sup  sup
T -+oov£C 2{0.T)
{ /  [c(z(s)) -  72 |u(s) |2 -  Aa] ds : z(0) =  x,x{T) = £
(2 .201)
Equivalently,
V /( x ,f )  =  limsu
where V -f(x ,£ ,T ) is the finite horizon fixed final state value function (2.72).
(2 .202)
Upon inspection of the  infinite horizon fixed final sta te  available storage V'^(£,x) 
(2.201), intuitively we expect th a t the  infinite horizon available storage Vb(x ) (2.169) 
can be recovered by taking the suprem um  of v / (a:,£) over the “fixed” final s ta te  £. 
In order to  prove th is, the following assum ption is used. The result is then  sta ted  in 
Lem ma 2.13.3.
(A 16) The limsup in (2.202) holds uniformly on com pact sets w ith respect to  the final 
s ta te  £. T ha t is, given e > 0 and R  < 00, there exists a r*  such th a t
t  >  t *, |£| <  R  => 0 < sup { v ' ( x , J , r ) - A ar } - V / (* ,£)<£•
L em m a 2 .13 .3  Suppose that assumptions (A7), (A10), (A12), and (A16) hold. Then, 
the infinite horizon available storage Vi{x) (2.169) is the supremum over all final states 
£ G R n of the infinite horizon fixed final state available storage v / ( x ,£ )  (2.201). That 
is,
Vb(x) =  sup | u/ ( 2:,£ )}  . (2.203)
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Proof: Define an arbitrary p > p, where p is given by (2.65), and suppose that
|x| < p. Then, by Theorem 2.5.25,
V{x,T)  = sup <Vf ( x , £ , T ) \ ,  (2.204)
\£\<Re 1 J
where R p is given by (2.67). Applying assumption (A16), the limsup in (2.202) is 
uniform on compact sets with respect to £. That is, given e > 0 and Rp (2.67), there 
exists a t* > 0 such that
r  > t *, |f| < Rp =>■ sup { v f (x,£,T)  -  Aarj> < V /(x ,f) +  e.
Hence,
r > r *, \x\ <  p =>■ sup s u p { W ( * ,^ ,r ) - A ar )  <  sup <JV /(x,£)j +  e
Ifl<RPT >r  ^ J \£\<Rp L J
«=> sup \  sup \ v f ( x ,£ ,T) \  -  \ aT  > <  sup \ v bf  (x ,£) \  + s.
t>t | j e i < Ä p L J J \z\ < rp 1 J
But, applying (2.204) and noting that s up ^<Rp j V / ( a : ,o }  <  sup^eR„ <{V/(x,f)}>  
r > r *, |x| < p =>■ s u p { F ( x ,T ) - A aT} < sup « jV /(x ,£ )j  +  £•
T>T fCT?n t J
That is,
|x| < p => limsup{V(x,T) — AaT} < sup ( v b (x, £)} +  £ 
T -* og £GRn  ^ ^
vb{x) < sup \ v j f ( x , £ ) \ + e ,
£GRn L >
for any e > 0, p > p. Hence,
Vb(x) < sup 
£GRn {*/(*>«)}•
But, applying Theorem 2.5.24,
(2.205)
V(x,T)  =  sup { W (x ,£ ,T )} .
£GR" l j
Subtracting AaT  from both sides, taking the limsup as T  —> oo, and applying equation 
(2.170) for Vfe(x) and equation (2.202) for Vb (x,£),
Vfc(x) =  limsup sup |V ^(x ,£ ,T ) -  AaT^
T-40C £GRn L J
> sup limsup IV ^(x,£ ,T ) — AaT^
£GR" T —>-oo  ^ J
= su p { v / ( x ,o } .
£GRn l j
Combining inequalities (2.205) and (2.206) completes the proof.
(2.206)
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With this connection between the infinite horizon available storage Vfc and the infinite 
horizon fixed final state available storage V j , the aim now is to demonstrate a con­
nection between infinite horizon fixed final state available storage and the infinite 
horizon fixed initial state required supply V^(£,x).
Proposition 2.13.4 The sum of the infinite horizon fixed initial state required supply 
v /r (£,,x ) (2.199) and the infinite horizon fixed final state available storage (£,x)  
(2.201) is always zero. That is,
v£(S,x) + V f ( i , x )  = 0 (2.207)
for all x E Rn.
Proof: From the definitions of infinite horizon fixed initial state required supply
P /( £ ,x ) (2.199) and infinite horizon fixed final state available storage (2.201),
Vbfr (ti,x ) = liminf inf (  [  [72|v(s -  T)\2 -  c(x(s -  T)) + Aa] ds :
T-+ oo v€.C2[-T,0\ I Jo
x ( —T) = £,x(0) =  x
= liminf inf /  f  [72|ü(s)|2 — c(x(s)) +  Aal ds : x(0) = £ ,x(T) = x 
T- too  v€ £ 2[0.T] ( J o
=  — limsup sup < / [c(x(s)) — 72|v(s)|2 — Aa] ds :
T —toe v£C 2[0.T} (JO
x(0) = £,x(T) =  x
=- V b' ( i , x ) .
The connection between required supply and available storage provided by Proposition 
2.13.4 will be used to show that the infinite horizon fixed initial state required supply 
Vfrr{€,x ) (2.199) is a storage function. However, first we must show that V r^ (£, x ) 
satisfies the dissipation inequality (2.138).
Theorem 2.13.5 Suppose that the state space ofY, is completely reachable. Then, the 
available power /  infinite horizon fixed initial state required supply pair (Aa, V^(£, x)) 
((2.8f),  (2.199)) satisfies the dissipation inequality (2.138) with respect to x for any 
£ E Rn fixed.
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P ro o f :  Applying the definition of V ^(£ ,x ) (2.199) and the dynamic program m ing
equation for v /  (£,x,T)  (2.197) with 0 <  r < oo fixed,
v l ( ^ x ) = lim  inf inf { /  [t2M s) |2 -  c(x(s)) +  Aa] ds+
T  —>oo v € £ 2[-r.O] { J _ r
V ’ (i,  x (—r ) , T  — +  Aa (T — : x(0) =  z j
=  sup inf inf { f  [72|v (s)|2 — c(x(s)) +  Aal ds+
r > 0 T > r v e C 2[-r,0] \ J _ r 1 J
V/(,x(-r),T-r) + A -  r) : =  z }
< inf sup inf /  f  I72jv(s)|2 — c(x(s)) +  Aal ds+
~  vej02[-r.0]r > 0 T> r  { J _ r L J
V / ( t , x ( - r ) , T -  r) +  Aa(T -  r) : z(0) =  z }
=  inf J . f  [72|«(s)|2 -  c (z (s)) +  A„] d s+
t>G£2[-r,0] t J - r
Ihn inf |V / ( £ ,  x ( - r ) ,  T  -  r) +  Aa (T -  r) j  : x(0) =  x j  
=  b 2b ( s ) |2 - c ( x ( s ) )  + Aa] ds + Vbfr {£ ,x {-r) )  : x(0) =  x l  ,
v€C2[-r.Ü] { J _ r J
w here x  is reachable from  x (—r) .  S u b trac tin g  V ^ (^ ,x )  from  b o th  sides,
0 < inf I f  [ l2\v(s)\2 - c ( x ( s ) )  + \ a] ds + V l { Z , x ( - r ) ) - V £ ( Z , x )  :
v€£2[-^.0J I J - r
x(0) = X  j>.
B ut, the constraint can be removed if x is chosen to be the sta te  reached from x (—r) 
by the application of disturbance v. T h a t is,
0 <  inf i f  [t 2M s) |2 - c ( x ( s ) )  +  Aa] ds + V ^ , x ( - r ) )  -  P6{ (£ ,:r(0 ))}  .
v € £ 2 [ - n 0 ]  I J - r  J
So, choosing any suboptim al v yields th a t
Vhfr{£ ,x ( - r ) )  + J  [72k (« ) |2 - c ( x ( s ) )  +  Xa] ds > V ^ (f,x (0 )), 
which is precisely the dissipation inequality (2.138), w ith power bias Aa . ■
Before presenting w ith main result of this section, the following definition is required.
D e fin itio n  2 .13 .6  The state space of system E is defined to be reachable from state 
£ E R n for all arbitrarily large times i f  for any x E R n , there exists a T* < oo such 
that for any T  >  T*, there exists a v E £2(0, T] which transfers the state from state £ 
to state x in time T. That is, <p(T, 0,£;r;) =  x.
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R em ark  2 .1 3 .7  Although reachability in arbitrarily  large tim es (Definition 2.13.6) 
may seem difficult to check, complete reachability of the state  space (Definition 2.2.1) 
and the existence of an equilibrium  for system S  is sufficient. By labelling the equilib­
rium  x , complete reachability implies existence of a finite horizon energy disturbance 
v\ which transfers the sta te  from £ to  x in tim e T\ < oo. Complete reachability also 
implies the existence of another finite horizon energy disturbance V2 which transfers 
the sta te  from x to x in tim e T2 < 00. Using tim es T\ and T2, define T* = T\ +  T2 
and choose any T  > T * . Applying v\ transfers the sta te  from (  to  i .  Applying no 
disturbance for the next T  — T* tim e units keeps the sta te  at x. Finally, application 
of d isturbance V2 transfers the sta te  to  £, all in a total tim e T, which is by definition 
arb itrarily  larger than  T*. ◄
W ith  Rem ark 2.13.7 in m ind, the available power /  infinite horizon fixed initial state  
required supply pair (Aa, V^(£, 2;)) can be shown to be a power bias /  storage func­
tion pair provided th a t  £ E argm inx€Rn {V^x)}. This result may be in terpreted  as a 
generalization of Theorem  2 of [42].
T h eo rem  2 .1 3 .8  Suppose that state space of S  is reachable from state £ E R n in all 
arbitrarily large times. Suppose also that the available power Xa (2.84) is finite, and 
that the infinite horizon available storage Vi (2.169) is bounded below. Then, system  S  
is power dissipative if  there exists a constant K  such that
for all x E R n . Furthermore, the pair (Aa ,V^(x)) is a power bias /  storage function  
pair, where
> 00 (2.208)
(2.209)
Finally, suppose that £ E argm inxeRn{V^x)}. Then, the pair (Aa ,V ^ (£ ,x ))  is also a 
power bias /  storage function pair (with respect to x), and V ^(£ ,x ) > Vi(x)  for all
x E R n .
P roof: From  Lem ma 2.13.3, Proposition 2.13.4, and (2.208),
(2 .210)
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<  —K  < OO.
Since it is assumed that V& is bounded below, this upper bound implies that H (0  is 
finite. Furthermore, reachability implies that V^ r(£,x) is also finite. But, by (2.210), 
VbiO +  Vj,x(£,x) > 0 for all x G R n. Hence, V^(x) (2.209) is finite and nonnegative. 
Furthermore, by Lemma 2.7.2 and Theorem 2.13.5, the pair (Aa,V^(x)) satisfies the 
dissipation inequality (2.138). Hence, system E is power dissipative with power bias /  
storage function pair (Aa,V£(x)), for any fixed £ G R n.
Applying Corollary 2.10.3 implies that with £ G argminxeRn {Vj,(x)}, Vj>(£) =  
infxGRn {V&(x)} < 0. Hence, from (2.209),
=
> Ve(x)
> o
That is, V^(£,x) is finite, nonnegative, and satisfies the dissipation inequality (2.138), 
and so (Aa, V^(£, x)), £ G argminx€Rn {V&(x)}, is a power bias /  storage function pair 
for power dissipative system E.
Finally, by Theorem 2.10.2, (Aa,Vj>) satisfies the dissipation inequality (2.171). In 
particular,
[  [72H s ) |2 -c (£ (s)) +  Aa] ds > Vb( ( ( T ) ) - V b(()
Jo
for all £ G argminxGRn {V&(x)}, all v G £ 2(0 , T], and all T  > 0. Hence, 
liminf inf i f  [t2|^(s)|2 -  c(£(s)) +  Aa] ds : £(0) =  £,£(T) =  x \
T ^ o o  v€ £ 2[0.T] I J 0 l J
> H ( x) - H ( £ ) .
But, the LHS is just V^(£,x), while the RHS is V&(x) (since £ G argminxeRn {Vfc(x)}), 
thereby completing the proof. ■
Note that the last assertion of Theorem 2.13.8 generalizes to include any storage func­
tion V(x)  corresponding to the power bias Aa.
T heo rem  2.13.9 Suppose that system E is power dissipative with power bias /  storage 
function pair (Aa, V (x)). Suppose also that V (x) attains its minimum at £ G R n . Then, 
Vjjr (£, x) > V(x) for all x G R n .
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Proof: Identical to the proof of the  last assertion of Theorem  2.13.8, bu t w ith Vj,
replaced w ith V . B
The analysis of explicit nonlinear system s with power gain (C hapter 5) reveals th a t 
typically the infinite horizon available storage Vb(x) (2.169) has a unique minimum. 
However, in cases (as yet undiscovered) where the m inim um  of Vi(x) in nonunique, we 
would like the definition of infinite horizon fixed initial s ta te  required supply V ^(£,x) 
to  be invariant with respect to  £ £ argm inx€Rn {Vfc(z)}. However, th is invariance with 
respect to initial sta te  has yet to be proven.
C on jectu re  2 .13 .10  The infinite horizon fixed initial state required supply Vjr (£ ,x)  
(2.199) is invariant fo r  all £ £ argm inxGRn {T4(x)}. Furthermore, given Vf,r (x ) :=  
F^(£,cc), fo r  any £ £ argm inlGRn {V)>(x)}, the pair (Aa,Vbr) satisfies the PD E (2.179).
2.14  S tab ility  o f  th e  W orst C ase D yn am ics
In ^ 2-gain analysis, the location of the minimum of the available storage is significant 
in th a t it corresponds to  the equilibrium  of the system  both  in absence of disturbances, 
and in the presence of the  worst case disturbance (corresponding to  the stabilizing 
solution of the PD E). However, Rem ark 2.10.18 reveals th a t for system s with nonzero 
available power, this correspondence of equilibrium with minimum may be lost. Indeed, 
this suspicion is confirmed for specific examples in C hapter 5.
Immediately, th is draws into question the significance of both  the infinite horizon 
available storage and the infinite horizon fixed initial s ta te  required supply w ith regard 
to the behaviour of the  system  in the presence of the worst case disturbance. In order 
th a t these functions provide a satisfactory generalization of the available storage /  
required supply for energy dissipative systems, it is very im portan t to ascertain how 
the steady sta te  worst case behaviour of the system  is related to V& and V J . This 
relationship is provided by way of the  following definition, assum ption, and theorem.
D efin itio n  2 .14 .1  Define the W  function
W( (x):=  V^(2.211)
where V ^(£ ,z ) is the infinite horizon fixed initial state required supply (2.199), and 
Vi(x) is the infinite horizon available storage (2.169).
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(A17) The available power /  infinite horizon available storage pair (Aa,VJ>) is 
a C 1 solution pair of the stationary PDE (2.179). Furthermore, the 
system (2.189) is stable in the sense of Definition 2.10.14.
T heorem  2.14.2 Suppose that the infinite horizon available storage Vf, (2.169) for 
system E is finite, bounded below, and satisfies assumption (A 17). Additionally, suppose 
that the state space of S is reachable from £ E argminxGR„ {Vt(x)} for all arbitrarily 
large times (Definition 2.13.6). Then, the function W(x) (2.211) is finite, bounded 
below, and decreases along worst case trajectories (2.189). Furthemore, the set Sw := 
argminxGRn {We(x)} is invariant.
Proof: The reachability assumption implies that V^(£,x) must be finite for all
x E R n. Since Vj, is also finite, (2.211) implies that W  must be finite. Furthermore, as 
Vi is bounded below and £ E argminx€Rn {Vf,(:c)}, Theorem 2.13.8 and Corollary 2.10.3 
imply that
for all x E R n. Hence, by (2.211), VF (^x) > 0 for all x E R n, given £ E argminx€Rn {Vfc(a:)}.
Finally, we apply assumption (A17) along with Theorem 5.2 of [16]. This implies 
that (Aa, Ffc) is a solution pair of the dynamic programming equation (2.181),
>  Vb>  Vb(x)
Vb(x(T)) -  Vb(x) =
■T
(2 .212)
where v* is the worst case disturbance (2.188) (optimal in (2.179)). But, V^r satisfies 
the dissipation inequality (2.138) any disturbance, including v*:
(2.213)
Combining (2.212) and (2.213),
v £ ( ( M T ) ) - V f . ( t , x )  < Vb(x(T))~ Vb(x)
But, applying the definition (2.211), this is just
We(a*(T)) < W z { x ) . (2.214)
To prove invariant of Sw = argminx€Rn {VFe(x)} is invariant, suppose that xq E Sw.
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Then, defining W_ = i n f X£ R n  (VF^(a:)},
W  = W ^ x 0) > Wz(x(T)) > W
Hence, W^(x(T)) = W_ for all T  > 0. T ha t is, x(T)  £ Sw for all T  > 0. Hence, Sw is 
invariant. ■
Theorem  2.14.2 reveals th a t for energy dissipative systems, the comm onality between 
the location of the equilibrium  and m inimum  of the available storage and required sup­
ply is in fact due to the commonality in the gradients (if they exist) of the  available 
storage and the required supply. So, although for energy dissipative system s, the avail­
able storage and required supply have common gradients at the  origin (which is also the 
m inim um  of both  functions, and the equilibrium under the worst case d isturbance), the 
generalization for power dissipative system s may yield Vi and Vjr w ith common gra­
dients away from the m inim um  of either function. In summary, it is the gradient of 
the available storage /  required supply which m atters, rather th an  the location of the 
minimum.
W ith  regard to  an energy flow interpretation of the W  function (2.211), note th a t the 
infinite horizon fixed initial s ta te  required supply V ^(£, x) (2.199) may be in terpreted  
as the least energy required to transfer the state from f  to x. Furtherm ore, the  infinite 
horizon available storage may be regarded as the most energy retrievable from the 
system  when initialized in s ta te  x. Hence, the difference V^(£, x) — Vf,(x) is a measure 
of the least energy required to  transfer the state from £ to any other sta te  in R n, via 
the sta te  x.
R e m a rk  2 .14 .3  It is im portan t to note th a t the theory presented above is sym m etric 
w ith respect to the required supply and available storage. T h a t is, if we assume th a t 
v £  is an antistabilizing solution of the  PDE (2.179), W^(x) also decreases along the 
worst case dynamics for the reverse tim e system. ◄
C h a p te r  3
C o n tin u o u s  T im e P ow er G ain
C o n tro l a n d  A p p lica tio n s
3.1 In trod u ction
In C hap ter 2, we investigated properties of nonlinear systems which exhibit power gain 
from disturbance to  output. The systems analysed were not endowed with any internal 
struc tu re  apart from a simple state space description on which some assum ptions re­
garding growth rates, etc, were made. Essentially, these system s were regarded simply 
as inpu t /  ou tput maps from a disturbance to  an ou tpu t, as shown in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Systems Analysed in C hapter 2
An im portant special case of this input /  ou tpu t structure is a closed loop system. 
T h a t is, where there is some plant G th a t  is controlled by m eans of a s ta te  feedback 
feedback controller A , as illustrated in Figure 3.2. It is this feedback structure  th a t 
will be the focus of this Chapter.
Following on naturally  from C hapter 2, it will be possible to test w hether a con­
troller K  endows the closed loop with the power gain property. A synthesis tool will 
also be developed by which a power gain controller may be derived from the plant. Fur­
therm ore, this controller K* will be shown to be optim al in the sense th a t it minimizes
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Figure 3.2: Closed Loop System E =  (G,K)
the closed loop available power. That is,
K .k * =  mm {Aa.x} •
K&AS
Since the available power may be regarded as the worst case power generation of a sys­
tem, K* may be interpreted as the controller which minimizes the oscillatory behaviour 
of the system.
To place these ideas in context, note that the standard nonlinear state feedback 
'H00-suboptimal synthesis techniques (for example, [38]) result in a static state feedback 
controller K  which endows the closed loop system with a prescribed maximum energy 
(£2-) gain from disturbance v to output 2. As such, the energy gain property is in 
fact a design constraint. However, under a detectability assumption, this constraint 
implies directly asymptotic stability of the closed loop system E. In this chapter, the 
energy gain constraint is weakened to a power gain constraint. This relaxation in the 
design means that asymptotically stable behaviour of the closed loop is not the only 
admissible behaviour. Consequently, it becomes possible for the closed loop system to 
exhibit oscillatory or limit cycle behaviour. This fact forms the main motivation for 
this chapter.
Since the available power is a useful measure of the nonzero steady state behaviour 
of a system, it is also possible to naturally define an optimal power gain control problem. 
As already mentioned, the solution of this problem yields a prescription for not only 
synthesizing a controller, but synthesizing possibly the most useful controller: the one 
which minimizes the closed loop available power.
Finally, we present an application for power gain control. In particular, we consider
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the control of linear systems with actuator nonlinearities.
3.2 C lass o f  S ystem s
Throughout this chapter, we consider the plant G and the controller K  to be nonlinear 
systems of the form
x = a(x) 4- b\(x)u + bo(x)v,
£  : i  (3 .1)
I 2 = h(x) +  d{x)u,
K  : u =  w(x), (3.2)
where x(t) G Rn is the state of the system at time t, u(t) G Rm is the actuating input, 
v(t) G Rp is the disturbance, and z(t) G R*7 is the output.
3.3 S ta te  Feedback Pow er G ain C ontrol
Definition 3.3.1 A static controller K  (3.2) is a power gain controller with gain < 7 
if the closed loop system £  =  (G ,K ) has TV-gain < 7 (Definition 2.4-2). That is, 
there exists finite nonnegative pair (Xk i Pk ) (dependent on the controller K ) such that
[  |2(s)|2 ds < 72 [  \v(s)\2 ds + \ KT + ßK {x) (3.3)
Jo  Jo
for all v G £2[0,T], all T > 0, and all x G Rn, where x is the initial state, v is the 
disturbance, and z is the output of system £  given by (3.1), (3.2).
Theorem  3.3.2 Suppose there exists a power gain controller K  (3.2) with gain < 7 for 
open loop plant G (3.1). Then, there exists a finite nonnegative solution pair (Xk ,Vk ) 
of the PDI
H i (x ,S/xVk {x ) , u k (x )) <  A k , (3.4)
where u k (x) is the control policy for controller K  (3.2), and H\ is the Hamiltonian 
H\{x,p,u)  =  sup {h(x,p,u, v) } , (3-5)
h(x,p,u,v) = p • [a(x) + bi(x)u +  b2 {x)v\ +  \c(x) + d(x)u\2 — "t2 \v\2 . (3.6)
Conversely, suppose for a given controller K , there exists a finite nonnegative viscosity
solution pair (Ak ^ k ) of the PDI (3-4) for gain 7. Then, the controller K  is a power 
gain controller with gain < 7 . Furthermore, i fVx is C l , then the worst case disturbance 
for the closed loop system £  =  (G ,K ) with power bias /  storage function pair (Ak , Vk )
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is given by
v*K {x)  —  argmax{h(x, V xVk (x ) , u k {x ) , v)}  . (3.7)
Proof: Suppose that controller K  (3.2) is a power gain controller with 7 < 7
for plant G (3.1). Then, by Definition 3.3.1, the closed loop system £ =  (G , K ) has 
jFP-gain < 7. That is, there exists a finite nonegative power bias /  energy bias pair 
{Xk ,Pk ) such that the power gain inequality (3.3), (2.21) holds for gain 7 . Applying 
Theorem 2.9.6, this implies that system £ = (G, K ) is power dissipative for gain 7 , 
and by Theorem 2.9.5, (Ak ,Vcl\.k ) is an admissible power bias /  storage function pair, 
where Va\  k  is the super A-storage for the closed loop system (G, K). Finally, applying 
Theorem 2.7.9, (Ak ^ uX.k ) is a viscosity solution pair of the PDI (3.4).
Next, suppose that for a given controller K,  there exists a finite nonnegative solution 
pair (Ak ,Vk ) of the PDI (3.4). Then, by Theorem 2.7.9, the closed loop system E =  
(G, K ) must be power dissipative for gain 7, with power bias /  storage function pair 
(Ak ->Vk *), where Vk * is the lower semicontinuous envelope of Vk - Applying Theorem 
2.7.3, the closed loop system E =  (G,7C) has ^T^-gain < 7 with power bias / energy 
bias pair (Ak ,Vk *)- Hence, from Definition 3.3.1, K  is a power gain controller with 
gain < 7.
Finally, suppose that Vk  is C 1. Then, completion of squares in the PDI (3.4) yields 
(3.7). ■
Theorem 3.3.3 Suppose there exists a power gain controller K  (3.2) with gain < 7 
for the open loop plant G (3.1). Then, there exists a finite nonnegative solution pair 
(Ak ,Vk ) of the PDI
H{x , V xVk {x )) < A*, (3.8)
where
H{x,p) = inf {Hi(x,p,u)},  (3.9)
ueRm
and H\ is given by (3.5).
Proof: By Theorem 3.3.2, there exists a finite nonnegative solution pair (A#, V^) of
the PDI (3.4). That is,
H i (x ,S7xVk (x ) , u k (x )) < Xk ,
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where u k (x ) is the control policy for controller K.  B ut,
inf {Hi(x,  V xVfc(s),u)} <  H i ( x , V xVK (x),uK(x))
u £ R m
< Atf-
So, (A K i Vr ) ls also a finite nonnegative solution pair of the  PDI (3.8). ■
Definition 3.3.4 A static state feedback controller K  is defined to be admissible if 
the control policy u(x) for K  is a finite mapping from Rn to Rm. The set of such 
controllers is defined to beUs.
Definition 3.3.5 A power gain controller K* with gain <  7 is defined to be optimal if 
the available power of the closed loop system (G ,K *) defined by (2.84) is minimal with 
respect to the set of admissible controllers IAS. That is,
Aa,K* =  min {Aa.^} = : A*, (3.10)
K&As
where Aa ,K  is the available power for the closed loop system (G ,K ).
T he following theorem  is an application of Theorem  8.2, Corollary 8.3, and equation 
(8.17) of [16].
Theorem  3.3.6 Suppose there exists a Lipschitz continuous C ] nonnegative solution 
pair (A, V) for gain 7 of the PDE
H(x,X7xV{x)) = A, (3.11)
where H is given by (3.9). Then, the controller
K* : u*(x) = argmin {H\{x,  V xy (a:),u )}  (3.12)
u € R m
is the optimal power gain controller with gain <  7, in that (3.10) holds. That is, the 
available power of the closed loop system (G ,K *) is minimal with respect to the set of 
admissible controllers Us.
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3.4.1 In trod u ction
Linear system s with actuato r nonlinearities can often exhibit oscillatory behaviour in 
closed loop. For example, consider an unstable linear plant with a  deadzone ac tuato r
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nonlinearity,
G :
1 -1
x -I-
1
a(u) +
1
1 1 0 1
X i
(3.13)
a ( u )L v '  _
where a(-) is a deadzone centered at 0 with deadband [—1, 1]. By neglecting the non­
linearity and applying standard linear Koo techniques for gain 7 =  4, a controller for 
the system is given by
K l : u{x) -8.14 -11.93 x.
Figure 3.3(a) illustrates that the closed loop (G,Kl ) exhibits limit cycle behaviour 
in the absence of disturbances. So, application of controller K l results in nonzero 
available power for the closed loop (G,Kl )- In fact, we will show that controller K l is 
a power gain controller with gain < 4 for the plant G.
(a) (G . K l ) Oscillatory (b) {G. Ka-) Asymptotically Stable
Figure 3.3: An Unstable Linear System with Deadzone Nonlinearity
An alternative to K l is the nonlinear controller
K n  : u{x) = a  1 ^ -8.14 -11.93
Figure 3.3(b) illustrates that the closed loop (G,Kpi) exhibits no limit cycle behaviour. 
In fact, the closed loop (G,Kn ) is asymptotically stable. Hence, application of con­
troller K n  results in zero available power for the closed loop (G,Kn ). Consequently, 
K n  minimizes the available power for the closed loop (G, K)  for any controller K , since
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the available power for (G,K)  is bounded below by zero. That is, Kjq must be the 
optimal power gain controller K* (3.12) with gain < 4 for the plant G. In fact, the 
optimality of K A will be seen to follow directly from Theorem 3.3.6. This example 
demonstrates that a useful way of characterizing the oscillatory behaviour of a system 
is to consider the available power. By minimizing the available power of the system, 
we seek to minimize the nonzero steady state behaviour.
In summary, the remainder of the Chapter will be devoted to the application of 
results of Section 3.3 for linear plants with actuator nonlinearities. Specifically, the 
class of systems considered is a special case of (3.1), (3.2), with
x =  AX + B 1 Ü + B 2 V,
G
a
K
Cx
m(u )
ü = a(u), 
u = u{x).
(3.14)
(3.15)
(3.16)
The structure of such systems is illustrated in Figure 3.4. In considering the problem
Nonlinear Plant
Actuator
Nonlinearity
Static Nonlinear 
Controller
Linear
Plant
Figure 3.4: Controlling a Linear System with Actuator Nonlinearity
of controlling linear systems with actuator nonlinearities, we begin by discussing the 
applicability of a linear Boo control design. In particular, we find that a linear controller 
can often lead to an oscillatory closed loop. In contrast, the nonlinear optimal control 
technique described by Theorem 3.3.6 results in a nonlinear controller which seeks to 
invert the nonlinearity, as in [40].
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3.4.2 P o w er G a in  C o n tro l u s in g  a L in ea r C o n tro lle r
W hen designing a controller for a linear plant w ith an actuator nonlinearity, one ap­
proach is to recast the nonlinearity as a plant uncertainty, denoted by A. Since the 
rem ainder of the plant is then  linear, standard  linear control techniques can be 
applied, yielding a linear controller K l • This configuration is illustrated  in Figure 3.5. 
Note th a t G l and G (Figures 3.5 and 3.4 respectively) will be not indentical.
Linear
Controller
Plant
Nonlinearity
Linear
Plant
Figure 3.5: A ctuator Nonlinearity recast as P lant Uncertainty
W ith the plant uncertain ty  m odelled by the disturbance v E  R m , the s ta te  equation 
for Ga (3.14), (3.15) can be rew ritten  as
x =  Ax  4- B \a {u )  +  B2V
= Ax  4- B \Q u  4- B \(a (u )  — Qu) 4- B^y  
= A x  4- B \Q u  4- B \v  +  B2V
.  - V
=  Ax  - P  B \Q u  + B 2 B \
V
where Q is an invertible m  x m  m atrix , and v is a feedback disturbance A(-) involving 
the nonlinearity a(-). The resulting recast system can now be w ritten fully as
x
z
z
A x  -p BiQ u  -p
Cx
u
B2 B\
v
v
Gl : < (3.17)
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K l : u =  Lx, (3.18)
A : v =  a(z) -  Qz, (3.19)
as per Figure 3.5.
Since Gl is linear, the controller K l may be designed independently of the actuator 
nonlinearity A, using standard linear Hoc techniques. That is, if there exists a positive 
definite solution P  of the algebraic Riccati equation
A 'P  + PA  + P ^ ( B 2B'2 + BiB'1) - B 1Q Q 'B 'fjP  + C'C  =  0, (3.20)
then the linear controller given by (3.18), L = —Q 'B[P , yields a closed loop (Gl ,K l ) 
with £ 2~gain < 71.
Although controller K l endows the closed loop (Gl ,K l ) with energy gain < 71, 
this does not necessarily imply that the controller K l is a power gain controller for the 
modified system (A, Gl -, K l )- For this, we require a simple generalization of the Small 
Gain Theorem [21].
T h eo rem  3 .4 .1  (S m all G ain
turbance to output
Suppose that system Si has TV-gain < 71 from dis- 
with power bias /  energy bias pair (Ai,/3i). Suppose
z
also that system S 2 has TV-gain  < 72 from disturbance z to output v with power bias 
/  energy bias pair (A2, ^2) - Then, the feedback interconnection shown in Figure 3.6 
has TV-gain < 71 from disturbance v to output z with power bias /  energy bias pair 
(Ai +  7i A2,/3i +  7i /32) if the small gain condition
v
7172 <  1 (3.21)
holds.
Figure 3.6: Feedback Interconnection of Two Systems
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P ro o f:  S 2 has JPP-gain < 72 w ith power bias /  energy bias pair (A2, /32) - Hence,
by Definition 2.4.2,
7l2 f  \v($)\2 ds <  7i72 f  \z(s)\2 ds +  ^ \ 2T  +  i l h ( x ) .  (3.22)
J o  J o
B ut, S i has JPP-gain <  71 w ith power bias /  energy bias pair So,
/  [ k ( s ) |2 +  |2 (s) |2] ds <  7 i f  [|v(s) |2 +  |ü (s)|2] ds +  XiT  +  ß i{x ) .  (3.23) 
J o  J o
Combining (3.22) and (3.23),
/  [ k (s ) |2 +  (l - 7 1 72) !^(5)|2] ds <  7i /  |v (s)|2 ds +  ( A i + 7fA2) T  +
JO JO
(/3i(z) +  7^/32(x )) . (3.24)
B ut, if the  small gain condition (3.21) holds, then
f  |2 (s) |2 ds <  [  [|2 (s)|2 +  (1 -  7 i27f)  | i ( s ) |2] ds. (3.25)
Jo Jo
Combining (3.24) and (3.25) then  yields the required power gain inequality from dis­
turbance v to  ou tpu t 2 for the feedback interconnection of Figure 3.6. ■
This version of the Small G ain Theorem  may now be applied to system s w ith 
structure  of the form shown in Figure 3.5. Comparing with the feedback interconnection 
of Figure 3.6, plant and controller (G l , K l ) may be lum ped together to  form the  
subsystem  S i ,  while the plant uncertain ty  A can form the subsystem  S 2. Furtherm ore, 
since K l was designed using Kco techniques, subsystem  S i m ust have ^ 2-gain < 71, 
where 71 >  \\(Gl , -^l )||'H0o- Hence, Ai =  0. The proof of the  following result (the 
standard  Small Gain Theorem ) is im m ediate from Theorem  3.4.1.
C o ro lla ry  3 .4 .2  Suppose that the system  (Gl , K l ) is detectable. Then, the system  
(A ,G l , K l ) is asymptotically stable in the absence of disturbances if there exists gains 
71 and 72 such that
71 >  ||(G l , ä ’l ) | |« oo> (3.26)
72 >  inf {7  > 0 : A] =  0} , (3.27) 
and (3.21) hold simultaneously.
T h e o re m  3 .4 .3  Suppose that the matrix C  is invertible and the actuator nonlinearity 
a(-) satisfies the growth condition
|a (u ) | <  L(1 4- \u\). (3.28)
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Then, the system  (A ,G l , K l ) is stable, in that unperturbed trajectories tend to a com­
pact set, i f  there exists gains 71 and 72 such that
72 > inf{7 > 0 : <  00}, (3.29)
and (3.26), (3.21) hold simultaneously.
P ro o f:  Since inequalities (3.21), (3.26), and (3.29) hold simultaneously, Theorem
3.4.1 implies th a t the closed loop system (A ,G l , K l ) has F P -g a in  <  71. Furtherm ore, 
the closed loop drift for system (A ,G l , K l ) is given by
aci (x ) =  A x  +  B \a ( L x ) ,  
where L  = —Q 'B [. Hence, applying (3.28),
|acz(z)| <  \Ax\ + \Bi\\a{Lx)\
< Li(l +|*|),
for some L\  >  0, which is precisely assum ption (A6). Finally, since C  is invertible, 
assum ptions (A14) and (A15) hold. So, since (A ,G l , K l ) has F P -g a in , and assum p­
tions (A6), (A14), and (A15) hold, Theorem  2.4.7 implies th a t  the system  (A ,G l ,K T) 
is stable in th a t the unpertu rbed  trajectories (ie v =  0) tend to a compact set. ■
To proceed further requires knowledge of the specific actuato r nonlinearity involved, 
so th a t the  gain 72 and the power bias A2 may be calculated.
E x a m p le  3 .4 .4  Suppose th a t the actuator nonlinearity is a  deadzone of the form
Ot(u) =  [ai (ui)  a 2(u2) Öm(«m)]/ ,
where
ctt { u i )  =  <
duUi -f" d2{ if U{ <C 1
if Ui G [—d-2, d2,du  ’ d u (3.30)
d \ i U {  d 2 i  if U{ f f f
and d u , d2i >  0. If we define D \  G R mxm as diagonal with i th entry du ,  and choose 
Q = D 1 in (3.19), then A is a saturation  given by A (z) =  [A i(zi) A 2(z2) • • • A rn(zm)]/, 
where
d2i if Zi <
A i(zi)
d2i
du
-d liZ i  if Zi G [ - ^ , ^ 7 . (3.31)
~ d 2i if
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Since A is a sta tic  nonlinearity, we follow the same steps as in Section 5.1 to calculate 
the available power for the i th com ponent, A% of the static nonlinearity. T h a t is, we 
calculate the suprem um  in (5.3) for each of the intervals on which the nonlinearity is 
defined. Denote h  =  ( - 0 0 , - 3 ^ ) ,  h  =  [ - 5 ^ , 5 ^ ] ,  and / 3 =  ( 3 ^ , 0 0 ) .  Then,
Aih
Aih
Aih
sup {4 - 7**?} 
zi£h
( £ ) ’ « , - A ) 7 >  0 ,
sup {{d2u - r ) z f }
Zi€l2
\  ( t ) 2 ( 4 - 7 2) 7 < du,
t o 7 >  du,
( ! ) ’ ( 4 - A ) 7 >  0 .
So, applying the definition of the  available power (5.3) for sta tic  nonlinearities, the 
available power for the nonlinear block component A t is given by
xli  =
_  j  ( f t )  ( 4  - y 2 ) 7  <  d u ,
3 7 > du-
T hen, the available power for the nonlinear block A is given by
4 =  sup 0 “ ^ > l 2 - r W 2]
z i € R , * 2 € R , - , * m € R
=  X ; { s u p { | a z(2l) |2 - 7 2k | 2}}
i=i ^2' €R *
m
=  E Ai
2 — 1
(3.32)
(3.33)
Note th a t from (3.32), (3.33), the available power for the plant uncertainty A is finite 
for any choice of gain. Hence, it is clear th a t inequality (3.29) is satisfied for any choice 
of 72 >  0. B ut, presum ing th a t the linear ^oo-suboptim al problem is solvable for the 
p lant Gl -, there exists a finite 71 which satisfies inequality (3.26). So, choosing 72 < 
will ensure th a t the three inequalities (3.21), (3.26), and (3.27) hold simultaneously. 
Hence, provided th a t the  rem aining technical assum ptions of Theorem  3.4.3 hold, the 
linear system  with deadzone ac tuato r nonlinearity will be stable in the sense th a t all 
trajectories tend  to a compact set. ♦
In the above Exam ple, we were able to  conclude via Theorem 3.4.3 th a t the  closed
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loop system (A ,Gl , K l ) was stable provided that the algebraic Riccati equation (3.20) 
admitted a positive definite solution for a finite gain 71. For plants with one control, 
u £ R, it is possible to find a necessary condition for existence of a positive definite 
solution.
Theorem 3.4.5 Suppose that Gl is of the form (3.17), where A is unstable and Q is 
scalar (that is, u 6 R). Then, a necessary condition for the existence of a stabilizing 
positive definite solution of the algebraic Riccati equation (3.20) is that
X - Q 2 < 0 (3.34)
7i
Proof: Suppose there exists gain 71 not satisfying the inequality (3.34) such that
there exists a stabilizing positive definite solution P  of (3.20). Then, rewriting (3.20),
A 'P  + P A +  f i p ( B 2B'0 + ( l - ^ Q 2) B 1B'1) P  + C'C  = 0. (3.35)
7i
Since 1 — qqQ2 > 0, we can define the matrix B =
(3.35) becomes
1  2  -  -Ä P  + P A + — P B B ' P +  C’C = 0. (3.36)
Ti
But, by assumption, there exists a stabilizing positive definite P  satisfying (3.35),
(3.36) . Hence, by the Bounded Real Lemma, A is asymptotically stable, which is a
contradiction. ■
The following example demonstrates the application of Theorem 3.4.5 to a actuator 
deadzone problem.
B 2 B i vO - T i2« 2 that
Example 3.4.6 Consider the linear plant with deadzone actuator nonlinearity, G 
(3.13). For the deadzone (3.30), it is possible to show that the available power Ai> 
for the corresponding plant uncertainty A is zero for arbitrary scalar Q provided that 
7 > |Q|. That is,
72 =  I <21 (3.37)
is the minimal gain satisfying constraint (3.27). But, Theorem 3.4.5 requires that 
condition (3.34) hold. That is,
1
71 > l<2l' (3.38)
But, combining (3.37) and (3.38) violates the small gain condition (3.21). Hence, we 
cannot apply Corollary 3.4.2 for any value of Q. That is, we cannot guarantee that
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the closed loop system (A ,Gl , K l ) is asymptotically stable. Note however, that this is 
expected for unstable linear plants with a zero center actuator deadzone. Asymptotic 
stability for such systems cannot be achieved. Note however that if the plant is stable, 
Theorem 3.4.5 no longer applies. That is, condition (3.34) can be violated and there 
still exist a positive definite solution P  of (3.20) if A  is stable. ♦
Exam ple 3.4.7 Consider an unstable linear plant of the form (3.17) with A = B\ = 
J32 = C = Q = 1. For this system, it is easy to show that the closed loop linear system 
(■Gl , K l ) has 1-Loo norm ||(Gl , üCl)||'H00 — \/2. Suppose that the actuator nonlinearity 
is a shifted unity gain deadzone (see Figure 3.7) of the form
a(u) = 8(u — 2) +  1, (3.39)
where £(•) is a unity gain deadzone with deadband [—1, 1].
Figure 3.7: Shifted Deadzone Actuator Nonlinearity
A?
Following steps similar to that used in the examples of Section 5.1, it can be shown 
that the available power for the corresponding plant uncertainty A is given by
4 "  * *  72 6 I0’ (3.40)
o 72 € [§,oo).
As it is possible to choose 71 6 (\/(2), y )  with 72 =  pg such that constraints 7172 < 1,
clearly the constraints (3.21), (3.26), and (3.27) hold simultaneously. Furthermore,
the system is detectable (trivial). Hence, by Corollary 3.4.2, the closed loop system
(A ,G l , K l ) must be asymptotically stable in the absence of disturbances. This is
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dem onstrated  in the sim ulation results of Figure 3.8, where each curve represents the 
unpertu rbed  tra jec to ry  for the  given value of gain 7 1 .
Time, t
Figure 3.8: S tability for the Unstable Linear System with Shifted Deadzone A ctuator 
Nonlinearity
It is im portan t to note th a t Corollary 3.4.2 implies th a t the  inequalities (3.21), 
(3.26), (3.27) (plus detectability) together form a sufficient condition for asym ptotic 
stability  of the  closed loop system  (A ,G l , K l )- Since this is not a  necessary condi­
tion, we expect th a t for some larger values of gain 7 1  which do not satisfy the above 
inequalities, the system  (A ,G l , K l ) may still exhibit asym ptotic stability. This is 
dem onstrated  in Figure 3.8, from which it is evident th a t the system  (A ,G l , K l ) is 
asym ptotically  stable for 7 1  G (\/2 ,3 ). If the conditions of Corollary 3.4.2 were nec­
essary, we would expect loss of asym ptotic stability  for 7 1  > In fact, for these 
conditions to  be necessary would require the input z to the plant uncertain ty  A (see 
Figures 3.5, 3.6) to be ”worst case” , in th a t z achieves the suprem um  in the available 
power (5.3). ♦
Finally, we consider a system  for which stability in the sense of Theorem  3.4.3 cannot 
be guaranteed.
E xam p le  3 .4 .8  Consider an unstable linear plant of the form (3.17) w ith A  =  B\ = 
Bo — C  =  Q =  1 . Suppose th a t the actuator nonlinearity is a unity  gain sa turation
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w ith linear region [—1, 1], given by
cr(u) = u — 5(u), (3.41)
where <$(•) is a unity  gain deadzone with deadband [—1, 1]. Applying (3.19), the  plant 
uncertainty is clearly — 8{u). As shown in Example 5.1.1, the available power for this 
p lant uncertainty is thus (5.12),
So, since \\(Gl , -K’l IIkoo =  V7^ , any choice of 71, 72 satisfying the constraints (3.26), 
(3.29) will together violate the small gain condition (3.21). Hence, Theorem  3.4.3 
cannot be applied. T h a t is, we cannot guarantee th a t the system  (A ,G x ,K l ) will be 
stable in the sense th a t unpertu rbed  trajectories tend to a compact set. Note however, 
th a t this is as expected. The plant is unstable with a sa turating  control. Such a plant 
is not globally stabilizable using the control input u. ♦
3 .4 .3  P o w e r  G a in  C o n tr o l u s in g  a  N o n lin e a r  C o n tr o lle r
The essential lim itation of designing a linear power gain controller for a linear system 
with actuato r nonlinearity is th a t the  structure of the nonlinearity is ignored. This is 
due to the fact th a t the nonlinearity is recast as a plant uncertainty, and thus trea ted  as 
a disturbance to  the system. The linear control design techniques employed to then 
synthesis the controller pay no heed to the actual disturbance to the  system arising from 
plant uncertainty. Instead, the controller is designed for the “worst case” disturbance, 
th a t is, the “worst case” nonlinearity. This naturally  results in a conservative controller 
design, and thus a degraded controller performance in the sense of minimizing closed 
loop oscillations.
A nother approach to the problem  of controller design is to  consider the  p lant as 
fundam entally nonlinear. Then, by applying Theorem 3.3.6 directly, the controller 
obtained is guaranteed to  have the best performance. However, th is performance is 
dependent on the  way in which the sta te  and control are penalized. T ha t is, the  choice 
of the ou tpu t 2 in (3.14) has a direct effect on the resulting controller performance. In 
particular, in th is section we focus on the choice of the control penalty function /i{-)
00 72 <  1,
0 72 > 1.
(3.14).
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To begin with, suppose that we choose to penalize the actuated control. That is, 
we choose fi = a. Then, the PDE (3.11) becomes
inf sup {VccF(x) • [Ax + Bia(u) +  B 2v] +  x'C'Cx +  |o(u)|2 — 72|u|2} =  A.
Completing the squares yields that
V xV(x) ■ Ax  +  jV xr(x )  (JfB*B2- S i  V t v{x)'  +  x'C'Cx = A, (3.42)
with the optimal control u* and worst case disturbance v* given by
<*(“ *) = ~ \ b (3.43) 
v ' = ^ B ' 2V xV(x)'. (3.44)
Consider A = 0 and V (x ) = x'Px, where P  is a positive definite solution of the algebraic 
Riccati equation
a 'p  + p a  + p (J^b2b '2- b 1b Cj p  + c'c = 0.
Clearly, the pair (A, V) is a Cl solution pair of the PDE (3.42). Hence, a slightly weaker 
version of Theorem 3.3.6 (without the Lipschitz condition on solutions) would imply 
that the controller K* with control policy (3.43) is optimal in th sense of Definition 
3.3.5, and that the achieved closed loop available power is A* =  0. Hence, in view 
of the control policy (3.43), it is apparent that the optimal control policy K* inverts 
the actuator nonlinearity <*(•), thereby reducing the closed loop to one which is linear. 
Hence, optimal power gain control is an example of the use of inverse models [40] in 
the control of linear systems with actuator nonlinearities.
Exam ple 3.4.9 Consider the unstable scalar nonlinear plant
x = x +  5(tt) + v,
G : < x
I  2 ~  L Ä(U) J '
where £(•) is a unity gain deadzone with deadband [—1,1]. The aim is to find numeri­
cally the optimal power gain controller with gain < 2. To apply the mixed policy /  value 
space methods of Chapter 4, define the state space coordinate grid (R )Sx with spacing 
Sx  = 0.01. Restrict the coordinate grid to Gx = (R)*x fl [—1,1]. Similarly, define the 
restricted coordinate grids for the controls and disturbances as Gjj = (R )0-01 fl [—4,4] 
and Gy = (R)°'02n[—1,1]. Choose the number of value space iterations per policy space 
iteration to be N  = 100, with a total of 20 policy space iterations to be performed.
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Running the finite difference scheme (a few minutes on a standard UNIX platform) 
yields a closed loop available power approximation equal to 0 and corresponding op­
timal JFP-gain controller as shown in Figure 3.9 (note that the dashed line represents 
the 7-^ 00 controller for S(u) =  u).
-----Approximate Optimal FP-gain Controller
—  Linear H-int Controller
State, x
Figure 3.9: Optimal Power Gain Controller for Gain < 2 (Example 3.4.9)
The actuated control ü(x) is given by the composition S o u(x) and is illustrated 
in Figure 3.10. Hence, in minimizing the available power, the optimization procedure 
naturally seeks the inverse of the nonlinearity, thereby yielding an asymptotically stable 
closed loop. Note that as expected, the value function is quadratic, as shown in Figure
3.11. +
Example 3.4.10 Consider the same system in Example 3.4.9, but with <a(u) =  2.5u(u2 — 
1). In this case, more than one inverse for the nonlinearity exists. For a gain of 
7 =  2, choose the restricted coordinate grids Gx = (R ) 0'01 fl [—1.5,1.5], Gjj = 
(R )°-01 fl [—1.5,1.5], and Gy = (R ) 0-05 Pi [—1.0,1.0]. Using the same number of policy 
space and value space iterations as in Example 3.4.9, the available power approxima­
tion is again 0, with the corresponding optimal TV-gain controller as shown in Figure
3.12. The composition a  o u(x) (the actuated control) again yields the linear con­
troller for the linear system with a(u) = a, as in Figure 3.10. Note that in the region 
where more than one inverse for the nonlinearity exists, the inverse chosen is arbitrary, 
depending on the implementation of the finite difference approximation code. ♦
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------Approximate Optimal FP-gain Controller
—  Linear H-inf Controller
State, x
Figure 3.10: Actuated Optimal TV-g&m Control u(x) (Example 3.4.9)
----- Approximate Optimal FP-gain Controller
—  Linear H-inf Controller
State, x
Figure 3.11: Value Function Approximation V{x) (Example 3.4.9)
The examples presented demonstrate that if the nonlinearity o(-) is invertible, then the 
optimal power gain controller from Theorem 3.3.6 yields zero available power in the 
closed loop. That is, the optimization is effectively over the class of controllers
K  : u = (a -1) (Lx),
where L G R mXn is the linear 'H00 controller for the plant with the nonlinearity set 
to identity (see [40]). With the closed loop then behaving linearly, the available power 
must be zero.
Finally, as an alternative to penalizing the actuated control, suppose that the control 
itself is now penalized. That is, choose fi(u) — u in (3.14). Then, returning once again
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----- Approximate Optimal FP-gain Controller
—  Linear H-inf Controller
State, x
Figure 3.12: Optimal jFP-gain Controller u{x) (Example 3.4.10) 
to the PDE (3.11),
inf sup { V xV(x) • [Ax + B\a(u) + B2v\ +  x'C'Cx + \u\2 —/y2\v\2} =  A.
U<ER™ v e R p
Proceeding as with (3.42), the next step is to complete the squares. However, comple­
tion of squares for the infimum over u is no longer possible since the PDE is no longer 
quadratic in u. Instead, the PDE to solve is
inf ( V xV{x) • Ax +  V xV(x)B2B'2VxV(x)' +  x'C'Cx +  V xV(x)B1a(u) +  \u\2X 
u £ R m [ 47^ J
= A. (3.45)
Assuming that the actuator nonlinearity is differentiable, the optimal control u* and
worst case disturbance v* are now given by
 ^ 1 da
2 du
B[VxV(x)\
1
2t
2B'2S7xV(x)'.
(3.46)
(3.47)
Note that (3.46) is now a recursive prescription for the optimal control u*. Conse­
quently, explicit computation of the optimal power gain controller is much more difficult 
than in the case of penalizing the actuated control.
Exam ple 3.4.11 Consider the unstable scalar nonlinear plant
r
X  — : +  *(
z =
k
X
u
G :
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where £(•) is a unity gain deadzone with deadband [—1,1]. Applying Theorem 3.3.6 
for a gain 7 = 2 yields an available power of Aa =  | ,  and a storage function as shown 
in Figure 3.13. The optimal power gain controller with gain < 2 can be shown to be
State, x
Figure 3.13: Value Function V(x)  (Example 3.4.11)
given by
u(x)
— |(a: — 1) +  —2x
0
x < 0, 
x = 0,
— ^ (x + 1) — § \ J d" x > 0.
The closed loop behaviour of the system is illustrated in Figure 3.14. Note that if 
we compute an approximation to the available power using (2.84) and the simulation 
results of Figure 3.14, we again find that Aa = | .  ♦
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-----Optimal Trajectory
—  Optimal Control 
-  - Worst Case Disturbance
2.5
Time, t
Figure 3.14: O ptim al Trajectory, Optim al Control, and Worst Case D isturbance (Ex­
ample 3.4.11)
C h a p te r  4
N u m erica l M e th o d s : F in ite  
D ifferences
4.1  In trod u ction
One of the m ain aims of C hapter 2 was to analyse a class of nonlinear systems with a 
view to linking the input /  ou tpu t property of power gain to a particu lar form of internal 
stability. In establishing this link, it was useful to generalize the notion of dissipativity 
[42, 21, 22] to  include systems with power gain. This generalization facilitated the 
expression of the power gain property as a differential inequality, thereby establishing a 
verification result for the power gain property  for nonlinear systems. As a continuation 
of this verification result, it was found to be possible to  to  propose a num ber of explicit 
candidate power bias /  storage function pairs for which the dissipation inequality, and 
hence the differential inequality, were shown to hold.
Since the candidate power bias /  storage function pairs are inherently variational in 
form, explicit com putation of these quantities is often difficult. Hence, in this C hapter 
it is our goal to  be able to compute numerical approxim ations for these candidate power 
bias /  storage function pairs directly from their respective definitions. Note th a t  much 
of the wisdom in deriving the approxim ations presented is a ttribu tab le  to the trea tm en t 
of similar ergodic stochastic control problem  approxim ations presented in [29].
The im portance of the approxim ations presented in this chapter will become fully 
apparent in C hapter 5, where many of the m ethods are used to  verify numerically the  
results of C hapter 2. Note th a t although sim ilar approxim ations may be developed for
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the control problems of C hapter 3, this chapter focuses only on the analysis problems 
of C hapter 2.
Finally, a im portant topic in future work will be the proof of convergence of the 
m ethods presented. Although many results exist in the stochastic case [29], treatm ent 
of the determ inistic case rem ains largely outstanding.
4.2  F u n d am en ta l F in ite  H orizon C om p u ta tion s
Referring again to C hapter 2, the candidate power bias /  storage function pairs of 
interest are (A^V^), (Aa ,H ) ,  and (Aa , V^(£, x)), where Aa (2.84) is the available power, 
Va(x) (2.149) is the super available storage, Vb(x) (2.169) is the infinite horizon available 
storage, and V^(£,:c) (2.199) is the fixed initial s ta te  required supply. As was noted 
in C hapter 2, these quantities may be expressed in term s of the finite horizon value
functions V(x,  T)  (2.33) and v / (£ ,z ,T )  (2.194). Recalling (2.85), (2.150), (2.170), and
( 2 . 200) ,
K -  l . m . u J ' V ' } ,
T->-oo 1 2 J
(4.1)
Va(x) =  su p  { V( x , T )  — XaT },
T>0
(4.2)
=  l im s u p { V ( x , T )  -  AaT} ,
T —>-oo
(4.3)
=  lh n m f  j V / ( £ , x , T )  +  AaT |  , (4.4)
w here
V ( x , T ) -  . u p  { / '
t>€£2[0.T] U 0
[c (x (s ))  — 72 |v ( s ) | 2 ] ds  : z (0 )  =  x  j» , (4.5)
in f  /  [ °
v£C2[-T,0] \ J - T
[72 k ( s ) |2 -  c(ar(s))] ds : x { - T )  = £,x(0)  = . (4.6)
It is clear from these equations th a t the com putation of the finite horizon value functions 
V ( x , T )  (4.5) and V /(£ , z , T)  (4.6) is fundam ental to the com putation of the candidate 
power bias /  storage function pairs from their respective definitions.
In order th a t the  finite horizon value function V(x , T)  satisfy the nonstationary 
PD E (2.50), it is necessary to make the following assumption:
(A 18) The finite horizon value function V(a:,T) is continuous.
See [32] for a proof of assum ption (A18).
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4.3 A  C entered  M eth od  for (Aa,Vb)
Assuming that (A18) holds, Theorem 2.5.10 implies that the finite horizon value func­
tion V(x,T)  is a continuous viscosity solution of the nonstationary PDE (2.50). That 
is,
=  H ( x , V xV(x,T)) ,  V(x,0) = 0. (4.7)
In this section, we apply the standard finite difference approximation [29] to the non- 
st.ationary PDE (4.7) to obtain an iterative approximation scheme for V ( x , T ) (2.33). 
By applying definitions (4.1) and (4.3), this scheme can be adapted to compute the 
pair (Aa,Vb).
From Section 5.3 of [29], the gradient of V , VXI/, may be approximated by a one 
sided difference. The ith component of this finite difference is
9i{x,v) < 0,
V ^F (x ,T )
V ( x , T ) - V ( x - 6 x et ,T)
v w Vig -n .T ) *(*,„>> o,
where 8x > 0 is the spacing, et is the ith basis vector in R n, and gt(x,v)
Y^j=i (the ith component of the drift). Note that the term V^A[F(x) is used
to denote the difference approximation to the gradient component Vx,7;F(x).
(4.8)
Q-i(x) +
In order to reduce the case by case definition of (4.8) to a single expression, define 
the i th component of the indicator function x to be
-1  gi (x , v)<0,
Xi(*,v) = < 0 pi(x,v) =  0, (4.9)
1 9i(x,v) > 0.
Then, the finite difference approximation to the ith component of the derivative with 
respect to s of V(x(s) ,T)  along the trajectory x(s) is given by
9i (xtv) gi(x,v) < 0,
V s*V ( z ,T )  ■ gi(x,v)
V ( x , T ) - V ( x - 6 x ei.T)
&X
V(x+Sx el . T ) - V { x . T )
gi(x,v) = o, 
9i(x,v) gz(x,v) > 0,
V(x  +  Xi(x,v)8x ej ,T)  ~ V(x,T) 9i{x,v)xi{x,v).
(4.10)
A first step in computing the finite difference approximation of V(x,T)  is to consider 
a restriction of the state space and disturbance space to compact sets on respective
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coordinate grids,
Gx  = {x€ R n : |x| <  K x  } n (R " )^ \  (4.11) 
Gv = { v e R p : |x| < K v } 0  (Rp)<Sv\  (4.12)
where K x , K y  are finite positive constants, Sy is the disturbance grid spacing, and 
(R n,p)<bv,v denotes the coordinate grids in R n, Rp with spacing 8x, Sy respectively. 
W ith the disturbance coordinate grid imposed, the maximum speed of the dynamics 
for each s ta te  x in the restricted space Gx  is
m(x)  = max 15(1,1))!,, (4.13)
where | • |i represents the 1-norm on R n . From this, we define the interpolation time
Sx5t (x ) m ( x )
Given the  simplex N**x (x),
N Sx(x) = {x  ±  Sx^i  : i =  1, • • • ,n}  U {z} ,
(4.14)
(4.15)
the in terpolation tim e can be in terpreted  as representing the minimum time required 
for the s ta te  to  move from x to  any other state in the  simplex N^x (x) (see Figure 4.1). 
For this reason, the interpolation tim e St {x ) can be used as the basic unit of tim e for
k x  +  S. c e 2
x  — S x e  i d
%W
X ^ x  +  Sx e  i
i
S x
W f
ä
W %
„ x  -  8.
W
ce 2
. r
Figure 4.1: Simplex N*x (x) in Gx  for R 2
sta te  x E Gx  in the iterative scheme. However, for simplicity, the more convervative 
minimal interpolation tim e St  may be used, where
St  = min { ^ ( z ) }  
xzGx
S_x
•>m
and m  =  maxl€GA- {m(x)}.  So, applying this definition of minimal interpolation time
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St  (4.16) to the i th component of the finite difference approximation (4.10),
v £ s v ( * , r ) .  * (* ,« ) =
V(x + Xi(x,v)Sx el .T) -  V{x , T)  
St
19i(x ,v)
Hence, the finite difference approximation of V xV(x ,T ) is 
Vs*V(x,T)  ■ g(x,v)
n
= E [ v h ^ . r ) . Si(x, v)
2 — 1
A J 2  lV(-x +  Xi(x,v)Sx e i ,T)  -  V(x ,T)]  ( lg,(^ ' )ljSt
1
St
- V( x , T )  + V(x,T) i-E +
E V(x  +  Xi{x,v)SxCi,T) \9i (x,v)\ (4.17)
Define the positive and negative envelopes of the dynamics g(x,v)  to be
0 g i ( x , v ) <0 ,
9i (x i v)
9i (x >v )
9i ( x , v ) g i ( x , v ) >0 ,
- g t{x,v) gi(x,v) < 0, 
0 gi(x,v)  > 0.
Clearly g f  (x, v) + g { (x,v) = \gi{x,v) \ and g?{x,v)  -  g{ (x,v) = gi(x,v).  Furthermore, 
Xi(x,v)  =  1 implies g f ( x , v ) > 0, and Xi(x ->v ) — — 1 implies g~{x,v) > 0. So, (4.17) 
becomes
Vi*V(x ,T)-g(x,v)  =  ± l - V ( x , T )  +  V(x,T) 1 - |^*(*,V)|1 +
E V(x  + Sx ei,T) 3^ x ’v '> +  -
j - < - F ( x , T ) +  2 2  1V (Z<T )P(X>Z\V)] [ . (4-18)6t { j
where
p(x,  z\v)
1 -
m
jg(^)li Z =  X ,
z = x ±  Sxet , 
elsewhere.
(4.19)
Note that from the derivation, Y l z e N sx  (x) p (x i z \v ) — 1 f°r anY v £ G y .  That is, 
p(x,  z\v) may be regarded as a transition probability from state x to state 2 , given the 
disturbance v. Although this interpretation is not required for the implementation of
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a finite difference m ethod, it is useful for proving convergence of the scheme. See [29].
Equations (4.18), (4.19) provide a concise way of writing the finite difference ap­
proxim ation for \7xV( x , T ) .  However, referring again to the nonstationary PD E (4.7), 
a finite difference approxim ation for the time derivative |^ (a : ,T )  is also required. But, 
for th is approxim ation, we can apply the in terpretation of the minimal interpolation 
tim e St  as the m inim um  transition tim e between states x and 2 £ N*x (x),  for any 
x £ Gx-  T h a t is,
r)V V ( t. T  4- Srr) -  V ( t. T i
(4.20)
d ,  n~<\ _ ( x ,  +  6t ) - V ( x , )——[ x , l )  ~  --------------- -----------------
d T y ’ ; ST
So, substitu ting  the finite difference approxim ations (4.18) and (4.20) into the nonsta­
tionary  PD E (4.7), and limiting the disturbance space to Gy,
V( x , T  +  5t ) - V ( x , T ) 
St
1
max < —
v €lG v  I St
- V ( x , T ) +  Y ,  {V(z,T)p(x,z\v)]
z £ N sX  (x)
+
c(x) - 7 2H 2| .
M ultiplying through by St and cancelling the V( x , T)  term  yields the recursion
V \ x , T  + 5t ) maxv£Gv
y Z  \ v s{z ,T)p(x,z\v)  +  ST [c(x ) -  72|v|2] > , (4.21)
tz £ N sX( x)  )
where the S superscript denotes the use of the finite difference approxim ation. Since 
the m inimal interpolation time St  is the tim e increment in the recursion (4.21), it is 
na tu ra l to define the k th iteration as
Vjf (x) =  (4.22)
, and the S superscript serves as a  rem inder th a t is an approxim ation. 
Hence, applying (4.22) to (4.21) yields an iterative scheme for computing the finite 
difference approxim ation for V ( x , T ) (4.5),
where k Sx
V£(x) = m ax ^ 2  Vk ( z )p(x i z \v )\ + 5? [c(x ) ~ 7 2b |2] } ■ (4.23)
From the definition of the available power Aa (4.1), it is clear th a t for system s with 
nonzero available power, the finite horizon value function V( x , T)  grows asym ptotically 
linearly w ith T. This implies th a t the approxim ation Vj! grows asym ptotically linearly 
w ith fc, and hence, in an unbounded fashion. From a numerical standpoint, th is type 
of “uncentered” scheme is unsatisfactory. However, since the aim is to com pute the
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pair (Aa, T4) ra ther than  V{ x , T)  itself, this problem is avoided. As will become clear, 
the modification of the scheme (4.23) required to com pute the pair (X,Vb) results in 
a centering step. This prevents the unbounded growth of numerical quantities in any 
im plem ented algorithm  for the scheme.
It is im portan t at this point to stress th a t the iterative scheme (4.23) utilizes a 
fixed tim e increment given by the minimal interpolation tim e 5? (4.16). Hence, the 
sequence of tim e horizons used in computing any approxim ation for the pair (Aa , Vb) is 
fixed. For this reason, it is im perative th a t the lim its exist in bo th  the definition of the 
available power Aa (4.1), and the infinite horizon available storage Vb(x) (4.3). Under 
the required assum ptions, Theorem  2.6.6 implies th a t th is is the case for the available 
power Aa (4.1). However, it remains to be shown w hat assum ptions are required for 
the lim it to exist for the infinite horizon available storage Vb (4.3).
(A 19)  The limit in the definition of the infinite horizon available storage Vb(x) (4.3) 
exists. T h a t is,
Vb(x) =  lim { V ( x , T )  — \ aT}  .
T —voo
W ith  assum ption (A19) enacted, it is clear from (4.3) th a t
Vb(x) -  Vb(x0) =  lim { V ( x , T ) - V ( x 0, T) }
T-> oo
for any reference state xq £ R n . So, for sufficiently large iteration k, this may be 
approxim ated by
VbSk(x) := Vbsk( x ) - V ‘k(x0) =  V £ ( x ) - V £ ( x 0), (4.24)
where V^k(x) denotes the kth approxim ation of Vb(x), and Vk (x) denotes the kth ap­
proxim ation of V(x,k5T) ,  (4.22). Since (4.24) involves a difference in the approxim a­
tions for V ( x , T ), any asym ptotic linear growth in the approxim ation Vk (x) m ust be 
absent in the approxim ation V^k(x) — V£k(xo). So, (4.24) is precisely the centering step 
for com puting the approxim ation for V^k(x) — Vkk(xo). The imm ediate disadvantage 
of this centering step is th a t Vb(x) can only be approxim ated to w ithin an unknown 
additive constant, Vb(xo). Any centered scheme will produce an approxim ation which 
is zero at the reference sta te , resulting in the approxim ation differing from the actual 
function by a constant (dependent on xq)- Fortunately however, this is not a problem  
w ith the bisection schemes (Section 4.6), so th a t this constant of norm alization can be 
com puted.
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In any case, rewriting (4.24),
vks(x) = v ( k(x) + v£ (x0).
Substituting (4.25) into the RHS of the iterative scheme (4.23),
(4.25)
V/h-i M maxvdzG \r Y \Vbsk(z)p(x>z\v) + Y \vk(xo)p(xiz
z £ N sX ( x ) zeNsx(x)
+
5t  [c(z ) -  72M2]
= “ g  I Y Vb.k(z )p(x i z \v) +V£(x0) + 5T [c (x ) - y 2 \v\2] \ (4.26) 
V (z £ N sX( x ) J
since J^zeNsx (x) P(Xi> z \v) =  1 f°r v £ Gy. Defining
Vj?+iM  = Vk‘+1( x ) - V £ ( x 0), (4.27)
the iteration (4.26) becomes
Vk+i(x) = max < Y  Vb,k(z)p(x i z \v ) + fa [c(z) -  J2\v\2] > , (4.28)
v J
which is essentially an incomplete centered centered version of (4.23). To complete the 
centering, consider again the approximation (4.25). For the k + 1th iteration,
n V i M  = Vk+iM-Vt+iM
=  v£+1(x)- Vt(xo) -  ( < , ( * o) -  V ‘ (x0))
=  v£+1{ x ) - V £ +1(x0), (4-29)
where is given by (4.27). Together, equations (4.28) and (4.29) form the basic 
centered finite difference scheme for approximating the function Vb(x) — Vj,(xo) (via
To compute an approximation for the available power Aa (4.1), note that V^_q(x ) = 
0 for all x G G x , from the initial data for PDE (4.7). Then, V^(xq) may be written as 
the telescoping series
Vj?(xo) v£(xo) -  v t x M J  + [VtLi(xo) -  v*4_2(*0)
fc-1
v£(x0) + £ V iSM .
4------ h V / (x0) -  Vtf(x0)
(4.30)
i=l
Defining R( = V^(xq) and applying (4.30),
fii+ i =  Ri + Vk+iM (4.31)
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B ut, from (4.1) and (4.22), an asym ptotic approxim ation for the  available power Aa is
,4 ^ ( * o )Aa.k kSt 
kSy
(4.32)
Equations (4.28), (4.29), (4.31), and (4.32) together form the complete centered finite 
difference scheme for computing an approxim ation to the pair (Aa , V i ( x )  — V i ( x q ) ) .  T hat 
is,
Vk+i(x) =  m a x i  ^ 2  [Vb5k(z M x’z \v ) + 5t [c(x ) ~  72M 2] > , (4.33)
V V. (*) J
= 4 w - ^ i W .
4 + i  =  -ßf  +  i(®o)>
\<s
Äa,k
4
(4.34)
(4.35)
kST ’ (4'36)
where (A  ^ *s the ^ th approxim ation to the  pair (Aa ,14(x) — Vt(xo)). The
initialization for the scheme follows from (4.25), (4.22), and the fact th a t  V(a:,0) =  0 
for all x £ R n. T ha t is,
VbSk=0(x)
lk= 0
0, for all x £ G x ,
0.
(4.37)
(4.38)
4 .4  A cceleratin g  C onvergence o f th e  V alue F unction
In deriving the centered finite difference scheme (4.33) - (4.36), the minimal interpola­
tion  tim e Sy (4.16) was used as the basic unit of tim e in the finite difference approx­
im ation. However, this can be overly conservative given th a t the  m aximum  speed of 
the  dynamics m(x)  (4.13) can vary widely over the restricted s ta te  space Gx-  Conse­
quently, to  improve the covergence rate of the centered scheme, it is natu ral to consider 
the  basic unit of tim e to  be sta te  dependent [29]. T ha t is, the  sta te  dependent in ter­
polation tim e Sy(x)  can be used in place of the minimal interpolation tim e 5y as the 
basic unit of time. An imm ediate consequence of this modification is th a t  the rate  of 
convergence of the finite difference approxim ation will be state dependent. This is clear 
from the notation (4.22),
v£(x) =  V s (xykST (x)). (4.39)
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For states x, z E G x , <$t (x ) 7^ £t (2), the iteration of a finite difference scheme 
implies an approxim ation of the  finite horizon value function for different tim e horizons, 
namely k§T(x)  and k8j'{z). This results in the introduction of a “norm alization” term  
in the finite difference scheme, which has the effect of com pensating for the  differing 
time horizons.
In order to follow the same steps as in Section 4.3, the following assum ption is 
required:
(A 20) Vj°(x) is asym ptotically linear in k.
In view of the  definition of Aa (4.1), assum ption (A20) is acceptable since V£{x)  is an 
approxim ation for the finite horizon value function V(x,k8T{x)) .
W ith assum ptions (A18), (A19), and (A20), consider again the finite difference 
approxim ation (4.21) of the nonstationary PDE (4.7), w ith the sta te  dependent inter­
polation tim e 6t (x ) (4.14) replacing the minimal interpolation tim e 8t  (4.16),
Vs(x, T + 8 t (x)) max
v€ G v Ez€NsX (*) V s(z,T)p{x,z\v) + 8t (x ) [c(x)
(4.40)
For sufficiently large T, assum ption (A19) implies th a t
V f ( x , T )  :=  Vbs ( x , T ) - V bs(xo,T) = 
Hence, combining (4.40) and (4.41),
Vs (x , T  + St (x ) ) - V s(x0,T)=
(4.41)
m ax I V] Vbs(z ,T)p(x, z \v)  [c(x) -  72|u |2] 1 • (4.42) 
vEGv I J
In order to  apply the notation  (4.39), it is im portant to recognize th a t w ith a state 
dependent in terpolation tim e, the kth iteration implies different horizons for different 
states. Hence, it is more useful to write (4.40) in term s of the iteration k and the 
interpolation tim e 8t (x ),
V s(x , (k  + l)ST ( x ) ) - V s (x0,kST (x)) =
m ax I  [Vt?(z, kSr(x))p(x,  z\v) + St (x) [c(i ) — 72M 2] /  • (4-43)
veGv I L t J
{ z e N s x ( x )  )
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Applying assumption (A20),
V s(xo,kSr(x)) = )) ( | ^ j )
for large k. Assumption (A19) implies that
Vbs(z,kST(x)) = 
for large k. So, combining (4.43), (4.44), (4.45), and notation (4.39),
(4.44)
(4.45)
max -j ^ 2  Vbk(z)p(x,z\v) [c(z) -  ) .
v z eNsx(x)
where
V L i(x) =  < , ( * ) -
\M * o ) /
Following the same procedure as in Section 4.3 then yields the following revised centered 
finite difference scheme:
vk+i ( * )  =  m ax  ^ Vb, k( z ) P ( x ' z \v ) + s t {x ) [ c ( x ) -  j 2\v\2] \  ,(4A6)
, z £ N s X{x)
v £ G v  
r S
Kk+i(*) =  V * + i ( * ) - ^ ( * o ) ( | ^
-ftf+1 =  ß f  +  Üt- i(*o)>
\S_ KA,
a,fc k5T(x o)’
where (Aafc,^fcfc(x)) is the kth approximation to the pair (Aa, Vb(x) — Vb(xo)), and
- I  l g ( x , ^ )  i l
(4.47)
(4.48)
(4.49)
p(x,z\v) 1
m(x)
m(x) (4.50)
z =  x,
z — x ±  Sxei,
0 elsewhere.
The initialization for the scheme is given by (4.37) and (4.38). In comparing scheme 
(4.46) - (4.49) with (4.33) - (4.36), it is clear that main modification is the time horizon 
normalizing term in (4-47).
In order to compare the performance of schemes (4.46) - (4.49) and (4.33) - (4.36), 
we consider the 2-dimensional circular limit cycle system of Section 5.7.3. The rates of 
convergence of the two schemes is illustrated in Figure 4.2.
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______State Dependent Interpolation Time ^ (x )
Minimal Interpolation Time {y
______State Dependent Interpolation Time ST(x)
Minimal Interpolation Time iL
Iteration k
(a) Relative Error (b) Absolute Error
Figure 4.2: Comparison between Schemes using Interpolation Times St {x) and 5t
4.5 A cce lera tin g  C onvergence o f  th e  A vailab le P ow er
In practical applications of the centered schemes (4.33)-(4.36), (4.46)-(4.49), it is often 
the case that the rate of convergence of the available power approximation Xsak is quite 
slow compared with the rate of convergence of the value function. This is demonstrated 
in Figure 4.3, which compares the two rates for the 2-dimensional circular limit cycle 
system of Section 5.7.3.
In order to understand the dynamics of the available power approximation A^fc,
apply (4.48) so that (4.49) becomes
K + h - + i ( s q ) 
(k +  l)&r(xo)
f  k
Aa,fc+l
\ k  +  1 )  k5x{xo) +  k +  1 \ 8t (xq)
v& i M '
k +  1 At , +
l ( f o ) '
M xo)a'k k +  1
Hence, the available power approximation dynamics arise from the discrete time aver­
aging filter
*Ti) **+ (*tt) 20 = 0’ (4'51)
where \ sa k =  zk, and vk =  So, the approximation of the available power
Zk+l
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------- Available Power Approximat
-------- Value Function Approximatic
ition Error 
ion Error
iteration
Figure 4.3: Typical Convergence of A^  fc
is performed in open-loop, as illustrated in Figure 4.4. That is, the available power 
approximation relies on the approximation of the value function, but not vice-versa. 
Furthermore, since (4.51) describes an averaging process, (4.51) has a damping effect 
on the input v Hence, the convergence of the available power approximation (4.49) 
can be hampered by the averaging filter (4.51).
Centered
Value Space Averaging
Iteration
<5r (x0) Filter
\ 6 *
Äa,k
Figure 4.4: Block Diagram for the Centered Schemes
If it is assumed that V£ converges to some as k —» oo, inspection of (4.51) 
reveals that the “steady state” available power approximation is given by
.< v£(xo)Aa, oo c / \ • (4-52)
5t { x o )
Hence, from the definition of (4.27), notation (4.39), and the finite difference ap­
proximation (4.20) for the partial derivative ^ ( x ,T ) ,
u  v £ ( * o )
a, oo 8t {x0)
lim
k—FOO ^t ( ^ o)
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~  lim
T  —>-oo d T ( ,T) (4.53)
But, this is as expected from Theorem 2.6.7. That is, rather than approximating the 
available power by approximating the ratio V^ - , where V(x,T)  is the finite horizon 
value function (2.33), the partial derivative ^ ( x , T )  may be approximated. This results 
in the following revised centered finite difference scheme:
v k + i ( x ) = < Y" Vfk(z)p(x,z\v) +  ST(x) [c {x ) -  i 2 \v\2} > ,(4.54)
v € & v  I L J *
z e N s X ( x )
5t (x ]
\ CA,
(4.55)
(4.56)
M * o ) ’
with initialization (4.37). A comparison of schemes (4.33)-(4.36) and (4.54)-(4.56) (for 
the minimal interpolation time St (4.16)) is provided by way of the 2-dimensional cir­
cular limit cycle system of Section 5.7.3. Note that the value space iteration is identical 
for the two schemes. The results are illustrated in Figure 4.5. As expected, the available 
power approximation (4.56) (the “Accelerated Available Power Approximation” in 
Figure 4.5) converges at the same rate as the value function (4.55).
Standard Available Power Approximation Error 
Accelerated Available Power Approximation Errc 
Value Function Approximation Error
Iteration
Figure 4.5: Accelerated Convergence of Xsak
Note that it is possible to obtain a continuum of approximations Xsak between the 
two approximations (4.49) and (4.56). Writing the averaging filter (4.51) as
(k +  l )zk+i = kzk +  Ufc+i,
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it is possible to increase the speed of convergence of zk without affecting the steady 
state value by moving the pole of the filter closer to the unit circle. This is achieved 
via the modified filter
(k +  L)zk + 1
rS
kzk + Lvk+1 , (4.57)
V s xwhere L > 1. With vk =  and \ ak = zk, L = 1 recovers the approximation
(4.49), whilst L = oo recovers the approximation (4.56). For intermediate values of L, 
the corresponding centered finite difference scheme is given by
Vfc+lM =  max ^ 2 \ \ rbsk( z ) p ( x , z \ v )  + 5 t {x )
z(zN^X (x)
c(x) -  7  M -  ( i -  2  ) K.k
V b.k+l(a) =  ^ + i W - ^ + i N  
R-l+i = R-i +  v&.i(*o),
(5t (x)
8T(x0)
\6 - 
Aa,k —
Lk \
L - l + k )  \ k 8 T(xo))  ’
(4.58)
(4.59)
(4.60)
(4.61)
with initialization (4.37) and (4.38). Note that this scheme employs a feedback of the 
current available power approximation X°ak (4.61) into the value space iteration (4.58). 
However, by simple manipulations of equations (4.58)-(4.61), it will be shown that this 
scheme is still of the form of Figure 4.4, with the averaging filter given by (4.57). 
Recall that the value space iteration for the scheme (4.46)-(4.49) is given by
Vk+i(*) =  m a x i [% (*)?(*> *lv) +  8t (x) [c(x) — 72|v|2] 1 . (4.62)
V [ z€NäX(x) J
Then, rewriting (4.58),
Vk+1(*) =  (4.63)
Hence, the approximation for Vb(x) — Vfc(xo) (4.59) becomes
vh*M 1(x) = v£+1( x ) - v£+1(x0)
T> S
h ( x )
8t {x  o)
^ +1(.)  -  Sr(z) ( 1 -jJK, -  ( | g )  +
8t (x) 
8t (x o)
8t (x0) ( 1 -  - \sAa.k
= vt+1( x ) - v £+1 5t {x) (4.64)8t (xo)
which is precisely the centering step (4.47). Furthermore, since V^ +1(x) depends on V^k 
only, the approximations for Vi(x) — Vi (xq) must be identical for schemes (4.46)-(4.49)
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and (4.58)-(4.61) for each k. That is, V^k(x) =  V^k(x) for all x E Gx  and all iterations 
k.
Mutliplying (4.60) through by L, substituting for LRk+l and LRsk using (4.61), and 
applying (4.63),
(L + k)X6aJc+l5T {xo) = ( L -  14- k)Xsa kST{xo) + LVk+1(x0)
= ( L - 1 +  k)XsaJ T(x0) + L (v£+1{x0) -  ( l  -  ^  Xsa^  
= ( L -  1 +  k)Xij,ST{x0 ) + o) -  1)A^.
=  kXsaJc5T{xo) +  LVk+1(x o).
Hence,
(L + k ) \ i M  = kXi  (4.65)
which is precisely (4.57). Hence, the modified finite difference scheme (4.58)-(4.61) is 
identical to the scheme (4.46)-(4.49) with the averaging filter (4.51) replaced by the 
filter (4.57). Note that setting L — 1 in the scheme (4.58)-(4.61) yields the scheme 
(4.46)-(4.49). Setting L = oo in (4.58) yields the iteration
V&iM = v£+1{x) -  6 t ( x ) X { k , (4.66)
where Vk+1(x) is given by (4.62). Therefore, (4.60) implies that
i4+i = 4  + *& i(*o)-*r(*o)< (4.67)
But, L = oo in (4.61) implies that
A* -
o)'
(4.68)
Substituting this in (4.67),
Rsk+1 = R l  + v ‘+l( x o ) - R i
=  V & i ( * o ) .
Hence, (4.68) implies that
X1 A, r/(x0) (4.69)
a ' k  o) ’ 
which is precisely (4.56). Hence, setting L — oo in the scheme (4.58)-(4.61) yields
the scheme (4.54)-(4.56) (noting that the centering step (4.59) is independent of L, as
shown in (4.64), so that the kth approximation for Vb(x) — Vj,(xo) is identical for both
schemes).
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The effect of varying L > 1 is illustrated in Figure 5.43 (for the 2-dimensional 
circular lim it cycle system of Section 5.7.3).
4.6 A Bisection M ethod for (Aa,Vb)
One of the  m ain problems with the centered finite difference schemes presented thus far 
is th a t the  value function approxim ation generated is for the normalized infinite horizon 
available storage, Vf>(x) — 14(xo), rather than  the unnormalized infinite horizon available 
storage V&(x), (2.169). Although the reference state xq E Gx  is arbitrary, clearly the 
norm alized approxim ation m ust satisfy V^,(xo) =  0. Since the actual value of the 
infinite horizon value function V),(x) is unknown at xq, V&(x) cannot be recovered from 
the centered finite difference approxim ation. Hence, the  centered schemes presented are 
useful for com puting the shape, bu t not the value, of the function V&(x). Clearly, such 
an approxim ation may be unsatisfactory. For example, it does not adm it the testing of 
results such as Corollary 2.10.3 and Corollary 2.10.4.
In th is section, an alternative to the centered schemes is presented. The bisection 
finite difference scheme allows the approxim ation of the infinite horizon value func­
tion Vb{x) to be com puted, ra ther than  the norm alization V&(x) — T4(xo). Specifically, 
the bisection approach approxim ates the function V(x,T)  — AaT  rather th an  the nor­
m alization V(x,T)  — V( xq,T)  (as is the case with the centered schemes), so th a t as 
T  —> oo, the approxim ation tends to V),(x) rather th an  V)>(x) — V),(xo). Note th a t the 
term  “bisection” refers to the m ethod by which the available power approxim ation is 
com puted.
A natu ral starting  point for developing the bisection scheme is to consider the 
approxim ation for V (x ,T ) — AaT  given by
Vbs(x,T) = Vs( x , T ) - \ saT,  (4.70)
where V s (x, T) is the finite difference approxim ation of the finite horizon value function 
V (x, T) (4.5) obtained using (4.40), and A^  is an as yet to be determ ined approxim ation 
of the  available power Aa (4.1). Combining (4.40) and (4.70),
Vf(x,T +  Sr(x))
= V s(x , T + 6t (x) ) - \ s(T + 6t (x))
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max I Y ^ [ ( v S(z,T) -  \*T j^ p(x,z\v) + ST(x) c{x) -  ~f\v\2 -  X8a 1
V [* € # * * (* )  J
=  v  i  X [ Vb ( z >T M x i z \v ) + $ t (x ) c(x ) ~  1 2 \v \2 - \ {
Applying assumption (A19),
Vbs(x,kST(x)) «  Vhs( z ,U T(x)) 
for 2  £ N s(x) and large k. Hence, writing
V & ( * )  =
equations (4.71), (4.72), and (4.73) imply that
(4.71)
(4.72)
(4.73)
Vj,.,i(a:) = max
'  +  veGv
Y^ [vb6k(z )p(x ’z \v) +  £t (x) c(x) -  y2\v\2 -  XSa 1. (4.74) 
_z £Ns A( x)  J
Since A^  is an approximation for the available power Aa (4.1), the approximation Vbk(x)
produced by the iterative scheme (4.74) is an approximation for the infinite horizon A-
storage Vbxs (x) (2.192) rather than the infinite horizon available storage Vb(x) (4.3).
Theorem 2.11.2 states that
f -oo Xsa > Aa,
v b\t(x) =  l  v b(x) Xsa = Aa,
[ OO Xsa < Aa.
Hence, it is reasonable to expect that
(i) Vbk(x) diverges to —oo if Xsa > Aa,
(ii) Vb k(x) converges to Vb(x) if X8a =  Aa,
(iii) Vbk(x) diverges to Too if A^  < Aa,
in the limit as k —> oo and 6x, Sy i  0. This suggests the following bisection approach 
for approximating the pair (Aa, Vb(x)):
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Step 1. Set j  = 0. Guess A^., A^ '?j, where A ^ < Aa < A*’“ .
c \ S ' 1 + A <5’“
Step 2. Set XT' = a’> 2 a G Set fc =  0. Set V£k(x) = 0 for all x G GX-
Step 3. Compute , 1(rr) using the value space iteration (4.74). Re­
peat Step 3 until Vkk(x) diverges or converges to within a desired 
tolerance.
Step 4. If the result of Step 3 is divergent to —oo then set A^“+1 =  Aa'm, 
else set A^-+1 =  Aa'm.
Step 5. Repeat Steps 2-4 until A ^ — A^- is within a desired tolerance.
In summary, this scheme computes the infinite horizon A-st.orage Vbt\(x)  using the value 
space iteration (4.74) with A^  fixed. If the result is divergent to —oo, then the choice 
of Ag is too large. Otherwise, if the result is divergent to oo, then the choice of A^  is 
too small.
Clearly this scheme is numerically very intensive. Furthermore, the test in Step 3 for 
divergence or convergence can never be absolutely conclusive since only a finite number 
of value iterations can be performed. As such, the usefulness of the bisection scheme for 
approximating both the available power Aa and the infinite horizon available storage V& 
is limited. However, in computing V&(x) with Aa known, the value space iteration (4.74) 
is very useful. Even without knowledge of the exact available power, a centered scheme 
such as that presented in Section 4.3 can provide an accurate approximation of the 
available power, which may then be used in (4.74). Although using a centered scheme 
first may appear to defeat the purpose, it is important to remember that centered 
schemes can only compute the normalization Vfc(x) — Vi (xq) (for some reference state 
£o). The purpose of the bisection scheme is to compute the unnormalized infinite 
horizon available storage Vj(x).
Remark 4.6.1 Value space iteration (4.74) is clearly of a similar form to (4.58), since 
both include the available power approximation in the running cost term.
Preserving the A^  k feedback in the scheme (4.58)-(4.61), consider again the case
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where L = oo. The available power approxim ation (4.61) is given then by (4.69),
A v,sMa.k 5t (xo)
Furtherm ore, the  value space iteration  (4.58) is given by (4.66),
v £ i ( * )  =  ^ + i ( * ) - M * ) <  *•
Combining these two equations,
For a convergent approxim ation, clearly V£(x)  —> Vj^ +1(x) for all x G G x • So, for large 
&, the above value space iteration can be approxim ated by
Vi+l(*) ~ Vw-i(*)-n+i(*o ) ( | ^ )
=  H W * ) >  (4-75)
from the centering step (4.59) (which is independent of L  as shown in (4.64)). So, com­
bining approxim ation (4.75) w ith the value space iteration (4.58) yields an alternative 
value space iteration,
max
v z G v Y l [ VbAz)P(xiz \v)
z £ Ns X( x)
+  5t {x ) c (x ) — 7•2m 2 -  Aa.k (4.76)
which is the same form as (4.74). ◄
R em ark  4 .6 .2  The value space iteration  (4.74) can also be derived by proposing th a t 
{^a,Vb) is a  solution of the sta tionary  form of the PD E (2.50). T ha t is, th a t
Aa =  sup {V xFfe(x) • g(x,v)  +  c{x) -  'y1\v\2} , (4.77)
u€Rp
where g(x,v)  = a(x)  +  b(x)v is the RHS of the sta te  equation for system  £  (2.1). 
Following the same steps as in Section 4.3, the finite difference approxim ation for 
V xVb(x) • g{x,v)  is given by
V SxXVb(x) -g(x,v)  = — — < - V h{x) +  ] T  [Vb(z)p(x,z\v)] l  , (4.78)
St(x) 1 J&v J
where p(x,z\v)  is given by (4.50). Limiting the disturbance space to the coordinate 
grid Gy  and applying the approxim ation (4.78) to the  stationary PD E (4.77),
max
v£Gv £  [V 5f(*)p(* ,*l*)]|I I z€N*X( x)  )
2 l .|2+  c(x) —
where the S superscripts denote th a t the quantities are approxim ate. Rearranging
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yields th a t
Vb(x)  = max I Vb ( z )p(x , z \v ) + 5 t {x ) c(x ) -  y 2\v\2 -  XSa 1, (4.79)
v Ueiv<sx(x) J
which defines a recursive expression for the infinite horizon available storage approxi­
m ation V^(x).  Setting V^k+1(x) equal to V^(x) and V£k(z) equal to V*(z) yields the 
value space iteration (4.74). ◄
4.7 A Bisection M ethod for (Aa,V a)
Provided th a t assum ption (A19) holds, the infinite horizon available storage Vj(x) 
(4.3) can be defined as the limit as T  —> oo of the value function V ( x , T ) — AaT.  
T h a t is, Vb(x) may be regarded as the stationary  value of V( x , T )  — AaT. This allows 
approxim ation schemes such as those of Section 4.3 to focus on the approxim ation of the 
finite horizon value function V ( x , T ), where T  oo is achieved approxim ately as the 
iteration  num ber —» oo. T ha t is, the approxim ation for Vf,(x) using finite differences
may be constructed from the nonstationary PD E (4.7) for V(x , T) .
The m ain difficulty w ith constructing similar schemes for approxim ating the super 
available storage Va(x) (4.2) is th a t the representation of Va(x) in term s of the finite 
horizon value function V( x , T )  involves a suprem um  over the tim e horizon T.  T ha t 
is, Va(x) cannot be in terpreted  as a stationary  solution of the nonstationary PD E 
(4.7). However, by Theorem  2.8.12, is it known th a t the pair ( A a , ! ^ )  m ust satisfy the 
sta tionary  variational inequality (2.163). T ha t is,
m ax ( ~ \ a +  sup {V zV ^z) • g(x,v)  +  c(x) -  72M 2} , ~Va{x) ) =  0, (4.80)
where g(x,v)  = a(x)  -1- b{x)v is the RHS of the sta te  equation (2.1). Furtherm ore, in 
developing a bisection m ethod for the pair ( A a , T 4 ) ,  Remark 4.6.2 dem onstrates th a t 
the value space iteration  for the infinite horizon available storage approxim ation can 
be derived from the stationary  PD E (4.77). Hence, to obtain a value space iteration 
for an approxim ation to  Va{x), the same m ethod as in Rem ark 4.6.2 is applied using 
the stationary  variational inequality (4.80).
Following steps similar to those in Section 4.3, the finite difference approxim ation
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for V xVa(x) ■ g(x, v) can be w ritten  as
V s*Va(x) ■ g(;x,v) =  - 1 - J - K , ( x )  +  V  [Va(z)p(x,z\v )}\  , (4.81)5t{x) I  * * ( , )  J
where p (x i z\v) is given by (4.50). Once again limiting the disturbance space to the 
coordinate grid Gy  and applying the approxim ation (4.81) to the stationary  VI (4.80),
max (
—A„ +  max 
v e G v
~ V ‘ (x)
1
5t {x) (X) + ^ 2 [ Va(z )p (x , z \v)
zeNsx ( x)
) = 0, (4.82)
where the 5 superscript implies an approxim ation. M ultiplying through by 5t (x), 
adding Va{x) to  bo th  sides, and introducing the iteration num ber k yields the required 
value space iteration,
Va,k+1 (*) = max(
max < Y ^ l Va A z )p(x ,z\v) 4- ST (x) |c(x ) -  7 2 |v |2 -  a£|  ^ ,
V & x )  [l-*r(*)]
) , (4.83)
w ith initial value V£k=.0(x) = 0 for all x £ G x • Note th a t since Xsa is an as yet to  be 
determ ined approxim ation for the available power Aa , the approxim ation V£k(x) given 
by the value space iteration  (4.83) is actually an approxim ation to the  super A-storage 
Va\6a(x) (2.164). However, Theorem  2.9.2 states th a t
Aa >  Aa => Va\  sa( x ) < V a{x),
A^  =  Aa =► VaXs(x) = Va(x),
Aa < Aa =$- Va\&a(x) =  oo.
Hence, similar to the infinite horizon available storage case of Section 4.6, it is reason­
able to expect th a t
(i) V£k(x) converges to a lower bound for Va(x) if A^  > Aa ,
(ii) V£k(x) converges to  Va(x) if Xsa =  Aa ,
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(iii) V£k(x) diverges to oo if Xsa < Aa,
in the limit as k —* oo and 6x, $v i  0. This suggests the following bisection scheme for 
approximating the pair very similar to that of Section 4.6:
S tep  1. Set j  = 0. Guess A ^, A^“, where A ^ < Aa < A^“ .
1 X s ' u
Step 2. Set Aa’m =  a'J 2 a'J. Set k = 0. Set V^k(x) = 0 for all x G Gx-
Step  3. Compute V^fc+1(x) using the value space iteration (4.83). Re­
peat Step 3 until V^k(x) diverges or converges to within a desired 
tolerance.
S tep  4. If the result of Step 3 is divergent to oo then set A^-+1 =  Aa™, 
else set A*’“+1 =  Aa™.
Step 5. Repeat Steps 2-4 until A^“ — A^- is within a desired tolerance.
4.8  A  C en tered  M eth o d  for V£r(£,x)
Unlike standard 1-Loo theory, the existence of a minimum in either the super available 
storage Va(x) (4.2) or the infinite horizon available storage Vj,(x) (4.3) for systems with 
power gain does not necessarily imply the existence of a stable equilibrium at that 
minimum (see, for example, Figure 5.6, where the stable equilibrium under the worst 
case disturbance is actually ^). However, as discussed in Section 2.14, it is evident that 
the existence of a minimum in the difference between the infinite horizon fixed initial 
state required supply and the infinite horizon available storage does imply a form of 
stability of the worst case trajectory. Consequently, in order to calculate this difference 
W(x) = x) — Vi(x) (2.211) for a given initial state f =  argminx€Rn (V^z)}, an
approximation for V^(£, x) is required.
In Section 4.3, an approximation for the finite horizon value function V(x ,T)  (4.5) 
was computed by applying a finite difference approximation to the nonstationary PDE 
(2.50). This approximation of V(x,T)  was then applied in the definition (4.3) of the 
infinite horizon available storage (4.3) to compute an approximation for Vi(x). Follow­
ing the same procedure for V^(£,z), a finite difference approximation can be applied
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to the nonstationary  PD E (2.198), yielding an approxim ation for the finite horizon 
fixed initial sta te  required supply Vr (£,x ,T)  (2.194). Using th is approxim ation, it is 
then  possible to construct a  centered finite difference approxim ation for the infinite 
horizon fixed initial sta te  required supply V^(£,cc) by applying definition (4.4). As the 
details of this procedure are largely similar to th a t of Section 4.3, only the resulting 
centered finite difference m ethod for Vjfr (£,x) is presented. Note th a t as an aside from 
the approxim ation of V^(£, cc), an approxim ation for the available power Aa can also be 
com puted. However, th is is not essential as Aa may be com puted when approxim ation 
Vb(x) (Section 4.3).
As a m atte r of notation, let G x  and Gy  denote the restricted sta te  space and 
disturbance coordinate grids (4.11), (4.12) respectively. Also, let V^ r  ^fc(x) denote the 
kth approxim ation of the normalized infinite horizon fixed initial sta te  required supply 
V/r{( ,x)  (4 -4)- T ha t is.
~  o), (4.84)
where xo E G x  is an a rb itrary  fixed reference sta te . Then, a centered finite difference 
m ethod for approxim ating V^(£, x) is given by
K4,*+i(*) = mm < \^br^k{z)p{x ,z \v)
V lkz€AT<5X(:c)
Vbr£Mi(x) =  % , f c + i ( * )  -  l ( * o ) ,
+ 72M 2 - c(x ) } ,  (4.85)
(4.86)
where
p(x,z\v)
1 -
a? (*v)
2  =  x,
z = x -F Sxei, 
elsewhere.
(4.87)
In deriving value space iteration (4.85) and centering equation (4.86), the only no­
table difference from the corresponding derivation in Section 4.3 is the choice of finite 
difference approxim ation. In this case, the ith component of the finite difference ap­
proxim ation is (c.f. (4.8))
-  VAtz+S^-VA^.T) g .{ X j V ) < 0 ;
VAt.*.T)-VAC.*-Sx e,.T) g .{ X' V ) > 0 '
The centered finite difference m ethod (4.85)-(4.86) is applied in several examples in 
C hapter 5 (see, for example, Section 5.3.3, 5.4).
(4.88)
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4.9  C o n c lu sio n
By applying finite difference approxim ations to the various determ inistic differential 
equations for the candidate power bias /  storage function pairs, it was possible to 
derive useful approxim ation m ethods for these candidate pairs.
For the infinite horizon available storage Vf,(x) and infinite horizon fixed initial state  
required supply V^(£, z ) , treatm ent of the  nonstationary partial differential equations 
allowed approxim ation of the corresponding finite horizon value functions. These ap­
proxim ations when used in the limit of large tim e horizons then  provided approxim a­
tions for the infinite horizon functions Vf,(x) and V ^(£ ,z ).
By applying a finite difference approxim ation to the sta tionary  variational inequality 
for the super available storage Va(x), a similar approxim ation m ethod for the super 
available storage Va{x) was developed.
Finally, two m ethods for approxim ating the available power Aa were presented. By 
far the most useful m ethod employed a “centering” technique to com pute the growth 
in the finite horizon value function V ( x , T ) w ith T, and hence the worst case average 
cost per unit tim e Aa.
C h ap te r  5
E x am p les
5.1 S ta tic  N on lin earities
In this section, we consider the problem of calculating the available storage for static 
nonlinearities (or just plain functions). Hence, we consider systems of the form
E : z =  A(-u), (5.1)
where v £ Rp, 2 £ R 9, and A(-) is a function mapping Rp to R q. As such, a static 
nonlinearity does not require an internal state, although it could be written as
s  j  x(t) =  0, x(0) = x,
\  z(t) =
As such, there is no associated energy storage with static nonlinearities. So, calculating 
the available storage for static nonlinearities is a relatively simple task, especially in 
view of Theorem 2.10.15. Since the energy storage can be regarded as constant, finding 
a solution pair (A,I/) of the PDE (2.179) simplifies to computing
A =  H{x,  0). (5.2)
Theorem 2.10.15 ensures that the power bias computed is the available power. That 
is, Aa =  A. Hence, for static nonlinearities A(-),
Aa =  sup {|A(v)|2 -  72M2} • (5.3)
veRp
Note that (5.3) also follows directly from the definition of available power (2.84), where 
the supremum over v £ simplifies to a supremum over v £ Rp due to the
absence of dynamics in the system.
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Given the prescription (5.3), we com pute the available power for a num ber examples 
sta tic  nonlinearities.
E x a m p le  5.1 .1  Define a  unity gain deadzone nonlinearity w ith deadband [—1, 1] as
S(v)
V + 1
t—H1V
0 v e  [-1 ,1],
v  — 1 V > 1.
(5.4)
Since the deadzone is piecewise continuous, it is useful to  com pute the suprem um  in 
(5.3) on each on the  three intervals on which £(•) (5.4) is defined. T h a t is,
A ( - 00, - 1) 
A
sup {|S(t/)|2 - 7 2 M 2 } ,
* € (  —oo. —1)
[-in] =  sup  { l * M I 2 - 7 2 M 2 } ,  
* € [-1.1]
A(1,00) =  SUP { I W I 2 - 7 2M 2} •
v€( l ,oo )
Then, the available power (5.3) is given by
Aa =  m a x  * f . l i l j,A*fliO0)} .
So, applying (5.4) to  (5.5),
A
(5.5)
(5.6)
(5.7)
(5.8)
k( - o o , - l ) sup {\v +  1|2 -  72|v |2}
* € ( - o o , - l )
=  sup {l +  2v +  (1 — 72)v2}
* € ( —oo,—l)
Since the suprem um  is over an unbounded set, for finiteness of A*_^, we require
th a t 7 >  1. In this case, the m aximum  occurs when
1
v = v = —---- - .
7 Z — 1
Clearly v £  (—oo, —1) for 7 >  1. Hence, the m aximum  occurs a t the boundary of the  
interval (—00, —1). T h a t is, when v — v* =  — 1. So,
X) 7  <  1
A( - 00, - 1)
- 7 ^  7  >  1
Similarly, combining (5.4) and (5.7), yields tha t
A(1,00) A ( - 00, - 1)*
(5.9)
(5.10)
Finally, combining (5.4) and (5.6),
0 (5.11)
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for all gain 7 > 0. So, combining (5.8) through (5.11),
00 7 < 1,
0 7 >  1,
Equation (5.12) demonstrates that a unity gain deadzone has identical available power 
to that of the identity function. Note that is independent of the extend of the deadband.
(5.12)
♦
Example 5.1.2 Consider a saturation nonlinearity with unity gain linear region [—1,1],
1 v < - l ,
a(u) =  < - v  v G [ - l , l ] ,
[ - 1  v > 1.
Following the same procedure as in the preceding example,
X *  —  X *A ( - o o , - l )  A (l.oo) sup {l — 72v2 }
i>€(—oo.—l)
I - 72,
for all 7 > 0 ,
A
Combining (5.8), (5.14), and (5.15),
Aa =
[-1.1] =  SUP { ( l - 7 2)^2} 
* € [-1,1]
1 -  72 7 <
0 7 > 1.
I - 7 2 7 < 1,
0 7  > 1.
(5.13)
(5.14)
(5.15)
(5.16)
♦
5.2 Linear S ystem s
Consider the class of linear systems described by the equations
x = Ax  +  Bv
£  : {
 ^ z = Cx
where A G R nXn, B  G R nxp, C G R 9Xn, with A  a stable matrix.
(5.17)
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T h e o re m  5.2 .1  Suppose system  E given by (5.17) is Co-stable. Then,
oo 2/  7 < ||E ||W„
0 i f 7 > l |£ | |* „
Aa (x) = (5.18)
Proof: 7 > H E p^: Any ^ 2-stable linear system  has ^ 2-gain < 7 for all 7 > H Ep^ .
Hence, by Proposition 2.6.2, Aa (cc) =  0 for all 7 >  H E p ^ .
7 < U E p ^ :  Consider the application of sinusoidal inputs only. Since E is linear, 
the corresponding ou tpu ts m ust also be sinusoidal (plus some energy signal). So, for 
bo th  input and ou tpu t, the l i m s u p ^ ^  in the ^-"P-seminorm reduces to a lim7’_>00, as 
in [45].
Now, define a sequence of frequencies, - p n} such th a t for input sinusoid wn (t) =  
Asin(a>n£), A  G R n , and corresponding ou tput zn {t), p n |p-p f  H S p ^ P n lp P  as 
n  —> 00. From [45], we know th a t such a sequence can always be found (since the Tioo- 
norm  on the transfer m atrix  is induced by the JF'P-seminorm defined therein). Now, 
each input vn = K v n is suboptim al, for all K  G R  and all n > 1. So, using linearity,
Aq A  SUp { P n l l ^ - p  ~  7 2 | |v n | | ^ - p }  
n>l,/CGR
=  sup {K 2 [p„||>P -  72||^ n | |^ ]  } • 
n>l./C€R
B ut, 7 < I I E p ^  . Hence, for sufficiently large n,en >  0, where
en ~  Pnll^-p —
Thus,
Aa(z) >  sup { K 2s n } 
n>l. /C €R
=  CO,
as required. ■
This result only describes a sufficient condition (ie /^ -stab ility ) for which the avail­
able power is in the  set {0, 00}. To show th a t no interm ediate values are possible, we 
m ust consider when E is not £ 2-stable.
Lack of £ 2‘Stability of E implies th a t  the transfer m atrix  of E is either nonproper, or 
has RHP poles. In either case, it is easy to show th a t  the  available power is infinite. So, 
we have the following general result describing the available power for linear systems.
T h e o re m  5 .2 .2  Linear system  E can have finite available power iff  E is C2 -stable and 
the power gain factor  7 is greater than or equal to H S p ^ .  Furthermore, when the
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available power is finite, it is zero.
Note th a t th is result also shows th a t the available power is independent of the  initial 
conditions. This can be proved directly, using superposition.
5.3 A ffine S ystem s
5 .3 .1  G e n e r a l R e s u lts
Consider the class of affine nonlinear systems given by
x(t) = Ax(t)  +  Bv(t)  
z(t) = Cx(t)  +  D
(5.19)
where A  G R nxn, B  G R nxp, C  G R ?xn, and D  G RL The following result provides a 
lower bound for the available power of a system s of the form (5.19).
T h eo rem  5 .3 .1  Consider E affine as in (5.19), with A asymptotically stable. Then, 
D'D  +  D 'C A ~ l B[y2I  -  S]~l B ' (A ~ 1) 'C  D i f y 2I  -  S  >  0,
D'D
Aa >
if  721 — 5  =  0 and E^ 
has a zero at the origin, 
otherwise,
(5.20)
where S = B ' (A ~ 1) ' C C A ~ l B ,
x(t) = Ax(t)  +  Bv(t) 
ze(t) = Cx( t )
(5.21)
P roof: Suppose th a t a constant disturbance K  G Rp is applied to the linear system
(5.21). The Laplace Transform  of the ou tpu t is then
Zt(s) =  C(s l  -  A)~1B K ~ .
s
Using the Final Value Theorem , the steady s ta te  ou tput due to the constant disturbance 
K  is the  constant Zi (depending on K),  where
Zt = lim {**(*)}t—>oo
= lim {sZi{s)}
s —>• 0
=  lim { C ( s l  -  A)~1B K } 
=  - C A ~ l B K .
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Since £^ is linear and A is asym ptotically stable, the output can be w ritten  as
Zi(t) = zt (t) + Zt,
where zi is an energy signal. Hence, the output of the affine system £  can be w ritten  
as
z(t) =  zt {t) -  Z
(5.22)
where Z  =  — (Zi +  D ). Hence,
\z(t)\2 = \zt (t)\2 - 2 Z ' z t
> \zl (t)\2 -2\Z\\z
A lower bound for the finite horizon value function V (x, T) (2.33) can then  be com puted.
»T
V(x,T) = sup (  f  [ |2( s ) |2 - 72 |u ( s ) | 2] dsX 
vec2[o,T] U o J
> sup (  f  [\z(s)\2 -  y2\K\2] dsX
K £ R p UO J
> sup { f T [ |Z |2 -  72\K\2 +  \zt (t)\2 -  2\Z\\zt {t)\] d s )
K £ R p Uo J
= K^ { ( I Z p - * \ K f ) T  + j  [\h{t)\2 -  2\Z\\z£(t)\] ds
By definition of available power Aa (2.84),
Aa =  lim sup
T —>oo
>
>
{!2^ }
lim sup sup { \Z\2 — 7 2|i^!2 +  [  [\ze(t)\2 -  2\Z\\z£(t)\\ ds
T-too  K£RP  I 1 Jo
{ T
sup lim sup j \Z\2 — 7 2|AT|2 +  ■— [ [\zt {t)\2 -  2\Z\\zi {t)\] ds 
K e R p  T—>oo I J- Jo
sup I \Z\2 — 'y1\K\2 +  lim sup | i  f  [\zi(t)\2 -  2\Z\\z£(t)\] ds 
K eR P  L T->oo l 1 Jo
KeRP
> sup \Z\2 — j 2\K\2 + lim sup
T  —y OO u
2 lim infT^oc T
\mv ds}-
1
\Z\\zt (t)\ ds (5.23)
Holder’s inequality implies th a t
T  / T T
- j ;  Jo \Z\\zi{t)\ds > - y ^ 2 ^  \z \2 ds J0 \h{t)\2 ds
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= - \ Z \ d f  Jo & (i) |2 ds.
So, as Zi{t) is an energy signal, (5.23) and (5.24) imply that
*T
(5.24)
K €  R p
Aa > sup < \Z\~ — 7 \K\~ +  limsup
T  —>oo { f l
\ m \2 d s  r -
2\Z\ Ihn inf \  \j  —
{ / h
|^ ( t ) |2 ds
= sup { |Z |2 - 72|AT|2}.
/C€Rp
=  sup { I C A ^ B K  -  D\2 ~ ^ 2\K\2}
Ke  r p
=  £>'£> +  sup {A ' ( B ' i A - ' y C C A - ' B  -  72/ )  K  -  (2 D'CA~l B) K }  
K e  R p
= £>'£>- inf P(AT),
ifeR p
where
P(AT) =  K' (12I - S ) K + ( 2 D ' C A ~ 1B ) K ,
and S  =  B'{A~1) 'C C A~l B . Note that P ( K ) is quadratic in K.  If P{K)  has negative 
concavity, then i n f # e R m  P(K)  =  — oo. Hence,
72/  -  5  < 0 =» Aa > oo. (5.25)
Suppose tha t has a zero at the origin. Then, CA~l B  =  0. With 72/  — 5 =  0, P ( K ) 
is then identically zero for all K.  So,
72/  — 5 =  0 and £^ has a zero at the origin =>■ Aa > D'D.  (5.26)
Alternatively, if has no zeros at the origin and 72/  — 5  =  0, then P ( K ) is linear in 
K.  Thus,
72/  — 5 =  0 and has no zeros at the origin =>• Aa > oo. (5.27)
Finally, suppose that 72/  — 5 > 0. Then, P ( K ) has positive concavity and hence a
minimum. Differentiating P(K)  v/ith respect to AT, 
dP(K)
dK
= 2 K \ ' f l  -  5) +  2 D'CA~l B
Setting equal to zero and solving for the minimizing AT,
K  = K* =  - [ 72/  -  S]~lB'{A~l yC 'D ,
where we have used the fact tha t 5  is symmetric. Thus,
inf P{K)  KeRp —D'CA~1B[y2I  -  S]- l B '{A - l yC'D.
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So,
y 2I  — S' > 0 => Aa > D 'D  +  D 'C A~l B[y2I  — S]~1B ,(A~1)'C'D. (5.28)
Combining statements (5.25) through (5.28) completes the proof. ■
T heorem  5.3.2 Consider an affine system E as in (5.19) with A asymptotically stable. 
Then, system E has TV-gain  < y for all y  > HCrH?^, where G(s) =  C {sl — A )~ l B, 
with power bias
A = D'D + f j Q B B ' Q 1,
where Q = — 2 D'C{A  +  -K E ß ' P )~ l , and P  is the stabilizing solution of the Algebraic 
Riccati Equation
A 'P  + P A  + \ P B B ' P  + C'C = 0.
Moreover, the worst case disturbance for this power bias is given by
Proof: Suppose that (A, V) is a viscosity solution pair of the PDE (2.179). Applying
the completion of squares argument,
W  lx)AH— f  V V (i)B B V V (x) +  (Cx + D)' (Cx + D) =  A, (5.29)\yZ
where the worst case disturbance is v* = y—^ B ' V V (x). Suppose that V  takes the form 
of a general quadratic function
V (x) = x 'P x + Qx + R, (5.30)
where P  G R nXn is symmetric, Q G R lxn, and R  G R. Substituting (5.30) in (5.29) 
and solving for the coefficients,
A 'P  +  P A  + \ P B B ' P  +  C'C = 0 
T
(5.31)
Q A + \ q B B 'P  + 2D'C = 0 
T
(5.32)
D ' D + ^ Q B B ' Q  = A. 
Ay1
(5.33)
Applying the Strict Bounded Real Lemma [35], y  > HCHkoc implies that there always 
exists a nonnegative definite solution P  of (5.31) such that A x = A  +  ^ B B 'P  has 
all eigenvalues in the open LHP. Hence, A x is invertible and (5.32) implies that Q = 
—2D 'C (A X)~1 is uniquely defined. (5.33) then uniquely defines finite A.
So, applying Theorem 2.7.3, system E has T V -gain < 7 - ■
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Theorem s 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 provide a lower bound and an upper bound (respectively) 
for the available power Aa (2.84) of a m ultivariable affine system. We now show th a t 
the two bounds are in fact equal, thereby giving us an exact closed form expression for 
the available power. In order to do th is, we begin by showing th a t the  disturbances 
required to achieve the two bounds are identical.
T h eo rem  5 .3 .3  The worst case disturbance v* of Theorem 5.3.2 is equivalent to the 
worst case constant disturbance K* =  — [q2/  — S]~l B ' C D  of Theorem 5.3.1, 
where S  = B '{A ~ 1) 'C C A ~ l B .
Proof: From Theorem  5.3.2, the optim al input is given by
w. = l ^ B ' P e ( t )  + ~
Hence,
( x(t) = ( A + ± B B 'P ) l ; x(t) + f ^ B B ' Q ' . (5.34)
Since A ci is a stability  m atrix , the steady sta te  is
and the steady sta te  optim al input is thus
M ultiplying on the left by the symmetric m atrix  72/  — 5,
-1  /
(7 2I - S ) w l s = A A ^ C ^ B B 'iA jy P B -^ B ^ t f (A ^ 'C 'D .,SS
N
Expanding the expression for N ,
T\
Considering term  T\
B B , (Afl1) 'P A A ~ 1B
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From (5.31),
=  BB'{A'PA-ll ) 'A - lB.
A'P = - ( P A d + CC).
Hence,
Ti =  - B B ' i P  + C'CA^yA
= —B B 'P A ~ 1B  -  BB'(A~ll ),C>CA~ 1B.
Also,
T3 -  ^ B B ' i A j ' y P B S
= BB'(A~l1y (^ -P B B ') (A ~ l )'C,CA~1B 
= B B l(A~l1y A ,cl(A~1)'C,CA~1B -  B B '(A ^ 1) 1 A '(A~l )'C 'CA~ 1 B  
= B B '( A - l y C 'C A - l B  -  B B 'iA -y y C 'C A - 'B  
= B S  -  B B \A - y y c 'C A ~ l B.
Hence,
N  = -LAA~y { - B B ’P A ~ l B -  B B ,(A~l1yC ,CA~lB  -  j 2B  -  BS+  
B B 1 (A~l1),C 'CA~ 1 B  + BS)
= - \ a A~j1 (7 2B  + B B 'P A ~ lB)
= -AA~l1AciA~1B  
= - B .
Thus,
or
(72/ - S ) uC  =  - B ' ( A - l )'C'D
wts = - ( 7 2/  -  S ) - lB ' ( A - l )'C'D
K r
where K m is as in Theorem  5.3.1. Since w* — w^s is an energy signal, the available 
power is a tta ined  by application of input w^s = K m- ■
Finally, to  tie together completely the two bounds for A2, we show th a t both  apply 
for the  same range of gain factors.
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Lem m a 5.3.4 Suppose that y  > where G is the transfer matrix of linear
subsystem T>£ (5.21). Then, the matrix y21 — S is positive definite. That is,
7 > l | G | | « co =* 72/  — S  > 0.
P ro o f :  Define
cr(juj) = G *( ju )G ( ju )
=  B ' ( ( j u I - A ) - 1) * C C ( j u I - A ) - 1B.
Clearly, cr(jO) =  S.  By definition of the 'H00-norm,
Uplift» =  sup max { y/oti{ju) : a ( jw )u  = OLi(ju)v\  
w e  R  1 L J
> m ax j  y/afijO) : cr(j0)u = a f i j f y v  j
=  max {y/al : S v  — otiv] 
i
or
IIG H ^ > m ax{cti  : S v  = aii/} . (5.35)i
Hence, the eigenvalues of S  (which are real since S  is symmetric) cannot exceed the 
square of the H ^ -n o rm  of the transfer m atrix  G. Now, denote the set of eigenvalues of 
721 — S  by {ßi : i € [l,m ]}. Then,
|(72/  — S) — ß i l \  =  0 => |(72 - f t ) / - 5 |  = 0 ,
which implies th a t 72 — ßi is an eigenvalue of 5. Hence, we can write th a t  a ;  =  j 2 — ßi- 
So, applying (5.35),
\\G\\hco >  max {T2 -  ßi : ( j 2I  -  S ) v  = ß {v}
1
— 72 “  min {ßi : (721 -  S ) v  =  ß iv )  .
i
B ut, by assum ption, y 2 > ||Cr||^ . Hence,
min {ßi : (y2I  — S )v  = ß iv{  > y 2 -  ||G |&  > 0,
l
which states th a t all eigenvalues of 721 — S  m ust be positive. Thus, the m atrix  721 — S  
m ust be positive definite. ■
So, having proved th a t the lower and upper bounds for the available power XI apply
over the same range of gain factors, we now proved the m ajor result of th is section.
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T h eorem  5 .3 .5  Consider E as in (5.19), with A asymptotically stable. Then,
AZ
' D 'D  +  D 'C A ^ B t f l  -  S]~1B ,(A~1)'C 'D  
D 'D
oo
*/7>l|G| |%„,
i f  721 — 5  =  0 and E^ has 
(5.36)
a zero at the origin,
if 7 < IIGIkoo-
E xam p le  5 .3 .6  For scalar affine system s, 5  =  =  ||G ||^  , where G is the transfer
m atrix  of the  linear system  corresponding to d = 0 . Hence, by Theorem  5.3.5,
Ai = dii+^
y 2d2
y 2 _  6ici
' a2
for all 7 > ♦
E xam p le  5 .3 .7  Consider system  E of the  form of (5.19), w ith
- 1 1 0 0 0 1
- 2 0 1 0 1 0
A =
- 5 0 0 1
, B  =
0 2
-1 0 0 0 0 - 1 1
1 0 1 1 2
C =
0 1 2 1
D =
0
Applying Theorem  5.3 .5, the available power can be calculated for all 7 >  HGU?^. A 
plot of the available power is shown in Figure 5.1. The dashed line is positioned at
7 =  ll^lkoo* ♦
In the limit as 7 —> 00, the increasing penalty j 2 on the disturbance energy implies 
th a t the available power A2 m ust tend  to the available power of the  correponding 
autonom ous system  (v =  0). Hence, lim ^oofA ^} i  D 'D  =  4. Note also th a t as 
7 i  IIE^II, the  available power increases to a finite limit.
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Gain Factor
Figure 5.1: The Available Power \Z (2.84) for Example 5.3.7
5.3 .2  Scalar Affine S ystem s w ith ou t D isturban ces
Consider the special case of affine systems without disturbances,
x(s) = ax(s)
2:(s) = cx(s) +  d
where a < 0. Applying Theorem 5.3.5, the available power is given by Aa = d2. Since 
the system is disturbance free, x(s) = xeas. So, the finite horizon value function V(x ,T )  
is given by (2.33),
V{x,T) [  |z(s)|2ds 
Jo 
rT
/ [c2x 2e2as +  2dcxeas +  d2] ds 
JO
c2e2as
x2 +
2 dcec
x +  d*
2 dc
(eaT - 1 )  ) x  + d2T (5.37)
Applying the definition of available power (2.85) yields the expected result, Aa =  d2.
The super available storage may be calculated from the definition (2.150).
c2x “
'  -  • ’ ~ )Va{x) sup T >  0
eaT —
c2x 2 2 dcx \  
+ — )
p(e°T),
where p(-) is a quadratic function with negative concavity for x ^  0. Hence, the 
supremum always exists. p(r) has a maximum when r  =  r* = — So, Va(x) =  p(r*) 
provided there exists a T* > 0 such that eaT == — ^  = r*. However, since a < 0, T* > 0
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implies tha t 0 < < 1, or equivalently, that x E (—oo ,— —). So, substituting r*,
Va(x) = p ( - ~ )
C
2 a
cx J
2 w  2d\  2
X + ~ )
if x E (—oo, — =f). Next, consider x E [— ^ r,0) =>• r* E [l,oo). But, r* = eaT* < 1, 
which implies tha t the supremum occurs at t * = 1. Hence,
Va(x) =
=  0
for all x E [— ^ r,0 ). Note tha t since E has a stable equilibrium at x = 0, Va (0) =  0. 
Finally, consider x E (0, oo) => r* E (—oo,0]. But, r* > 0, which implies tha t r* =  0. 
Hence,
Va(x) = p{ 0)
for all x E (0,oo). In summary, the super available storage is given by
( ~ ! a )  (x +  t ) 2 if * 6 ( - o o , - f ) ,
Va(x) =  < 0 if x E [— ^ , 0] , (5.38)
, { - € ) x2 + { - Z7t ) x if x ^ (0, o°)'
Note tha t this function is C l . Taking the gradient and substituting in the Hamiltonian
(see (2.163)),
d2 if x E ( oo, ~ )  ,
0 if x E [-^ r ,0 ]  , 
d2 if x E (0 ,oo).
But, d2 = Xa. So, (Aa,Va) satisfies the PDE (2.179) when Va(x ) > 0, and the PDI 
(2.147) when Va(x) = 0. Hence, (Aa, Va) satisfies the VI (2.163).
H ( x , V xVa(x)) = {
The infinite horizon available storage may be calculated directly from the definition
(2.170). Applying (5.37) and noting tha t a < 0,
. . A
Vj)(x) =  limsup
T —¥OC l \ 2a 
2C
2 a
2 dc
x 2 + —  (e“T -  1) 
a
x + \ — X.
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Taking the gradient and substituting in the Hamiltonian (see (2.179)),
H(x,  VxVfc(x)) =  \7xVi(x)ax +  (cx +  d)
-2 N 2 dc
2
x H— — ) ax +  c2x 2 +  2dcx -f d2
=
So, (Aa, 14) is a solution of the PDE (2.179).
5.3 .3  Scalar Affine System s w ith  D isturban ces
In Section 5.3.1, a general form for the available power and the corresponding stabilizing 
solution of the PDE (2.179) for multivariable affine systems was developed indirectly 
by constructing upper and lower bounds for the available power and proving that the 
bounds were in fact equal. For scalar affine systems, it is possible to solve the PDE 
(2.179) directly, without assuming any particular form for the solution V.
Consider the class of scalar affine systems with disturbances given by
b = ax + bv,
(5.39)
2 = cx +  d,
where a < 0, b /  0, and c ^  0 (the system is stable, completely reachable, and 
observable). Applying completion of squares, PDE (2.179) may be written as
i2 , ”^7 T// -N ■ ' -  0 (5.40)
Note that (5.40) is quadratic in the gradient term VxF (z). The discriminant for this 
quadratic equation is
■fx [VxV (x)f +  axV xV(x)  +  (cx + d f -  A 
47^
A(z) b2a2x2 ---- 2 [(cx +  d)2 — A]
7
\  { [y2a2 -  b2c2] x2 -  2b2cdx +  b2 [A -  d2] } . (5.41)
For a solution to the PDE (5.40) to exist, the discriminant A(x) must be nonnegative 
for all x G R. By inspection or (5.41), immediately we have that
7 > (5.42)
W ith gain 7 satisfying (5.42), A(x)  has a global minimum at
_ =  .  =  b ' c d  
7 2 a 2 _  b2c 2
Hence, for a solution of (5.40) to exist, the global minimum of A(x), A(x*), must be
(5.43)
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nonnegative. That is,
A(z*)
5 *
2 j 27 z d
T2- n r
> 0
Hence, the minimal power bias A for which PDE (5.40) has a solution is
7 2d2A A,
72 - | ^ l
2* (5.44)
Note that Theorem 2.10.15 ensures that A* =  Aa, since (as will be shown) there ex­
ists a corresponding stabilizing solution V-{x) of the PDE. Denoting the discriminant 
corresponding to A =  A* by A*(2),
A*(z)
TV  -  b2c2
T
b2cdx —
7 2a2 — b2c2
So, the gradient of the solutions of the PDE (5.40) is given by
2,y2ax 2 j2 -------
V xV(x) 1,2 ^  52
27“|a|
(1 ±  x =F ^  ( 7 = =
(5.45)
(5.46)
(5.47)
where /z =  j ^ j .  Integrating (5.47), the solutions of the PDE (5.40) are given by
v ± (x) =  ^ ( l i V l - z A )  +  (5.48)
where i f  G R  is any constant. Note that since fi < 1 (5.42), both solutions are finite 
and bounded below.
The worst case disturbance for the system is (from the completion of squares) given
by
*
V
_b
27
2 V xV(x)
M (x ± vTvt?) x T JgL I * -
b \  r  J 72M \ ^ / T X J ?
Hence, the worst case dynamics are given by 
x* = -\a\x*+bv*
M ( “v/l -  x*
b~cd
i \ a \ V v i -
(5.49)
Consequently, in (5.48), the — solution VL is the stabilizing solution of (5.40), whilst 
the -I- solution V+ is the antistabilizing solution of (5.40).
From (5.49), it is possible to determine the stable and unstable equilibria corre-
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sponding to the stabilizing and antistabilizing solutions VL and V+ respectively. By
setting x* = 0 in (5.49), we find that the two equilibria are identical, and are given by
* b2cd
X =  7 2a 2 - i > 2C2 ’
which is precisely (5.43), the state which minimizes the discriminant. Since A*(a:*) =  
0, (5.46) implies that VxV+(x*) = VXV_(x*). Indeed, V+(x) — V-(x)  has a global 
minimum at x*.
In order to compare the stabilizing and antistabilizing solutions of the stationary 
PDE (2.179) with the infinite horizon available storage V&(x) (2.169) and the infinite 
horizon required supply V^(£, x) (2.199) respectively, the corresponding finite horizon 
value functions V(x,T)  and v j (£,x,T) can be calculated numerically and the defini­
tions (2.170) and (2.200) applied. One method of numerical calculation is to suppose 
that V(x,T)  (2.33) and !//(£, x,T) are of the form
V(x,T) = P2(T)x2 + P1(T)x + P0(T), (5.50)
V / ( i , x , T )  =  Q2( T ) ( x - i ) 2 + Ql (T)x + Q0(T), (5.51)
respectively. Substituting (5.50) in PDE (2.50) and equating coefficients yields the 
ODEs
P2(T) = 2 aP2(T) + — P2(T)2 + c2,yZ
a + K ; P 2(T)
V
P\{T) + 2dc,Pi (T)=
P0(T) = d2 +
where P2(0) =  0, -Pi(O) = 0, and Po(0) = 0, since V(x,0) = 0  for all x G Rn. Similarly, 
substituting (5.51) in PDE (2.198) and equating coefficients yields the ODEs
b2
4- ^ P l ( T ) ’
Q2(T)
Q i (T)
b2
-2aQ2( T ) ---- ?Q2 {T) -  c2,y 2
a + b- Q i ( T )
!
b2
Q1( T ) - 2 c d - 2 i [ a Q 2(T) + c2],
Q0(T) =  - d 2 -  ^ ^ ( T ) 2 +  (T)Q2(T)i  +
State x is reachable from state f in zero time only if x =  £. That is,
0 x = £ ,
V /((,x ,0)
OO X 7^
This initial condition can be approximated numerically by choosing Q2(0) = P , Qi(0) =
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0, and Qo(0) =  0? where R  is an arbitrarily large real number.
Figure 5.2: Numerical ODE Solution Approximation to V (x,T) — XaT  for Scalar Affine 
System (5.52)
Both of the above sets of ODEs may be solved numerically using conventional 
Runge-Kutta methods (using MAPLE-pjuj for example). With
a =  -1 , b = c = d =  1, 7 =  2, (5.52)
V(x,T)  — \ aT  is illustrated in Figure 5.2. Similarly, V /  (£,x,T) + AaT  is illustrated 
in Figure 5.3, for £ =  argminx€Rn {V&(x)} «  —2.15. Note that v j  has been truncated 
above 80 for clarity. Using these approximations, Vf,(x) (2.169) and V^(£,x) (2.199) 
may be approximated by considering T  large. The comparison between these approx­
imations and the stabilizing solution V-(x)  and antistabilizing solution V+(x) of the 
stationary PDE (5.40) is illustrated in Figure 5.4.
It is clear from Figure 5.4 that Vb(x) is the stabilizing solution of the stationary PDE 
(5.40), whilst (£,#), £ =  argminx€Rn(Vt(x)}, is the antistabilizing solution. Figure 
5.5 illustrates the relationship between V^(£,ar) and Vj>(x)? showing that V^(£,x) > 
Vb(x) for £ =  argminx€Rn{Vfc(x)}, as expected. Furthermore, from Figure 5.5, the W  
function (2.211) has a global minimum at x* = which is precisely the equilibrium 
state for the worst case dynamics.
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Figure 5.3: Numerical ODE Solution Approxim ation to  V /  (£ , x ,T)  +  \ aT  (£ «  —2.15) 
for Scalar Affine System (5.52)
E ither finite differences or m ethod of characteristics may also be applied to compute 
approxim ations for V&(x) and V ^(£ ,x) for scalar affine systems. However, as the results 
are indistinguishable from the stationary  PD E solutions shown in Figure 5.4, the results 
of the  com putations are om itted.
W ith  the numerical approxim ation for the finite horizon value function V ( x , T )  — 
AaT  available (using the ODE m ethod outlined), it is also possible to  com pute an 
approxim ation for the super available storage Va(x) (2.149) using equation (2.150). 
T h a t is,
Va(x) = sup { V (x, T) — AaT} .
T> o
Hence, the super available storage may be in terpreted  as the “upper envelope” of 
V ( x , T )  — AaT  when viewed along the T  direction in Figure 5.2. Exploiting the fact 
th a t (Aa, Va) satisfies the stationary  VI (2.163) allows a finite difference approxim ation 
for Va{x) to be com puted using the m ethod of Section 4.7. W ith  param eters (5.52) and 
sta te  space /  coordinate grids of
Gx  =  {x e R  : - 4  < x <  1} fl ( R ) 0-05,
Gv  =  {v G R :  —1 < v  < l } n ( R ) 0-01,
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Snitted VJx)
(a) The Infinite Horizon Available Storage (b) The Infinite Horizon Fixed Initial State
V6(x) and the Stabilizing Solution VL(x) Required Supply Vbrf (£,x) and the Anti­
stabilizing Solution V+(x)
Figure 5.4: Com parison between PD E solutions and Infinite Horizon Value Functions 
for Scalar Affine System  (5.52)
a relative error of order 10~8 can be achieved after 500 value space iterations (with 
the available power Aa =  (5.44)). The resulting finite difference approxim ation
is illustrated in Figure 5.6. Note th a t this figure also dem onstrates the  heirarchy of 
storage functions defined in C hapter 2. (The infinite horizon fixed initial state  required 
supply shown is for initial s ta te  £ =  argm inieR n {Vfc(a:)}.)
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between the Infinite Horizon Fixed Initial State Required Sup­
ply vjr(£,x), £ ~  —2.15, and the Normalized Infinite Horizon Available Storage Vb(x) 
for Scalar Affine System (5.52)
Figure 5.6: Super Available Storage Va(x) (2.149) for Scalar Affine System (5.52)
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5.4  A  Linear S y stem  w ith  S atu ratin g  O u tp u t
Consider the class of scalar linear system with output saturation,
x = ax +  bv,
2 =  h(x),
(5.53)
where
h(x) = <
—ce
cx
x < — £, 
|x| < £■>
ce x > e.
For system (5.53), the stationary PDE (2.179) is given by
sup {V xV(x)  • (ax +  bv) 4- \h(x)\~ — 7“|v|“}
v 6 R  p
Equivalently, by completion of squares, 
b2—^(X7xV ( x ) y  + axX7xV(x) + \h(x)\2 - \  = 0, (5.54)
which is clearly quadratic in V F(x). Hence, it is possible to solve for the gradient of 
the stabilizing solution,
2y2a
VxF_(x) 2r \Ja2x 2 -  ^ 2  ( \ H x )\2 ~  A ) , (5.55)b2 b2 ,
which must hold for all x G R. This implies that the discriminant A(x) =  a2x 2 — 
K- [|/i(x)|2 — A] must be nonnegative for all x G R. Considering firstly |x| < e, 7 > |^ j ,  
by definition h(x) =  cx, and so
A(x) =  a2 (l -  /i2) x2 + -^ 2 A,
Aa
where fi := — < 1 .  By inspection, A(x) > 0 for all x > 0 for any A > 0. Hence, 
Aa  =  0 for |x| < e, 7 > |^ |-
Alternatively, consider y < \^ \  => 1 — fi2 < 0. Then, A(x) > 0 for all |x| < e if 
A > -  72) • So, for |x| < e,
V  ( ¥ - ■ ? )
0 7 > | | | .
For |x| > e, the output saturates at dice. In this case,
A(x) = a2x2 ----2 (c2^ 2 — A) . (5.57)
Again we find that A(x) > 0 for all |x| > e provided that A > — 72^ , for any
7 > 0. Noting however that Aa  > 0 by definition, we get the same result as for |x| < e.
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That is, the available power for system E is given by
Aa
a V  ( g *  _
b2 y a2 < 7 < (5.58)
0 7 > | S | .
Using the fact that any admissible power bias A for the system is bounded below by the 
available power, (5.58) can be used to define the power gain for the system. Applying 
( 2 .22) ,
7 a
| ^ |  Vc2e2 -  A A 6 [0,c2r ) ,
0 A E [c2e2, oo).
The available power and the set of admissible power biases for the system are illustrated 
in Figure 5.7.
Inadmissible Power Biases
Gain Factor
Figure 5.7: Admissible power biases for E with a = — l , b  = c — e — 1
Referring to the system class E (5.53), it is evident that as e -4 oo, the output 
saturation is relaxed and the system becomes linear. Figure 5.8 demonstrates that as 
e increases, the set of admissible power biases is restricted to that for a linear system.
Note that since the state space of system E is completely reachable, Theorem 2.6.5 
states that the available power must be initial condition invariant. Since the state space 
of E is also locally uniformly reachable, Proposition 2.7.7 and Theorem 2.7.9 imply that 
any nonnegative function V  satisfying the PDI (2.147) must be continuous. Using this 
information, the stabilizing solution of the stationary PDE (5.54) may be computed 
explicitly.
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Gain Factor
Figure 5.8: Available power for increasing e w ith a — — l,&  =  c =  £ =  l
Direct integration of (5.55) followed by application of Proposition 2.7.7 yields th a t
for 7 > | t I>
' _ 0i - i  ( i  _
V -(x )
\X\  <  £,
+  7^x1 ^ 2 3 ^ 2  — (5.59)
72«g2£2 jog (  \*\ +  \ / x 2- n 2e2
\ x \  >  e,
where fi
V - (x )
e+ e ^ l-n 2
, and VL(x) is the stabilizing solution of (5.54). Similarly, for 7 < | ^ | ,
_ 1 1 _  2!« A .2 _  1 .b2 b2 V P 1
( | * | +  e2 arcsin(M)) |z| <  £,
(5.60)
_ I w + 1 ^ £! v/x 2 _ £2_
7  2 q £ ; fog (M±v|EE) _ |«| > £.
An analogous com putation can be performed for the antistabilizing solution.
Finally, since the  system  (5.53) is scalar, centered finite difference approxim ations 
for the infinite horizon available storage and infinite horizon fixed initial s ta te  required 
supply can easily be com puted using a sequential com puter. Two such com putations 
are illustrated  in the  following two examples, highlighting the two cases for which (5.59) 
and (5.60) were derived.
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Example 5.4.1 Consider a scalar linear system with saturating output of the form of 
(5.53), where
a = —1, b = c = d = s = 1, 7 =  0.5. (5.61)
In order to apply the centered finite difference methods of Sections 4.3 and 4.8, define 
the state space and disturbance coordinate grids
Gx  =  [-4.0,4.0]n(R)°-°5,
Gv  = [—2.5,2.5] fl (R)0'01,
and
Grx  =  Gx,
Gy =  [—5.0,5.0] fl (R)0'5,
for the infinite horizon available storage and required supply computations respectively. 
After 1000 iterations, the maximum relative error (over Gx)  for the infinite horizon 
available storage approximation V^k(x) has decreased to below the host computer (Sun 
SPARC) epsilon. Similarly, the maximum relative error for the infinite horizon required 
supply has decreased to order 10~12 after 1000 iterations. Figure 5.9 illustrates the 
evolution of the relative error for the two computations.
------- Maximum Relative Error for V*f k
--------- Maximum Relative Error for V*^
Figure 5.9: Convergence of Centered Finite Difference Approximations for Vi(x) and 
V^(£,x), £ =  0 (Example 5.4.1)
Figure 5.10 illustrates the comparison between the infinite horizon available storage 
approximation obtained and the stabilizing PDE solution given by (5.60) (both are
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normalized). Similarly, the worst case disturbance is illustrated in Figure 5.11. The 
evolution of the infinite horizon available storage is shown in Figure 5.12.
Figure 5.10: Comparison between Centered Finite Difference Approximation Vi(x) and 
the Stabilizing Solution V-(x)  (5.60) (Example 5.4.1)
2 - 
1 -
~\J
FX J
---------  W orst C ase  for V (X) |
*- -  -  x Worst C ase  v* for \T(x) I
-4  -3  - 2  -1  0 1 2 3
X
0 y v v ~ W W v X j V \ M V V \ A M / V |
- 3 - 2 - 1  0 1 2 3 4
Figure 5.11: Comparison between Worst Case Disturbances for Vb(x) and V-(x)  (Ex­
ample 5.4.1)
The centered finite difference methods of Sections 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 also provide an 
approximation for the available power Aa. By applying (5.58), the approximation for 
the available power may be compared with the expected value of Aa = 0.75 for 7  =  0.5. 
Figure 5.13 illustrates both the centered approximation and the average cost per unit
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time under the worst case disturbance. Clearly the approximations converge to the 
expected available power of 0.75.
Iteration
Figure 5.12: Evolution of the finite difference approximation of the infinite horizon 
available storage V&(x) (Example 5.4.1)
Time tIteration k
Figure 5.13: Available Power Approximations (Example 5.4.1)
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The centered finite difference m ethod of Section 4.8 may be applied to compute 
an approxim ation for the infinite horizon fixed initial sta te  required supply V^(£, x) 
(2.199). From Section 2.14, the relevant choice of initial s ta te  is £ =  argm inx€R{T4(x)} =  
0. Figure 5.14 illustrates this approxim ation, along with the W  function (2.211). Note 
th a t the m inim a of W(x)  occur a t ±1 approximately. Hence, Theorem  2.14.2 implies 
th a t any trajectories resulting from the forward tim e worst case disturbance for Vf)(x) 
should tend to  ±1. This is confirmed in Figure 5.15. Furtherm ore, W(x)  also decreases 
along reverse tim e worst case trajectories for V ^(£ ,x). This is illustrated  in Figure 
5.16.
Figure 5.14: Approxim ations for T4(x), V ^ (£ ,x) (£ =  0), and W(x)  (Example 5.4.1)
W hen the  available power of a  system  is zero (see Example 5.4.2), the  infinite horizon 
available storage Vi(x) (2.169) and the super available storage Va(x) (2.149) coincide. 
However, for system  (5.61), the available power is Aa =  0.75. Hence, it is expected 
th a t 14(x) and Va(x ) will differ. So, w ith the aim of comparing the two available 
storage functions, the finite difference m ethod of Section 4.7 (with the available power 
approxim ation \ sa =  0.75 fixed) can be applied to  compute an approxim ation for Va(x). 
Note th a t th is m ethod computes the solution of the stationary  variational inequality 
(2.163).
As before, define the sta te  space and  disturbance coordinate grids
Gx  =  [—4.0,4.0] fl (R )0-05,
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Gv =  [-1 .0 ,l-0 ]n(R )°-01. (5.62)
Com puting the approxim ation using 1000 value space iterations, Figure 5.20 illustrates 
the evolution of the maximum relative error (over Gx)  for the  super available storage 
approxim ation (for minimal and nonminimal interpolation tim es). As expected (see 
C hapter 4, the non-minimal interpolation m ethod provides faster convergence.
A comparison of the super available storage Va(x ) and the infinite horizon available 
storage Vi(x) is illustrated in Figure 5.17. Notice th a t the functions coincide away 
from the zero set of Va(x). This follows directly from the variational inequality (2.163), 
since Va(x) > 0 implies th a t Va(x) m ust satisfy the PD E (2.179). Notice also th a t the 
super available storage is differentiable. This is also noticeable in Figure 5.18, which 
compares the worst case disturbances for the two available storage functions.
Careful exam ination of the  functions Va(x), Vb(x) and V ^(£ ,x ) (£ =  0) reveals th a t 
Va(x) is indeed differentiable a t the boundary of the zero set. This is illustrated in 
Figure 5.19.
♦
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------- W(x)
---------Worst Case Trajectories
.... . ) / ._
Figure 5.15: W orst Case Trajectories of Vj,(cc) tend  to  the m inim um  of W ( x ) (Example 
5.4.1)
-  -  W(x) 
-------Worst Case Trajectories for Required Supply^
. <
Figure 5.16: W orst Case Trajectories of V ^(f,ic), £ = 0, tend  to the minimum of W{x)  
(Example 5.4.1)
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Figure 5.17: The super available storage Va{x) and the Infinite Horizon Available Stor­
age Vf,(x) (Example 5.4.1)
x *
V « * * ................
Figure 5.18: Approximate Worst Case Disturbances for Va(x) and Vi(x) (Example 
5.4.1)
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Figure 5.19: The super available storage Va(x) at the boundary of the level set (Example 
5.4.1)
Figure 5.20: Convergence of Finite Difference Approximation for Va(x) (Example 5.4.1)
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Example 5.4.2 Consider a scalar linear system with saturating output of the form of 
(5.53), where
a = - 1, b = c = d = e = 1, 7 = 2. (5.63)
As in Example 5.4.1, define the state space and disturbance coordinate grids
Gx  = [-4.00,4.00] fl (R )0-05,
Gv  =  [-0.15,0.15] n (R )0-005,
and
G* = Gx,
Gy  =  [-10.0,10.0] n (R )0-5,
for the infinite horizon available storage and required supply computations respectively. 
After 1000 iterations, the relative error has decreased to order 10~8 for V^k(x), and 
10-5 for Vfr fc(£, z), £ =  0. Figure 5.21 illustrates the evolution of these relative errors 
for the two computations.
Maximum Relative Error for V» 
_____ Maximum Relative Error for \$ .
Iteration k
Figure 5.21: Convergence of Centered Finite Difference Approximations for Vi{x) and 
V^(£,z), £ =  0 (Example 5.4.2)
The comparison between the infinite horizon available storage approximation and 
the stabilizing PDE (5.54) solution is shown in Figure 5.22. Similarly, the comparison 
between worst case disturbances is illustrated in Figure 5.23. Notice that the error 
in the finite difference approximation for the worst case disturbance is less than the 
discretization used in the definition of Gy {8y = 0.005).
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Figure 5.22: Comparison between Centered Finite Difference Approximation for Vi(x) 
and the Stabilizing PDE Solution VL(x) (Example 5.4.2)
u a o c  v iu i vkVa /
Worst Case v for v (x)
Figure 5.23: Comparison between Worst Case Disturbances for Vf,(x) and VL (a:) (Ex­
ample 5.4.2)
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Figure 5.24 illustrates the finite difference approxim ations for the infinite horizon 
available storage Vb(x) (2.169), the infinite horizon fixed initial s ta te  required supply 
V^(£, x)  (2.199), and the W (x) function (2.211). Note th a t W (x) has a global minimum 
at the origin, implying th a t the  trajectory  corresponding to  the worst case disturbance 
tends to zero. This is intuitively satisfying since (5.58) implies th a t the  available power 
is zero for 7 =  2.
Figure 5.24: Approxim ations for Vj>(x), V ^(£ ,x) (£ =  0), and W( x )  (Example 5.4.2)
Figures 5.25 and (5.26) dem onstrate th a t the function W( x )  (2.211) decreases along 
the forward tim e worst case tra jec to ry  for Vj(x) and the reverse tim e worst case tra ­
jectory for V l H ,  x) (f =  0). ♦
Com parison of the W  functions for the 7 =  0.5 (Example 5.4.1) case and the 7 =  2 case 
(Figures 5.14 and 5.24) dem onstrates a substantial difference in behaviour of the  system  
under the influence of the worst case disturbance. In fact, since the num ber of m inim a 
of W( x )  is different for the two gains, a bifurcation must occurs for some interm ediate 
7 G (0.5,2). Refining this interval, Figure 5.27 dem onstrates th a t the  bifurcation m ust 
occur for 7 G (0.95,1.05). By computing Vj>(x) and V ^(£ ,x ) (using finite differences) 
for several im m ediate gains, it is possible to isolate the implied bifurcation, as shown 
in Figure 5.28.
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Figure 5.25: W orst Case Trajectories of Vj,(cc) tend  to  the m inimum  of W( x )  (Example 
5.4.2)
— /orst Case Trajectories for Required Supply
Figure 5.26: W orst Case Trajectories of V^(£, x)  (£ =  0) tend  to the  m inimum  of W ( x ) 
(Exam ple 5.4.2)
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Figure 5.27: Bifurcation in the minimum of W(x)
x
Figure 5.28: Bifurcation in the minimum of W(x)
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5.5 A C ubic System  w ithou t D istu rbances
Consider the scalar unperturbed cubic system E given by
E :
_ I X3 2 >
X.
Integrating the state equation,
x(s) = <
x < 0,
x =  0, 
x > 0.
, \ls+js
As no disturbance enters the system, the finite horizon value function V(x,T)  (2.33) is 
given by
V(x ,T)  = /
*T
[  \z(s)\* ds 
Jo
S '  - i- r  *Jo S + ^ 2
.2r= log(l +  x^T).
Hence, the available power Aa (2.85) is given by
A«(x) =  I i m s u p j h h l l l )
T-s-oo l  1  )
=  l i m s u p ( l0g(1 +  - 2 r n
T-*  OO L i  J
for all x £ R. The super available storage Vq (2.150) is then given by
Va(x) = sup {V(x,T)  -  AaT}
T>0
=  sup {log(l +  X2T ) }
T>  0
= oo (5.64)
for all j / 0. Hence, finiteness of the available power is not a sufficient condition for 
finiteness of the available storage. Note that the infinite horizon available storage Vi 
(2.170) is also infinite for x 7^  0.
Despite the lack of finiteness of the available storage, the system still exhibits the 
TV-gsin property. To illustrate this, consider a nonminimal power bias A > 0. Writing
V(x,T)  = V { x , T ) - X T
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Figure 5.29: A-storage for decreasing A
= log(l +  x2T) -  AT,
clearly V(x,T)  has a maximum (over T)  when
t  =  r = i ' '>
Hence, the super A-storage Va\  (2.164) is 
VX(x) =
*1
a; I < y / \ .
log ( 4 )  -  4 ^  M >
0 I a: I < \A ,
which is finite (and C1) for every A > 0, as illustrated in Figure 5.29.
5.6 A  Locally C ubic S y stem  w ith  D istu rb an ces
Consider the system
S :
x = a(x) +  v,
where the drift term a (a:) is cubic inside a ball and affine elsewhere,
—2x — 2,
a{ x) =
(5.65)
(5.66)< — x(x — l )(x +  1),
—2x -(- 2.
The drift term (5.66) is illustrated in Figure 5.30.
By inspection, the system has stable equilibria at ±1 and an unstable equilibrium
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Figure 5.30: Drift a(x) (5.66) for the Locally Cubic System (5.65)
at 0. Hence, in the absence of disturbances, the trajectory will tend to ±1 for all 
initial x 7^  0. Since the system is completely reachable, Theorem 2.6.5 implies that the 
available power must be independent of the initial state. Furthermore, Remark 2.6.3 
implies that Aa > 1, due to the stable equilibria at ± 1. Note also that assumptions 
(A10) and (A12) hold for this system. Examination of Figure 5.31 indicates that 
assumption (A7) also holds. Hence, by application of Theorem 2.4.8, the system must 
have jFP-gain < \/2, with a power bias of 6. By Theorem 2.6.4, this implies that A2 < 6 
for all 7 > y/2.
Figure 5.31: a(x) ■ x for the Locally Cubic System (5.65)
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In order to calculate explicitly the available power for th is system , consider the 
sta tionary  PD E (2.179),
A  [VxK(x)]2 +  a(x)V *V (x) +  x 2 -  A =  0. (5.67)
47z
T he discrim inant of this quadratic is then
A(z) =  i  | t2 [a(x)]2 -  x2 + A} ,
which m ust be nonnegative for all x £ R  for a solution of the PD E (5.67) to  exist. 
Hence, any power bias A for the system m ust satisfy
A > sup j x 2 — 72 [a(x)]2j  =: A* (5.68)
xeR L j
Since the  drift term  (5.66) is piecewise, it is necessary to calculate A* for each subinterval 
of the s ta te  space R. Applying (5.68),
A(_oo _ d =  sup {(1 -  472) x 2 -  8 7 2x -  47 2 } .
x< — 1
Since Aa < oo, the suprem um  m ust be finite. Hence, imm ediately it follows th a t 
1 — 472 <  0, or 7 >  Jj. Then, the quadratic argum ent has a  global m inimum  at 
x =  x* =  7Z4~2> which from preceding gain constraint, must be less th an  —1 . Hence, 
the  suprem um  is achieved in the interval (—oo, — 1), and
x* 472
i) 472 _  ^
for all 7  >  Similarly for x > 1,
r - 4^ 2
4T2 _  I
for all 7  >  ^, w ith x* =  — Note th a t in bo th  cases, A* >  1 for all gains. Finally,
from (5.68),
Af-U ] *
=  1 -  72 • 0
=  1
Theorem  2.10.15 sta te  th a t the power bias satisfying the PD E (2.179) m ust be the 
available power Aa, and hence unique. Furtherm ore, from completely reachability, Aa 
m ust be independent of the initial state . Hence, the  available power m ust be the 
m inim al power bias which satisfies A > A* in all three intervals. T ha t is,
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4y2
_  I (5.69)
for all 7 > Note that for 7 =  \/2, Aa =  | ,  which is considerably less than the power 
bias (= 6) obtained by application of Theorem 2.4.8 (note that since c(x) = x 2 for this 
example, we may apply (2.31), which yields a much reduced power bias of 2). The 
available power as a function of the gain is illustrated in Figure 5.32.
Figure 5.32: The Available Power Aa for the Locally Cubic System (5.65)
As the available power Aa is a differentiable function of the gain 7 for gains > ^ , 
Theorem 2.6.11 may be applied to determine the power of the worst case disturbance. 
(2.126) yields that
11 ~  4 7 2  _  1  ’
which is clearly non zero. This can be verified by calculating the worst case disturbance 
using the stabilizing solution of the PDE (5.67). As in preceding examples, the gradient 
of the stabilizing solution can be found to be
VxVL(x)
— 2'Y2a(x) — 272y /A*(x) x £ (—2,0) U [x,oo),
x 6 ( — 00, —x]) U (0, x),- 272a(x) +  272 >/A*(x)
where A*(x) := ^  ^ y 2 [a(x)j2 — x2 +  Aa|  = 0. Note that at x =  0, the gradient of the 
stabilizing solution is not well defined. As we will see later, this corresponds to a point 
of nonsmoothness in the stabilizing solution. The worst case disturbance (2.188) is
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So, the worst case dynamics are given by
* _  f — yjA*(x) x G (-5 ,0 ) U [z,oo),
I  +  ^ /A*(ic) x G (—oo, —x]) U (0,x),
which has stable equilibria at ±x  = ± 1 • So,
lim {u*(a:*(s))} =  —a(:r*)
4 7 2 —1 
2
4 7 2 —  1
X * ( 0 )  <  0,
x*(0) > 0.
Hence, ||u*|| r^-p =  4^ 2 ~i as before.
By applying finite differences [9], [29], it is possible to compute approximations for 
14, v£ , and hence W,  directly from the definitions (2.169), (2.199), and (2.211). This is 
accomplished by computing approximations for V(x,T)  (2.33) and v / ( £ , x , T)  (2.194) 
using their respective nonstationary PDEs, see Chapter 4. With 7  =  we expect 
Aa =  I , and equilibria under the worst case dynamics of (coincidently) x* = ± | .  The 
results are shown in Figure 5.33, where £ =  0 =  argmin^. {V&(x)}.
---------W(x)
Figure 5.33: Functions V&(x), V^(£,x), and W(x)  for Locally Cubic System (5.65)
In order to check that (Aa,Vb) is a solution pair of the PDE (2.179), we compute 
the Hamiltonian (2.51) using the computed V*> of Figure 5.33, see Figure 5.36. Note 
that the expected value is # ( 2 , VxV&(x)) =  Aa = |  for all x G R n.
Finally, we demonstrate in Figure 5.34 that the worst case trajectories tend to the 
minimum points of W(x)  when the system is simulated in the presence of the worst
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case d isturbance for V&(x). Similarly, W( x)  decreases along the worst case tra jectory  
for V ^ (£ ,x ), £ =  0, as shown in Figure 5.35.
Figure 5.34: W orst Case Trajectories for V&(x) tend to the m inimum  of W( x)  for Locally 
Cubic System  (5.65)
Figure 5.35: W orst Case Trajectories for V ^ (f , x)  (f =  0), tend to the m inim um  of 
W{x)  for Locally Cubic System (5.65)
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Figure 5.36: Verification that Vj>(x) solve the PDE (2.179) for Locally Cubic System 
(5.65)
5 .7  A  2-d im en sion al C ircular L im it C ycle S y stem
5.7.1 System  D ynam ics
Consider the system E expressed in polar coordinates as
f = r ( l  — r 2) -I- v,
£  : < 9  =  1, (5.70)
{ z =  r,
where r(t)  and 6(t) are the radius and angle of the trajectory in R2 respectively. 
Defining the change of coordinates
x\  — rcos#,
X2 =  rsinQ,
system E may be expressed as a limit cycle system in R2 as
1 - 1
E : 1 1
X -  \x\2x 4- -r-\V, |x I 7  ^ 0
(5.71)
where x
x i
X2
. Clearly E expressed as (5.71) is a two dimensional system in R2.
However, by inspection of (5.70), E is radially symmetric, since the angle 6 does not en­
ter the dynamics of the radius r. That is, when E is expressed in polar coordinates, the
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dynamics are essentially one dimensional. This proves to be a very useful 2-dimensional 
test for the  com putation of the storage functions, since the com putations can be per­
formed using the 2-dimensional im plem entation and compared with a 1-dimensional 
analytical calculation (and also a 1-dimensional im plem entation).
By inspection of system  (5.70), in the absence of disturbances, the radius r(t) tends 
asym ptotically to  1. T h a t is, the system (5.71) exhibits a unit radius lim it cycle in the 
absence of d isturbances, as shown in Figure 5.37.
Exampl
o
Figure 5.37: Behaviour of System (5.71) in the Absense of D isturbances
5.7.2 T h e Pow er G ain P rop erty
W ith a view to applying Theorem  2.4.8 to dem onstrate JFP-gain for system  E, the drift 
and disturbance term s of (5.71) are given by
Defining 5(0)
a(x ) =
b(x) =
[1 0]7, we find th a t
1*1 7^  0 .
|x |2x, (5.72)
(5.73)
a(x) • x = |x |2 — |m|4 <  — |rc|2 -(-1, (5.74)
\b(x)\ = 1, (5.75)
for all x E R 2. Hence, assum ptions (A7), (A10), and (A12) hold, with C\  =  C2 = 1, 
£ 3  =  1 , and L 5 =  1. Hence, by Theorem  2.4.8 (choosing 5 =  2), system E has JFP-gain
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< 1, with power bias A = 3. Hence, by Theorem 2.6.4 and Lemma 2.6.10, the available 
power A2 (2.84) is bounded above by A = 3 for all gains 7 > 1. Furthermore, due to the 
unit radius limit cycle behaviour in the absence of disturbances, Remark 2.6.3 states 
that the available power A2 is bounded below by ||2 ||jpp =  1- Hence, for all 7 > 1,
1 < A2 < 3. (5.76)
5.7 .3  T reatm ent as a 1-dim ensional S ystem
Since the 2-dimensional system S (5.71) may be expressed as a 1-dimensional system 
(5.70), the available power \Z (2.84) may be computed explicitly by applying Theorem 
2.10.15, noting that the PDE (2.179) is scalar. So, writing the PDE (2.179) (using the 
coordinate r),
sup {VrF (r) [r(l -  r2) +  v] +  r 2 -  72|^|2} =  A.
v £ R
Applying completion of squares, this becomes
— r [Vr W r)]2 +  r ( l  — r 2)VrV(r) +  r 2 =  A. (5.77)
47^
Following the same procedure as in preceding scalar examples, we note that (5.77) is 
quadratic in the gradient VrV(r). with discriminant
A(r) =  r6 -  2r4 +  0  -  - A  r 2 +  ^ A , (5.78)
which is clearly cubic in r 2. Differentiating and setting equal to zero yields that A(r) 
has a local minimum at f, where
-2r
(Note that the RHS is clearly positive for every 7 .) For the gradient VrV(r) to exist, 
the discriminant must be nonnegative for every r > 0. That is, A(f) =  0, which implies 
from (5.78) that
2 2 2 2 , 2 o\ n*A > ~ ~ — 7 H- — (7 +  3) \ =: A*.~ 3 27 27 v ’ y 72
By solving quadratic (5.77) for the gradient of the stabilizing solution VrVL(r) and 
integrating, we find that the PDE (2.179) admits infinitely many stabilizing solution 
pairs. Figure 5.38 illustrates some of these solutions pairs for gain 7 =  0.4, where the 
number annotating each curve is the offset A — A*.
The important feature of Figure 5.38 is the lack of differentiability of the stabilizing
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- 0.02
- 0.04
- 0.08
- 0.12
- 0.14
x
Figure 5.38: Stabilizing Solutions V-(x)  corresponding to power bias A for A —A* E [0,1]
solution V_ for A > A*. Hence, by Theorem 2.10.15, we conclude that the available 
power must be A*. That is,
72 + 3 
72
(5.79)
Note that, as expected from Lemma 2.6.10, the available power \Z is a nonincreasing 
function of the gain 7. This is illustrated in Figure 5.39. Furthermore, note that 
A2_1 =  | i  E [1,3], as expected from (5.76).
Figure 5.39: Available Power \Z (5.79) for the 2D Circular Limit Cycle System
We now consider in detail the case where 7 =  0.4.
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From (5.79), \Z °'4 ~  1.6951. By applying Theorem 2.6.11 and (5.79), the power 
of the worst case disturbance is
IK  Wfp  =
1.6826
9 -  3y2 -  2y4 
27j3\/y^~+~3
for 7 =  0.4. Furthermore, by (numerical) integration of the solutions of (5.77), the 
stabilizing and antistabilizing solutions can be computed, as illustrated in Figure 5.40.
. Stabilizing Solution V (r) 
Anti-stabilizing Solution VJr) 
______The Difference y (r) -V  (rf
Figure 5.40: Stabilizing and Anti-stabilizing Solutions of the PDE (5.77)
The system (5.70) has a stable equilibrium at r* in the presence of the worst case 
disturbance, where A(r*) =  0. This yields that
«  1.4656 (5.80)
for 7 =  0.4. Note that A(r*) = 0 corresponds exactly to the case where the gradients 
of the stabilizing and antistabilizing solutions are equal. That is, r* is the minimum 
point of V+(r) — VL(r), as in Figure 5.40.
By simulating the 1-dimensional system (5.70) (using SIMULINKtm) in the presence 
of the worst case disturbance (2.188), the worst case disturbance power, available power, 
and equilibrium can be computed numerically and compared with the above expected 
values. Using the model of Figure 5.41, the results of these simulations are illustrated
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in Figure 5.42.
u[1]*(1-u[1]*u[1])
Sum
Integrator
vstar \  «V
To Workspace! Look-Up
To Workspace
Table
Figure 5.41: SIMULINKtm Model for the System (5.70) with Worst Case Disturbance
1.6951
1.6826
T im e  t T im e  tT im e  t
Figure 5.42: Simulation Results for System (5.70) with Worst Case Disturbance
Since the expected results are (for gain 7 =  0.4)
r* ~  1.4656,
\\v*\\t v  «  1-6826,
Aa ~  1.6951,
Figure 5.42 indicates that simulation using the 1-dimensional system (5.70) agrees with 
the 1-dimensional analytical calculations detailed so far in this section.
Finite difference approximations can also be utilized to compute the available power
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L=10
Iteration k
Figure 5.43: Evolution of the Available Power Approxim ation A^  k
/  infinite horizon available storage pair (Aa , V&) as in C hapter 4. In this case, we apply 
a 1-dimensional centered finite difference m ethod, w ith sta te  space and disturbance 
coordinate grids of
Gx =  [0.0,2.0]n(R)°-01, 
Gv =  [1 .0 ,3 .5 ]n (R )°-1,
respectively. We choose to  use the minimal interpolation interval 5t =  max €c A{m(g)}’ 
and the reference state  tq =  1.0 for the  centering. After 4000 iterations, the fi­
nite difference approxim ation of V&(r) — V*>(ro) has converged to  w ithin a maximum 
relative error on Gx  of 10~15. Figure 5.44 illustrates the comparison between this 
approxim ation and the stabilizing PD E solution V_(r) of Figure 5.40. Note th a t 
Vb(r) — Vfc(r*o) — VT(r) E [0.2772,2797] for all r E Gx- Figure 5.45(a) illustrates the 
corresponding worst case disturbance for V&(r), which is clearly a very coarse approxi­
m ation. However, reducing 8y as in Figure 5.45(b) has little effect on the variability of 
Vb(r) — Vft(ro) —V-(r ) .  Alternatively, reducing the sta te  space discretization 5x results 
in a promising reduction, as shown in Figure 5.44(b). This decrease in variability w ith 
decreasing 8x supports the conjecture th a t  the stabilizing solution V _(r) is, to  w ithin 
an additive constant, equal to  the infinite horizon available storage Vb(r).
In addition to the com putation of the  finite difference approxim ation of the infinite
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horizon available storage V&(r), the centered scheme also computes an approxim ation to 
the available power Aa . The evolution of this approxim ation for a num ber of acceleration 
factors (L =  1 implies no acceleration) is illustrated in Figure 5.43.
Using another centered finite difference scheme from C hapter 4, the infinite horizon 
fixed initial sta te  required supply V ^(£ ,z ) may also be calculated. In th is case, we 
choose sta te  space and disturbance coordinate grids
Gx  = [0.0,2.0]n(R)°-01,
Gv  =  [-3.5,10.5] n (R)0-5,
respectively. We again use the minimal interpolation interval, and the reference sta te  
r 0 =  1.0 for centering. Since it is the infinite horizon fixed initial s ta te  required supply 
to be calculated, we m ust choose the initial state £. Having found th a t r =  0 minimizes 
the infinite horizon available storage Vfc(r), the natu ra l choice of initial s ta te  is f  =  0. 
This is im plem ented in the algorithm  by setting the initial d a ta  to  be
ttfjLo«.*-)
) r =  f ,
x) elsewhere.
After 10000 iterations, the finite difference approxim ation of V ^ (£ ,r)  — l^£ (f,ro ) has 
converged to w ithin a m aximum  relative error on G x  of order 10~16. Comparisons 
w ith the antistabilizing PD E solution V+ are drawn in Figures 5.46 and 5.47.
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______ 8X = 0.002
5X = 0.010
Radius r
_____ VJr) (Differences)
------- PDE solution (Actual)
(a) Finite Difference Approximation for (b) Error between 14(r) — 14 (r0) Approxi-
14(r) — 14 (ro) mation and the Stabilizing PDE Solution
Figure 5.44: Finite Difference Approximation for Vj,(r) — Vfc(ro)
---------Ditterencr
------- Actual
(a) Sv = 0.1 (b) Sv  = 0.02
Figure 5.45: Finite Difference Approximation for the Worst Case Disturbance for V&(r)
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Vbr(^ r! “  Vbr(^ ’r0> (Ditferences) 
Antistabilizing PDE Solution V^(r) (Actual)
(a) F in ite Difference Approximation for 
V / M - r ) - V b{ ( ( , r 0)
Radius r
(b) Error between Vbfr (£, r )  -  Vbfr (£, r0) Ap­
proximation and the Antistabilizing P D E  
Solution
Figure 5.46: F in ite  Difference A pp rox im a tion  for V ^ (£ , r) — V ^ C t’o)
Radius
Figure 5.47: F in ite  D ifference A pprox im ation  fo r the W orst Case D isturbance for
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5.7.4 T reatm ent as a 2-dimensional System
So far, system  (5.70) has been treated  as a 1-dimensional system  with the radius of 
the tra jec to ry  as the state . In this section, we focus on the 2-dimensional form of the 
sta te  equation (5.71), where the sta te  is in Euclidean coordinates R 2. This is m otivated 
by the need to verify the finite difference approxim ation for Vb(x) and V^(£, x)  when 
com puted as functions on R 2, using the 1-dimensional results already presented.
Figure 5.48: F inite Difference Approximation for Vb(x) — Vb(xo)
We apply a 2-dimensional centered finite difference approxim ation m ethod, with 
s ta te  space and disturbance coordinate grids of
Gx  = {* € R 2 : |s| < 2} n  (R 2)0'05,
Gv =  [0,4] n (R )0'2,
respectively. Again we choose to use the minimal interpolation interval, bu t now have 
a reference sta te  x =  [1.6 0]' for the centering. Performing 20000 iterations on a
Fujitsu  VPP300 supercom puter yields a final relative error of order 1CT° for the  finite 
difference approxim ation Vb(x) -  Vb(xo), which is illustrated  along with the worst case 
d isturbance in Figures 5.48 and 5.49.
Similarly, a  2-dimensional centered finite difference m ethod can be employed to 
com pute an approxim ation for V ^ (£ ,s )  -  V ^ (f , s 0). Since Vb has its m inimum  at the 
origin, it is natural to choose £ =  0 £ R 2. It is again convenient to choose a reference
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Figure 5.49: Finite Difference Approximation for the Worst Case Disturbance for 
Vb(x) -  Vb(x0)
state xo = [1.6 0]/ for the centering. Finally, the state space and disturbance coordinate 
grids are chosen to be
Gx  = { x e R 2 : | x | < 2 } n ( R 2)°-05,
Gv  =  [-4.0,12.0] n ( R ) 1-0.
After 20000 iterations, the relative error is of order 10-3 , with an absolute error of 
order 10~5. The resulting approximation for V^(£,x) — V^(£,a:o) and corresponding 
worst case disturbance is illustrated in Figures 5.50 and 5.51.
With approximations for the (xo zeroed) infinite horizon fixed initial state required 
supply V^(£,x)— V^(^,xo) and the (xo zeroed) infinite horizon available storage V)>(x) — 
Vf, (xo), it is now a simple matter of subtraction to compute an approximation for the 
(xq zeroed) W^(x) — W^(xo) function, and hence determine the behaviour of the system 
in the presence of the worst case disturbance. As illustrated in Figures 5.52 and 5.53, 
the worst case dynamics appear to lie on a circle of radius approximately equal to 
r* zz 1.4656, as calculated in Section 5.7.3.
By taking any radial cross-section of Figures 5.48 and 5.50, it is immediately possi­
ble to compare the 2-dimensional finite difference computation with the 1-dimensional 
computations of Section 5.7.3. For example, choosing the cross-section corresponding 
to X2 =  0 yields the comparison shown in Figure 5.54.
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Figure 5.50: Finite Difference Approximation for v £ ( £ , x )  — Fb{(£, xq)
Figure 5.51: Finite Difference Approximation for the Worst Case Disturbance for
vl(t,x)-v£(e,x0)
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Figure 5.52: F inite  Difference Approximation for Wc ( x ) — VF^zq)
X -  o
Figure 5.53: Contours of the  W^{x)  — Approximation and the Expected W orst
Case Trajectory
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2D Finite Difference Approximations 
1DPDE Solutions
x1 (with x2 = 0)
Figure 5.54: A Normalized Comparison between 2-dimensional Finite Difference Com­
putations and the 1-dimensional PDE Solutions
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5.8  A  2 -d im e n s io n a l N o n -c irc u la r  L im it C ycle  S y s te m
The circular lim it cycle system  of Section 5.7 is a  very useful example since it illustrates 
the  transition  from the analysis of one dimensional systems to the  analysis of two 
dimensional systems. The fact th a t the system  (5.70) could be expressed as a  one 
dimensional system  allowed the various value functions com puted on R 2 to be com pared 
w ith  the corresponding value functions com puted on R .
A direct consequence of this equivalence between one dimension and two is angular 
invariance of value functions. In particular, V ^ (£ ,z ), Vj>(z), and hence W( x)  m ust all 
be constructed from rotations of the corresponding one dimensional quantities around 
the  vertical (or z) axis. Hence, any worst case trajectory  m ust be circular; simply a 
scaled version of the disturbance free trajectory.
In this section, a slight m odification of the circular lim it cycle system  of Section 5.7 
is considered. The aim is to move away from one dimensional system s and consider a 
tru ly  two dimensional lim it cycle system  which does not have the angular invariance of 
system  (5.70). To do th is, consider the  modified limit cycle system
Z i z i  — Z2 — z i  (x\  +  ^ z 2 )
+
1
V,
x 2 x\  +  Z2 — Z 2  ( z 2 +  Z o ) 0 (5.81)
[ 2 =  aa  + x 2-
T he obvious change from system (5.70) is th a t system  (5.81) cannot exhibit a  circular 
lim it cycle in the absence of disturbances (due to the coefficient ß  in the x \  equation), 
as shown in Figure 5.55 for ß — 5. Furtherm ore, the disturbance v no longer enters the 
system  radially.
System E may be shown to exhibit power gain applying Theorem  2.4.8. In order 
to  apply th is theorem , assum ptions (A7), (A10), and (A12) m ust be shown to hold. 
W riting the drift term  of system  E (5.81) as
x \  — X2 — x \  (z 2 +  ßX^)
X i  +  2 2  -  x 2 ( x \  +
a j x )
then ,
=  x\  — x \  (z 2 +  ßxV) +  Z? — 2^ (X 1 + *i) 
=  \x\2 -  \x\2) -  (ß -  xjxZ
<  \x \2(1 -  M 2)
a M(z) • z
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Figure 5.55: Behaviour of System (5.81) (/i = 5) in the Absense of Disturbances and 
the Confining Annulus (5.82)
for fi > 1 . However, this is precisely (5.74). Letting b(x) be the disturbance coefficient 
in (5.81), clearly |6 (a:)| =  1 , which is precisely (5.75). Finally, since c(x) = |x |2 as in 
(5.71), assumptions (A7), (A10), and (A12) hold with the same constants as for the 
circular limit cycle system. That is, for any f i  > 1 , system E (5.81) has .^"P-gain < 1 
with power bias A =  3 and energy bias \x\2.
Note that system E (5.81) may be expressed in polar coordinates. In particular, 
noting that rr =  a(z) • x and considering the disturbance free case,
r r r2 — - r 4 (3 — cos 4$) .
Hence, r > 0 implies that for all 6,
Consequently, for all 6,
• 2r 3 < r < r —
1
r -  ~ r  v 2
r > 0 ,
r > 1 f < 0 .
That is, the disturbance free limit cycle is contained in the annulus
A{r) (5.82)
as shown in Figure 5.55. Applying Remark 2.6.3 implies that the available power 
Aa > 75. Hence, combining the bounds for Aa, the available power Aa (2.84) for system
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E (5.81) (p = 5) satisfies for all 7 >  1,
\  < K  <  3. (5.83)
(Com pare with (5.76) for the circular lim it cycle system  (fi = 1).)
As w ith the circular lim it cycle system , the infinite horizon available storage Vb(x) 
(2.169), the infinite horizon fixed initial sta te  required supply (2.199), and the function 
W{x)  (2.211) may be com puted numerically using the finite difference approxim ations 
of C hapter 4.
0.6—1
0 .4 -
- 0 .2 -
- 0 .4 -
- 0 .6 -
Figure 5.56: Infinite Horizon Available Storage V&(x) (2.169) for the Non-circular Lim it 
Cycle System (5.81) (/z =  5)
Com paring Figures 5.48 and 5.56 for example, it is clear th a t the angular invariance 
of the storage functions present in the circular lim it cycle system  (5.70) is not present 
in the modified lim it cycle system  (5.81).
It is im portan t to  note th a t the infinite horizon fixed initial state  required supply 
V ^ (£ ,x)  grows very quickly w ith |x| for the non-circular limit cycle system  (5.81). The 
flat boundary regions in Figures 5.57 and 5.58 represent truncations, necessary due to  
growth rates of order |x |4. W ith  these growth rates in m ind, Figure 5.59 illustrates 
the relationship between the m inimum  of W{x)  (2.211) and the worst case trajectory . 
Although the approxim ation of W( x)  shown in Figure 5.59 is not constant around the  
worst case trajectory , the m axim um  absolute variation of W(x)  on this tra jec to ry  is of
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Figure 5.57: Infinite Horizon Fixed Initial State Required Supply (2.199) with
£ =  0, for the Non-circular Limit Cycle System (5.81) (/j, =  5)
order 10-1 (on an approximation which grows to order 103 within |x| < 2).
Note that since system (5.81) is 2-dimensional (with no 1-dimensional representa­
tion), the available power is no longer trivial to calculate as an explicit function of the 
gain 7 . However, the centered finite difference approximation method of Section 4.3 
computes an approximation for the infinite horizon available storage and the available 
power. This approximation (as a function of the iteration number) is illustrated in 
Figure 5.60.
Using the approximation Aa ~  0.75, the finite difference method of Section 4.7 
may be applied to compute an approximation for the super available storage Va(x), 
Figure 5.61. In order to verify Theorem 2.7.4 for storage function Va, choose 5 = 0.01. 
Then, defining Ms as in Theorem 2.7.4 and computing M's (2.144), clearly the unforced 
trajectory of Figure 5.62 tends to the set M$ D Ms 7) D, where D is the zero set of 
Va(x). (Following the proof of Theorem 2.7.4, the maximum excursion from dMs can 
be computed by repeated simulation to be 0.0574. Hence, Ms =  {z £ R 2 : |x |2 < 
0.76}, M's = {x G R 2 : \x\2 < 0.8174}. Note that alternatively, B  £2 0.2546 and 
snPxedMs suPse(0 ^]{la (x (s))l : x (0) =  x} ~  0.0574, so that L < 1.46. This would yield 
M's = {x e R 2 : |z |2 < 0.76 +  1.46}.)
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Figure 5.58: W( x)  (2.211) for the Non-circular Limit Cycle System (5.81) (fi = 5)
Worst Case Trajectory
Contours of W(x)
Figure 5.59: The Worst Case Trajectory and the Contours of W(x)  (2.211) for the 
Non-circular Limit Cycle System (5.81) (n = 5)
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Figure 5.60: Available Power Approximation A^  k for the Non-circular Limit Cycle 
System (5.81) (n =  5)
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Figure 5.61: Super Available Storage Approximation V£k for the Non-circular Limit 
Cycle System (5.81) (fs = 5)
x  o
Figure 5.62: An Unforced Trajectory of the Non-circular Limit Cycle System (5.81) 
(fi = 5) and the Zero Set of Va(x)
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Figure 5.63: Dynamics for the  Unforced Lorentz A ttrac to r (5.84) (v =  0)
5.9 T he L orentz A ttra c to r
The stability  of some lim it cycle system s may be analysed using linearization techniques 
[5,18]. However, since these techniques ultim ately involve approxim ating the dynam ical 
behaviour in a  neighbourhood of the steady sta te  dynamics, such techniques cannot be 
applied to chaotic systems. Application of power gain analysis techniques on the  other 
hand do not require the use of linearizations. Instead, the only requirem ent is the 
existence of an a ttrac ting  set for the dynamics. An example of such a system  is a 
forced Lorentz a ttrac to r,
* 1 1 0 ( ® 2  “  E l ) 1
® 2 = — X 2  +  2 8 x i  —  X 1 X 3
+ 0
® 3 —  | x 3  +  X \ X 2 0
z = \J  x \  +  x 2 +  x l
The unforced dynamics of system (5.84) is illustrated  in Figure 5.63.
In th is section, we dem onstrate th a t the super available storage (2.149) and the 
infinite horizon available storage (2.169) can be com puted for a  chaotic system  (in 
particular, (5.84)).
The super available storage is illustrated  in Figures 5.64 through 5.71, w ith  each 
figure representing a different value of the th ird  sta te  variable £ 3 . Similarly, the  infinite 
horizon available storage is illustrated  in Figures 5.72 through 5.79.
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Figure 5.64: The Super Available Storage Va{xi, X2 , £3) for 2:3 =  0
»a*5
20
Figure 5.65: The Super Available Storage Va(xi, X2 , £3) for 2:3 =  5
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Figure 5.66: The Super Available Storage Va(x\, X2 , £3) for x$ =  10
Figure 5.67: The Super Available Storage Va(xi,X2 ,xs) for x$ =  15
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x2
20
Figure 5.68: The Super Available Storage Va(x\,X2 ,xz) for 2:3 =  20
x2
20
Figure 5.69: The Super Available Storage Va(xi, £2 , £3) f°r x3 — 25
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20
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Figure 5.70: The Super Available Storage Va(xi ,X2 , x 3) for £ 3  =  30
Figure 5.71: The Super Available Storage Va(xi,  £2 , £3 ) f°r x 3 =  35
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Figure 5.72: The Infinite Horizon Available Storage Vi{xi,X2 ,x$) for £3 =  0
Figure 5.73: The Infinite Horizon Available Storage Vi(xi, £2 ,£ 3) for £3 =  5
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Figure 5.74: The Infinite Horizon Available Storage Vb(x i ,  X2 , £3) for £3 =  10
Figure 5.75: The Infinite Horizon Available Storage V&(zi, 2 2 , £3) for 2:3 =  15
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V 20
Figure 5.76: The Infinite Horizon Available Storage V{,(xi,X2 ,x$) for x3 =  20
X.-2S
x2
Figure 5.77: The Infinite Horizon Available Storage Vj(cci, X2 , £3 ) for £ 3  =  25
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Figure 5.78: The Infinite Horizon Available Storage Vf>(x 1 ,2 2 ,2 :3 )  for 2:3 =  30
Figure 5 .79: The Infinite Horizon Available Storage V t(x i,X 2 ,2:3) for 2:3 =  35
C hapter 6
C onclusions
6.1 C onclusions
The m ain them e of this thesis has been the analysis of nonlinear systems which exhibit 
power gain from disturbance to  ou tpu t. In contrast to £2-gain analysis techniques, the 
tools presented in this thesis adm it the treatm ent of nonlinear systems which exhibit 
some form of internal power generation, such as lim it cycles. This power generation 
was captured by the concept of available power, which was shown to be fundam ental 
in the analysis of systems w ith power gain. Following the th read  of energy dissipative 
system s theory, it was possible to  develop an analogous notion of power dissipativity, 
which allowed the energy balance analysis which has proved so useful in ^2-gain analysis 
to be applied to the power gain case. Corresponding definitions of available storage and 
required supply have been proposed, w ith the internal power generation of the system  
accounted for using the notion of available power. Analysis of nonlinear system s w ith 
power gain in the presence of the worst case disturbance has revealed a new w ealth of 
system  behaviour which does not arise in systems w ith Z^-gain. Unlike the £ 2-gahi 
case, in which equlibria are preserved in the presence of the worst case d isturbance, 
the  power gain case gives rise to  fundam ental changes in dynamics, such as shifts in 
equilibria, bifurcation of equilibria, and the modification of shape and size of lim it 
cycles.
In pursuing an application of power gain analysis in control theory, an optim al 
power gain control problem was defined. In th is problem , the optim al control was 
defined to be th a t which minimizes the limit cycle behaviour of a closed loop system .
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This was form ulated as a m inim ization over a  set of possible control policies of the 
available power, which is a  measure of the internal power generation of the system. 
The resulting sta te  feedback controller synthesis techniques were then applied to  a 
class of linear systems w ith actuato r nonlinearities.
Finally, a  num ber of num erical techniques for com puting the available power, avail­
able storage, and required supply were discussed. These techniques were then applied 
to a range of explicit nonlinear examples.
6.2 F urther W ork
The developm ent of power gain analysis and control theory is new. As such, there is a 
great deal of fu ture work to  be undertaken.
In particu lar, a deeper understanding of the  issue of stability  is required. The 
connections between the available storage /  required supply and stabilizing /  an tis ta ­
bilizing solutions of the  a tten d an t stationary  PD E have been dem onstrated in explicit 
cases b u t not exploited in general theory. Existence of PD E solutions and characteriza­
tion of solutions also rem ains outstanding. Precise connections between the super and 
infinite horizon available storage also need to be fully understood. Much of the PDE 
m achinery for the required supply rem ains to be developed or proved.
W ith  the broadening of understanding of power gain analysis techniques, further 
work on form ulating bo th  sta te  feedback and m easurem ent feedback control techniques 
is essential. A lthough an optim al s ta te  feedback problem  is proposed in this thesis, use­
ful num erical techniques for the  solution of such problems requires a ttention. Needless 
to say, the m easurem ent feedback control problem  is a  completely new and no doubt 
complex problem.
Finally, the  proof of convergence of numerical schemes is required. A lthough the 
num erical techniques presented rely on existing schemes developed for stochastic con­
trol problem s, the determ inism  of the power gain problem  requires th a t analogous 
determ inistic proofs be developed.
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